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Abstract

A large amount of digital information collected and stored in datasets creates vast opportunities for knowledge discovery and data mining. These datasets, however, may contain sensitive information about individuals and, therefore, it is imperative to ensure that their privacy is protected.

Most research in the area of privacy preserving data publishing does not make any assumptions about an intended analysis task applied on the dataset. In many domains such as healthcare, finance, etc; however, it is possible to identify the analysis task beforehand. Incorporating such knowledge of the ultimate analysis task may improve the quality of the anonymized data while protecting the privacy of individuals. Furthermore, the existing research which consider the ultimate analysis task (e.g., classification) is not suitable for high-dimensional data.

We show that automatic feature selection (which is a well-known dimensionality reduction technique) can be utilized in order to consider both aspects of privacy and utility simultaneously. In doing so, we show that feature selection can enhance existing privacy preserving techniques addressing k-anonymity and differential privacy and protect privacy while reducing the amount of modifications applied to the dataset; hence, in most of the cases achieving higher utility.

We consider incorporating the concept of privacy-by-design within the feature selection process. We propose techniques that turn filter-based and wrapper-based feature selection into privacy-aware processes. To this end, we build a layer of privacy on top of regular feature selection process and obtain a privacy preserving feature selection that is not only guided by accuracy but also the amount of protected private information.

In addition to considering privacy after feature selection we introduce a framework for a privacy-aware feature selection evaluation measure. That is, we incorporate privacy
during feature selection and obtain a list of candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets that consider (and satisfy) both efficacy and privacy requirements simultaneously.

Finally, we propose a multi-dimensional, privacy-aware evaluation function which incorporates efficacy, privacy, and dimensionality weights and enables the data holder to obtain a best attribute subset according to its preferences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A large amount of digital information collected and stored in datasets creates tremendous opportunities for knowledge discovery and data mining. These datasets, however, may contain sensitive information about individuals and therefore, necessary measures should be put in place to ensure that the privacy of individuals is protected.

In general, data privacy and Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) are spread across several fields. The main goal is to study the protection of information by preventing disclosure of sensitive information of individuals. Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC), which is rooted in the statistics community, is one of the first disciplines that dealt with this problem. SDC aims at developing techniques to enable publishing data from statistical agencies while protecting the privacy of their users (Navarro-Arribas et al. 2014).

In addition to the statistics community, data privacy has become important research area in computer science as well. We find privacy enhancing technologies ranging from cryptography to privacy preserving data mining and private information protocols. It is difficult to classify the privacy enhancing technologies because of the overlap between most of disciplines.
A well accepted categorization of dataset privacy was proposed in (Domingo-Ferrer 2007). In their research, techniques are being classified based on whose privacy they are trying to protect. Three dimensions have been identified; namely, respondent privacy, owner privacy, and user privacy. In the case of respondent privacy, respondent is the subject of the data. For example, in the area of SDC, given a census dataset, the respondents are the subjects included in the census. The respondent is a passive subject that cannot act within the system in order to protect its own data. Respondent privacy’s goal is to avoid re-identification of, say, patients or other individuals whom dataset records refer to. In the case of owner privacy, owner is the administrator holder of the data. The owner is normally liable for disclosure of sensitive data. Therefore, the aim of owner privacy is to ensure that the owner does not give away his dataset. Finally, user in the user privacy dimension is considered the active counterpart of respondent. In this case, the user is responsible for protecting his/her own private data and is able to interact with the system for this purpose.

Respondent privacy is perhaps the most common case found in data privacy scenarios. Most common SDC and Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) techniques usually fit in this category. Their common goal is to protect a dataset (i.e., to protect the privacy of the respondents) and yet being able to apply statistical analysis and data mining techniques (Navarro-Arribas et al.). In our work, we mainly consider respondent privacy.

Two closely related research areas in protecting the privacy of individuals in the datasets include Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) and Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM). PPDP is mainly concerned with developing tools and methods that enable publishing data in an insecure environment. PPDP aims at publishing modified data such that while individuals’ privacy is preserved, the published data remains practically useful (Mohammed et al. 2011). PPDP mainly focuses on application-free protection of data when the data is required for research purpose or business transactions (Lin et al. 2011b). PPDM, on the other hand, aims at extending traditional data mining techniques in order to work effectively with the modified data. That is, in PPDM, the data mining algorithms are analyzed for their potential side-effects on data privacy. The main objective of PPDM is to develop algorithms that modify the original data such that the private data is protected even after the mining process (Verykios et al. 2004b). PPDM focuses on privacy issues when data miners want real data in order to perform data mining (Lin et al. 2011b). Two
main reasons for PPDM’s increasing importance in recent years include improved ability to store data that contains personal information about users, and increasing sophistication of data mining techniques to leverage such information (Aggarwal and Yu 2008).

Most research in the areas of PPDP do not make any assumptions about an intended analysis task applied on the dataset. In many domains such as healthcare, finance, etc, however, it is possible to identify the analysis task beforehand. In general, considering a particular publishing scenarios is a fruitful direction and leads to identifying the best algorithm based on the scenario at hand (Ayala-Rivera et al. 2014). Incorporating the knowledge of a given ultimate analysis task in PPDP may improve the quality of the anonymized data while protecting the privacy of individuals. Consider the following example borrowed from (Sun et al. 2009): Two distinct data recipients use the same data for different purposes. In the first scenario, a research center from a university requests the census data from the Census Bureau in order to conduct a demographic analysis in a local area. In the second scenario, a PhD student from the faculty of business requires the same census data in order to investigate or predict the potential business opportunities in a local area. In each case, the analysis task is different. As a result, the published data may be good for one purpose and not for another or may not be good for either purpose. Such ‘one-size-fits-all’ methodology usually does not result in the most optimal solution from a utility point of view. When data undergoes general-purpose anonymization (without considering the intended analysis task) we may end up with over-protection of data, i.e., over-anonymization which eventually results in adverse impact on its utility.

In our work, one main case is to take advantage of feature selection as a dimensionality reduction tool. It is, therefore, important to make assumptions about the ultimate usage of the data and in order to tailor a given data release to the intended purpose. This purpose-based or application-oriented privacy has been addressed previously and our work fits into this dimension.

To this end, the impact of the ultimate analysis “task” in PPDP and PPDM may be studied in a bigger dimension, i.e., in the process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases and the notion of privacy-by-design. We first briefly discuss these two concepts.
1.1. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) refers to the process of transforming raw data into useful information. A more formal definition of the KDD process is given as “the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data” (Fayyad et al. 1996b).

The KDD process is summarized in Figure 1.1. Such process is both interactive and iterative with many decisions that are made by the user.

![Figure 1.1: The KDD process steps (Fayyad et al. 1996a).](image)

The steps of the KDD process are outlined in (Fayyad et al. 1996b) as follows:

- **Step 1**: Understanding the application domain and identifying the goal of the KDD process from the customer’s point of view.
- **Step 2**: Creating a target dataset (and to select a subset of data samples or variables) that will be used for discovery.
- **Step 3**: Performing data cleaning and data preprocessing such as noise removal, handling missing data, etc.
- **Step 4**: Data reduction which consists of identifying relevant features according to a given analysis goal. This step involves dimensionality reduction or transformation methods.
- **Step 5**: Matching given data mining methods (e.g., classification, regression, clustering, etc.) to the goals of the KDD process.
- **Step 6**: Choosing the data mining method(s).
- **Step 7**: Performing the actual data mining and searching for patterns of interest such as classification rule, classification trees, clustering, regression, and so on.
- **Step 8**: Interpreting the mined patterns and possibly returning to any of the steps 1 through 7.
• Step 9: Acting on the discovered knowledge.

In this process, data mining is considered one step, although it is, by far, the most important step and has received most attention in the literature (Fayyad et al. 1996b).

1.2. The Importance of Protecting Privacy

“Privacy is not simply a precious and often irreplaceable human resource; respect to privacy is the acknowledgment of respect for human dignity and the individuality of man” (https://www.priv.gc.ca).

Privacy has been associated with Maslow's hierarchy of human needs (Clarke 2006). Abraham Harold Maslow was an American psychologist. His proposed idea (Maslow 1943) was that people gets motivated to achieve certain needs. After fulfilling a given need person seeks to fulfill the next one. These needs start with “Physiological” at the bottom of the hierarchy, followed by “Safety”, “Love/belonging”, “Esteem”, and finally “Self-actualization” at the top of the hierarchy.

In (Clarke 2006) an interesting implicit association between these needs and different types of privacy was made. “Physiological” and “Safety” needs are associated with bodily privacy and privacy of the person. “Love/belonging” and “status and self-esteem” are associated with privacy of personal communication and personal behavior, and “Self-actualization” is associated with privacy of personal data.
Jeopardizing individual privacy due to improper share of information among different parties has been addressed in the past. Two well publicized cases include Massachusetts voter list and Netflix prize data. They are briefly discussed below:

The Massachusetts voter list is an early privacy incident which was the main motivation for proposing $K$-anonymity privacy model outlined in (Sweeney 2002b). The Group Insurance Commission (GIC) in the US published anonymized dataset which was assumed to be anonymous. This dataset included the medical visits of patients i.e., all state employees that were managed under the insurance plan. In the published dataset, the explicit identifiers were removed. However, the data included zip code, date of birth, and gender. These were sufficient to identify a large portion of population. Sweeney (Sweeney 2002b) showed that it is possible to correlate this data with the publicly available Voter Registration List of Cambridge Massachusetts which she purchased for $20. She was able to identify the former governor of the state of Massachusetts in the dataset. The problem nowadays is that, even without accessing the public voter registration list, such privacy breaches may occur due to the availability of individuals’ gender, zipcode, and birthdate on social media such as Facebook (Li et al. 2011).

In the case of Netflix prize data, Netflix released the anonymized movie rating of 500,000 subscribers for a contest. The purpose was to improve the correctness of its recommendation system. Netflix had to cancel the contest because the work in (Narayanan and Shmatikov 2008) showed that when the movie ratings are combined with the information available in the public Internet Movie Database (IMDb), it is possible to re-identify users in the released Netflix dataset with high probability.

A research done in (Tsai et al. 2011) showed that a more prominent display of privacy policies in online retailers will make consumers to incorporate privacy considerations when making online purchasing decisions. In fact, this study showed that customers tend to purchase from online retailers that better protect their privacy. Furthermore, the research shows that when privacy information is made more accessible, some customers are willing to pay more in order to purchase from sites that protect their privacy more. As a result, the study suggests that business could leverage privacy protection as their selling point.
In health care, a given study showed that Canadian health providers resist to share data with public health because of concerns due to patient privacy and performance evaluation. In another example, students were able to re-identify individuals in the Chicago homicide database by linking it with the social security death index (El Emam et al. 2011a) (El Emam et al. 2011b).

1.3. Privacy-by-Design (PbD)

The concept of Privacy-by-Design (PbD) was initiated by Ann Cavoukian, the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, Canada, in the ‘90s. The objectives of PbD are accomplished by practicing the seven foundational principles (Cavoukian 2009). These principles are listed as follows: First, this approach has proactive rather than preventive nature. In other words, PbD does not wait for privacy risk to occur. It tends to anticipate and prevent privacy leakages even before they occur. Second, PbD ensures that personal data are automatically protected in any given business practice or IT system. That is, even if an individual does not do anything, his/her privacy is preserved by default. Third, privacy is embedded into the architecture and design of IT systems and business practices and is considered an essential component of the core functionality being delivered. Fourth, PbD offers to accommodate all legitimate objectives and interests in a positive-sum manner. It avoids the false claims such as privacy vs. security and demonstrates that it is possible to achieve both simultaneously. Fifth, it offers end-to-end security and full lifecycle protection. Sixth, it assures all stakeholders that the business practice or technology operates according to the stated objectives and promises. Finally, PbD requires that the interests of the individuals are kept uppermost and keep the process user-centric.

KDD and PbD can be combined using the ultimate analysis task. In a bigger picture we may consider a Task Oriented Privacy-preserving KDD (TOP_KDD) process in which the KDD application is informed about privacy. This requires considering privacy in every step of the KDD process. In this work we focus on the data reduction step during pre-processing stage. Though not the focus of this work, such incorporation of privacy in every step of the KDD process could be potentially integrated into the existing KDD standards (e.g. CRISP (CRISP-DM 2001)). Integrating privacy into the CRISP-DM has been studied in the past in (Hu 2011).
To this end, we consider automatic feature selection, an effective dimensionality reduction technique and incorporate privacy into its functionality. In doing so, we effectively address two principles of PbD; namely, “privacy as the default setting” and “privacy embedded into design”.

Making assumptions about the (sensitive) personal data, the background knowledge of the attacker(s), and the final analytical questions to be answered are considered fundamental assumptions for designing privacy-preserving framework (Monreale 2011). Here, background knowledge of the attacker refers to any additional information that could be obtained from external sources which would help the adversary (i.e. attacker) in breaching the privacy of a given individual in the dataset. Further assumptions may include the amount of privacy that ought to be protected for different individuals in the dataset. When we want to apply data mining, while some methods are appropriate for categorical data, some other methods are more suitable for numerical data, and so on. Some other techniques would handle both types of data. This is directly related to the final analysis task. If the goal is to build a classifier without specifying the type of classifier, then the nature of data plays an important role in selecting the appropriate classification algorithm. If, on the other hand, the goal is to build a specific classifier such as C4.5, then such knowledge may lead the data pre-processing and transforms the data to fit the goal of building a C4.5. classifier. Full privacy means not revealing anything, and full utility means not hiding anything. The goal is to find a trade-off between privacy and utility. By this trade-off, in our work, we refer to controlling the amount of privacy that could be gained without degrading our classification accuracy. Our work is based on feature selection and one main property of feature selection is that it would reduce the dimensionality of data without negatively impacting the accuracy of the resulting dataset or in many cases while improving its accuracy. We believe that such trade-off is best realized when the purpose of analysis is taken into consideration. The knowledge of adversary is yet another important element to consider. Recall that (with the exception of differential privacy) each privacy model is built to address specific attack models. Therefore, it is important to consider such knowledge by the adversary in a privacy preserving design/framework in order to obtain “reasonable” level of privacy (Monreale 2011), call it “realistic” privacy. Furthermore, not
all data attributes are potentially privacy breaching, and therefore considering all attributes to be quasi-identifier attributes is unrealistic.

1.4. Problem Statement

The TOP framework and some of its applications are shown in Figure 1.3. Our proposed TOP framework is different than workload-aware anonymization (e.g., (Iyengar 2002, Wang et al. 2004, Fung et al. 2005, LeFevre et al. 2006a)) in which anonymization techniques are modified in order to enhance the utility of the datasets for classification purposes. We consider TOP framework to be a general framework with different applications. One such application is workload-aware anonymization. Another application is in the area of cryptography e.g., digital credential technique proposed in (Brands 2000). We consider KDD process with the ultimate goal of turning it into a privacy-preserving process by applying privacy by design. In order to realize privacy-by-design in the context of KDD, every step of the process should become privacy-aware. In our work, we focus on step four, i.e., the dimensionality reduction step and in particular on feature selection which is a well-known dimensionality reduction technique.

![Figure 1.3: TOP Framework.](image)

To achieve this objective, we propose different techniques to turn automatic feature selection into a privacy-aware process. This is done in a step-by-step approach via the three dimensions which constitute the contributions of our work. We start with
investigating the impact of automatic feature selection on privacy without any adjustment made to the feature selection process. We then turn automatic feature selection into a privacy-aware process. Finally, we consider privacy as another factor (in addition to accuracy) when evaluating selected attribute subsets.

Throughout our work, we consider the classification accuracy as our utility function. In all experiments, our baseline accuracy (associated with the baseline dataset) is the reference point. We either aim to improve the classification accuracy or at least ensure that under any circumstances our proposed techniques will not degrade the classification accuracy significantly lower than the baseline accuracy. We use statistical significance t-test to make our comparisons. In our work, privacy gain is either identified as reducing the risk of re-identification of an individual in the dataset, or reducing the ability of an attacker to infer sensitive attributes of individuals in the dataset. We evaluate our classifiers using 10-fold cross validation.

The experiments are conducted using real world datasets taken from the UCI repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). The summary of the datasets is shown in Appendix C in Table C.1. We considered nine of the UCI repository datasets mainly belonging to medical and financial fields. One advantage of the UCI datasets is that they are available for researchers to use and apply their techniques. It is possible to reproduce the results.

1.5. Contributions and Thesis Organization

Turning automatic feature selection into a privacy-aware process is a step forward in transferring the KDD process into a privacy-aware one. We assume a case in which the Data Holder (DH) wants to utilize automatic feature selection and to publish a task-oriented dataset that is tailored for a specific analysis task. This is referred to as Task Oriented Privacy-preserving (TOP) data publishing.

We assume a scenario that consists of a DH who holds the original data on the one hand and, a Data Recipient (DR) who wants the data in order to apply certain data mining task on the other hand. In our work, we assume that DR wants to classify the dataset. DH uses automatic privacy-aware feature selection and publishes a customized dataset which takes the intended analysis task of DR into consideration. Since the dataset is going to be
published in an unsecure environment, in practice, it will also be available to the attacker. However, since the dataset is tailored for a given analysis task, if the attacker uses the same dataset to do say clustering analysis instead, the results would be misleading and of less or no value. As examples, DH and DR could be a hospital and a research center respectively.

In our work we specifically consider individual’s privacy. That is, the privacy concerns in this work pertain to individuals not a group of people. Considering the privacy of a group of people is addressed in the field of discrimination-aware data mining or fair data mining (Pedreshi et al. 2008) and is out of the scope of our research.

Our contributions in this work are three-fold:

(1) In the first dimension, we show that automatic feature selection (which is an effective dimensionality reduction technique) could be well utilized in order to improve privacy. In doing so, we show that feature selection can enhance existing privacy models such as $K$-anonymity and differential privacy. To the best of our knowledge, such role of feature selection as a privacy preserving tool has not been addressed in the past. We show that with feature selection, while satisfying privacy, high utility of the resulting dataset for the given task is maintained.

(2) In the second dimension, we turn the two main categories of feature selection, namely filters and wrappers, into privacy-aware processes. As such, we build a layer of privacy on top of automatic feature selection and turn it into a privacy-aware process. To this end, we introduce two systems (i.e., PF-IFR and PW) corresponding to filters and wrappers respectively. We show that using correlation among (predictor) attributes on the one hand and correlation between (predictor) attributes and the class attribute on the other hand, we can further refine the feature selection process taking into account privacy considerations.

(3) In the third dimension, we incorporate privacy into the very evaluation process of automatic feature selection. We consider privacy “during” feature selection and as such introduce a measure of privacy based on increase/decrease of attacker’s ability to
infer the value of sensitive attribute of individuals. Consequently, a list of privacy-aware candidate subsets satisfying both objectives of privacy and efficacy (e.g. accuracy) is obtained. This enables the data holder to trade-off privacy and efficacy based on its preferences. In the same dimension, we introduce a (multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function $E(S)$) which allows the data holder to select and release a single best attribute subset that incorporates efficacy, privacy, and dimensionality objectives according to the data holder’s preferences. Such evaluation function enables the data holder to trade-off privacy, accuracy, and dimensionality of data in a controlled manner.

This thesis is organized as follows. Part I includes three chapters, namely, Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide background information in the areas of privacy and feature selection. Part II includes four chapters. Chapter 5 summarizes the TOP framework and discusses the first dimension discussed above. The content of this chapter is mainly based on the material that appeared in:


Chapters 6 and 7 discuss privacy-aware filters and privacy-aware wrappers respectively and thus present the second dimension discussed above. The content of these two chapters is mainly based on the material that appeared in:

Chapter 8 presents the third dimension. It discusses the proposed framework for a privacy-aware feature selection evaluation measure. Furthermore, it discusses the proposed multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function. The content of this chapter are mainly due to the material that was appeared in and submitted to:


Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and present some potential future work.
Part I

Background and Relevant Work
Outline Part I

In Part I we discuss some of the techniques and concepts that are most relevant to our work and constitute the basis upon which we build our methods. This part consists of three chapters. The main objective of this part is to provide background information and to set up the stage for introducing the proposed techniques in Part II.

Chapter 2 provides information about data collection and data publishing, attack models, anonymization operations, privacy vs. utility trade-off, and information metrics amongst others. In Chapter 3 we specifically discuss the relation between anonymization and classification and consider related works in anonymization where application purpose is taken into account. In addition to privacy, feature selection is the other pillar of the proposed methodology. We provide a detailed chapter about feature selection and its role in dimensionality reduction. Chapter 4 introduces feature selection techniques, the main categories, their advantages and disadvantages, etc.

In each of these chapters we make frequent connection with our proposed methodology and identify the scope of our work accordingly.
Chapter 2

Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing

2.1. Data Collection and Data Publishing

The focus in Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) is on publishing person-specific data for the benefit of research. A typical scenario for data collection and publishing is demonstrated in (Fung et al. 2010a). In this scenario, in the data collection phase, the data publisher collects data from record owners (e.g. patients), and in the data publishing phase, the data publisher releases the collected data to the data recipient.

Two models for data publishers have been outlined in the literature (Gehrke 2005); namely, the untrusted model and the trusted model. In the first model, the data publisher is not trusted and may try to infer sensitive information from record owners. In the second model, the data publisher is trusted, and the record owners are willing to provide the data publisher with their personal information. An example of using the trusted model is when a patient gives his/her personal information to hospitals, clinics, family doctors, or when a customer reveals his/her personal information and financial details to a bank in order to obtain a loan, mortgage, etc. Our work assumes trusted publisher model at the data collection level. The question is whether this trust is transitive to the data recipient or not?
Furthermore, the recipient of the published data could be either known (private data recipient) or unknown (public data recipient). The work presented in (Bhumiratana and Bishop 2009) refers to the first case as *data sharing* and the second case is referred to as *data publishing*. In the case of data publishing, when an entity publishes the data it loses all control over how this data would be used. When the data recipient is known, it is likely that we know what this published data is intended to be used for. Knowing vs. not knowing of the data recipient needs to be discussed further in the light of trust. The general assumption in PPDP is that since we do not know how (and by whom) the released dataset will be used and since it will be available to both legitimate users and attackers, this trust is not transitive to the data recipient. However, when the recipient of the released data set is known in advance, appropriate assumptions about it being trustworthy or not could be made. When the recipient is unknown, it is more difficult to predict the ultimate usage of this data and the type of analysis that will be applied on it. The solution usually involves applying general purpose anonymization to the dataset prior to its publication.

In our work we assume that the data recipient is known and is trusted. However, this scope of trust is limited to the intended analysis task. In other words, the data recipient, though being a legitimate and recognized entity (e.g. a research center), should only see or know what is necessarily required in order to achieve the analysis task at hand. Any additional information which has no relation with the task should not be given/released to the data recipient.

### 2.1.1. Definition of Explicit Identifiers and Quasi-identifiers

The attributes in the original dataset are categorized into (Fung et al. 2010a):

\[
D(\text{Explicit	extunderscore Identifier(s)}, \text{Quasi	extunderscore Identifiers, Sensitive	extunderscore Attribute(s)}, \text{Non	extunderscore Sensitive	extunderscore Attribute(s)})
\]

In this categorization, *Explicit	extunderscore Identifier(s)* refers to a set of attributes that could identify individuals explicitly. One example is SSN in the US. An extended list of explicit identifiers could be found in HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) which is a legislation in the US that provides provisions for data privacy and security in order to protect medical data (HIPPA). *Quasi	extunderscore Identifiers (QI)* is a set of attributes (e.g. demographic attributes such as zip-code) that could potentially pin point an
individual in the dataset. These quasi-identifier attributes can be obtained by the attacker (adversary) from personal knowledge or from publicly available datasets, $Sensitive\_Attribute(s)$ correspond to a person-specific information such as salary, disease, and so on which may be considered confidential. Finally, $Non-Sensitive\_Attribute(s)$ contain the attributes that do not fall into any of the above categories. These attributes are also called “natural” attributes; i.e., neither sensitive nor quasi-identifying (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). Note that, although a single attribute in the QI set is not able to uniquely identify an individual, a combination of such attribute (i.e. the QI set) is. The very definition of quasi-identifiers refers to a set of attributes that when their values are taken together could potentially identify an individual. More specifically, in the record linkage attacks the attacker already knows that a given individual's record exists in the published dataset $T$. S/he also observes the QI values from external source and if the two records match, individual’s SA value could be obtained with high probability (Ke et al. 2009).

Another work categorized the attributes into three categories; namely, explicit identifiers, quasi-identifiers, and sensitive attributes (Li et al. 2007). A fundamental assumption in previous research such as $K$-anonymity, $l$-diversity, etc is that dataset's attributes can be divided vertically into SA and QI attributes.

In general, the original dataset with the above attribute structure (i.e. having explicit identifiers, quasi-identifiers, and sensitive attribute(s)) does not satisfy privacy requirements and therefore, it has to be modified before release. Such modification is performed via anonymization operations. Anonymization (Cox 1980) refers to hiding the identity and/or the sensitive information of individuals with the assumption that the sensitive data should be retained for analysis purposes. In the context of the above dataset format, anonymization requires that the explicit identifiers are removed from the dataset. This is, however, not sufficient. In (Sweeney 2002a), Sweeney showed that, even if all explicit identifiers are removed, an individual’s record in a published medical dataset could be linked to his/her name in a public voter list. Such a case of privacy breach was verified for William Weld, the former governor of the state of Massachusetts. To prevent linking attack, the data publisher releases an anonymous dataset which would have the following format (Fung et al. 2010a):

$$T(QI', Sensitive\_Attribute(s), Non-Sensitive\_Attribute(s))$$
Note that, in this format, the *Explicit_Identifier(s)* no longer exist and is(are) removed, and the *QI* set is transformed into a less specific form (i.e. *QI'*s) by applying different anonymization operations.

These operations include generalization, suppression, anatomization, permutation, and perturbation. Before discussing the anonymization operations in more detail it is important to discuss attack models and privacy models.

Privacy scenarios for privacy-preserving data sharing include interactive and not interactive. Each of these two privacy scenarios have advantages and disadvantages associated with them which are listed in Table 2.1.

In our work, we consider a non-interactive privacy scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Privacy Scenario</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Interactive</td>
<td>• Offers constant availability of data</td>
<td>• It is necessary for the data holder to specify privacy and utility requirements before sharing the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No infrastructure cost is required</td>
<td>• The data holder has not control over the released data since the dataset may be susceptible to attacks which have not been discovered when the dataset is released</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Good for hypothesis generation and testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query-based Interactive</td>
<td>• The data holders can audit the use of their data and apply access control policies. This means that it is possible to identify attackers and hold them accountable.</td>
<td>• It is difficult to support complex queries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The protection mechanism can be updated and the data holder can provide state-of-the-art protection for the sensitive data in the dataset.</td>
<td>• There is usually a restriction on the number of queries that can be answered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Since the types of posted queries are known beforehand, it helps the data holder to decide on appropriate level of privacy when the queries are answered.</td>
<td>• There are analysis tasks such as visualization which require individual records not aggregate results or models and it is difficult to support such task in the interactive scenario.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The work in (Sankar et al. 2013) divides existing work in data privacy into two main categories; namely, heuristic and theoretical approaches.

Research in (Matwin and Szapiro 2010) and (Acquisti 2010) have studied privacy from an economic point of view. The work in (Matwin and Szapiro 2010) argues that approaching data privacy from an economic perspective helps us to better understand privacy as a subject of an exchange (i.e. a good) in the economic sense. This will also lead to realize multiple dimensions of data privacy including the value of the data to its owner and the recipient, the cost (or effort) of attacking the data, and the cost of protecting the data.

To achieve a proper privacy protection measure, three criteria have been defined in (Zhang and Zhao 2007). A privacy protection measure should reflect the fact that adversaries may have different level of interests in different data values. It should considers data providers differences in privacy concerns (for example, some people consider age to be private while others are willing to disclose it publicly), and it should satisfy the minimum necessary rule.

Due to either mutual interests, or by regulations which require that certain data should be published, there is a demand to exchange and publish data among different parties. Medical research depends on sharing data; the National Institutes of Health stated that “[w]e believe that data sharing is essential for expedited translation of research results into knowledge, products, and procedures to improve human health” (Health 2003). Sharing data is crucial for nation’s security. The US Department of Homeland Security stated that “it is critical that each DHS component gives the highest priority to the sharing of potential terrorism, homeland security, law enforcement and related information” (May 2009). In the US, the National Cancer Institute initiated the Shared Pathology Informatics Network (SPIN) for researchers throughout the United States to share pathology-based data sets that are annotated with clinical information in order to discover and validate new diagnostic tests and therapies with the goal of ultimately improving patient care (Xiong and Rangachari 2008).

Dalenius (Dalenius 1977) provided a strict definition of dataset’s privacy. In that definition, privacy is assumed to be preserved if accessing the published dataset does not give the attacker any information about a targeted individual that could not be obtained without accessing the dataset. Dwork (Dwork 2006) challenged this definition and showed
the impossibility of Dalenius’ privacy protection due to existing background knowledge by
the attacker which could be obtained even without participation of a given individual in the
dataset. Such auxiliary information, i.e., information that can be obtained by the attacker
even without accessing the statistical dataset was illustrated via the following example
provided in (Dwork 2006). In this example, the assumption is made that the exact height of
a given person is considered sensitive information. Now, let’s assume that there is a
statistical dataset which shows the average heights of women from different nationalities.
Considering an attacker who has access to the statistical dataset and the auxiliary
information “Terry Gross is two inches shorter than the average Lithuanian women”. In this
scenario, the attacker would identify Terry Gross’ height, however, if the attacker knew
only the auxiliary information, without accessing the average heights, s/he would learn
very little.

Privacy is also measured as the information gain of a given observer. That is the
difference between the prior belief of an observer about sensitive attribute value of an
individual (i.e. before seeing the released table) and the posterior belief of the observer
(after seeing the released table) (Li et al. 2007). The work in (Li et al. 2007) separates the
information gain into two parts: that about specific individual and that about the whole
population.

In PPDP the notion of privacy is attached to a sanitization technique based on a given
attack model. The attack model may depend on the attacker’s ability to uniquely identify an
individual in the released dataset (i.e. identity disclosure (Sweeney 2002a)). Examples of
privacy models that address identity disclosure includes the very well-known K-anonymity
(Sweeney 2002b) model. The attack model could also depend on the ability of the attacker
in determining/predicting the sensitive information of a given individuals (i.e. attribute
disclosure(Li et al. 2007)). Examples of models addressing attribute disclosure include l-
diversity (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006) and t-closeness (Li et al. 2007), etc. The models
addressing these attacks compare privacy disclosure in terms of prior and posterior
probability before and after releasing the dataset. In all of these approaches notions of
Quasi-Identifiers (QI) and equivalence class play an important role. Recall from Section
2.1.1 that QI attributes refer to a set of attributes that when are “combined”, could be
linked to external datasets and potentially identify individuals. An equivalence class
consists of the number of tuples that share the same quasi-identifier values. In these models the assumption is made that the attacker knows the QI attributes/values of the individuals in the dataset. Choosing/identifying the quasi-identifiers is a challenging task and remains to be an open question in PPDP.

In the second category, the goal is to achieve the uninformative principle (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006). This principle states that a published dataset should only provide the attacker with small degree of additional information beyond his/her background knowledge. If this added information is large, the attack is called a probabilistic attack. In other words, this attack refers to the case where there exists a large variation between the prior and posterior belief of the attacker after accessing the dataset. Many privacy models belonging to this category do not classify attributes into QI and sensitive attribute(s) (Fung et al. 2010a). One rigorous notion of privacy in this category is the well-known $\epsilon$-differential privacy proposed by Dwork (Dwork 2006).

Another categorization of the attacks models was provided in (Kifer 2009). The four categories of attack listed in that work are linkage, exploitation of properties of the sanitization, use of background knowledge, and reasoning how an attacker's prior belief changes into posterior belief.

Any privacy research usually makes assumptions about the attack model and its corresponding privacy model. According to (Clifton and Tassa 2013), it is important that the selection of an appropriate privacy model should be made according to the use scenario.

In the first dimension of our proposed TOP framework in which feature selection is utilized as a privacy enhancing technique, we consider $K$-anonymity from the first category (which addresses the record linkage attack) and Differential Privacy from the second category (which addresses table linkage attacks and probabilistic attacks).

### 2.2.1. $K$-anonymity
To illustrate how privacy leakage can result from publishing data, consider the following example provided in (Jian et al. 2009). A hospital releases patient records to enable researchers to study the characteristics of different diseases. The released information does not contain the names, IDs, and other individually identifiable attributes of the patients. There are, however, some attributes (i.e. QI attributes) that, combined with external datasets, enable an attacker to access confidential information and hence result in identity disclosure. In our example, a hospital releases the data in Table 2.2 after removing the names of the patients. If an attacker obtains access to the (publicly available) voter's registration list shown in Table 2.3, he could easily discover the identity of the patients by joining the two tables on \{Age, Sex, Zipcode\} which are considered the QI attributes.

Table 2.2: Patients' Microdata (Jian et al. 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Voter Registration List (Jian et al. 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Joe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Judith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: The 2-anonymous table corresponding to Table 2.1 (Jian et al. 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Samarati and Sweeney (Samarati and Sweeney 1998a, Samarati and Sweeney 1998b) proposed the notion of $K$-anonymity in order to prevent record linkage. A table is considered $K$-anonymous if the QI values of each tuple are indistinguishable from “at least” $K-1$ other tuples. In other words, if a tuple in the table has some QI value, there are “at least” $K-1$ other records which have the same QI value. The records that share the same QI values constitute an Equivalence Class (EC). $K$-anonymity is mainly used to address record linkage attacks. Table 2.4 shows a 2-anonymous table corresponding to Table 2.2. Even though the attacker has access to the voter registration list, he could only infer that Tom may be the person in the last two records of the table. Therefore, the exact record is identifiable only with a probability of 50%.

There are a number of limitations that have been associated with $K$-anonymity (Friedman et al. 2008): First, it is not trivial for the database holder to identify the attributes that are (or are not) available in the external tables. We discuss this shortcoming further in Section 2.2.4. Second, while $K$-anonymity assumes a certain model of attack, there is practically no reason why the attacker should not try other methods. Third, the implicit assumption that within an equivalence class group, the tuples will have different private values. The deficiency of this assumption has lead to the introduction of $l$-diversity (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006) privacy model discussed in Section 2.2.2 and subsequently $t$-closeness (Li et al. 2007) privacy model discussed in Section 2.2.3. However, despite these limitations, $K$-anonymity is the most commonly accepted privacy model and provides the theoretical basis for privacy related legislation (Office for Civil Rights 2002). The work in (Friedman et al. 2008) identifies several advantages of $K$-anonymity including the following: (1) Rather than defining the process itself a $K$-anonymity model only defines the privacy of the output of a process, (2) $K$-anonymity is a simple, and well-understood model, and (3) It is easy to validate if the outcome is actually $K$-anonymous and therefore, non-expert data owners could be easily assured that they are using the model in a proper way, (4) The assumptions about separation of quasi-identifiers, variability of private data, and mode of attack has been so far correct in real-life scenarios. For these reasons, in our work, we consider $K$-anonymity as one of our main privacy models. There have been a number of algorithms to enforce $K$-anonymity.
2.2.1.1. Extending K-anonymity to achieve personalized privacy preferences

According to (Wang and Zhang 2012), the essence of privacy requires that the record owners should be able to select the amount of their desired privacy preferences. In conventional anonymization techniques (e.g. K-anonymity), the same amount of privacy is applied on all the tuples in the raw data (microdata). The issue with such an approach (although commonly used and widely accepted) is that it does not take into account the personal preferences of individuals with respect to their sensitive attributes in the dataset. One direct implication of such “one-size-fits-all” measure could cause unnecessary utility loss without privacy gain. For instance, given a dataset of patients with different diseases, it is typically the case that a flu patient would require weaker protection compared with a patient with HIV (Xiao and Tao 2006). In another example, given an application which tracks the data for brokerage customers, it is likely that the privacy requirements by institutional investors is different than retail investors and even within a given class of customers it is possible that customer with high net-worth may require higher level of privacy protection compared with others (Aggarwal and Yu 2005). The work in (Xiao and Tao 2006) argues that when “universal” privacy standard is provided, some individuals will be over-protected while some others will be under-protected. It follows that, by controlling/setting the amount of privacy per individual, the personalized privacy approach could result in less utility loss compared with the conventional methods of exerting equal amount of privacy control over all the tuples in the dataset (Xiao and Tao 2006). Therefore, rather than imposing identical amount of privacy protection when anonymizing the dataset, the amount of generalization could be adjusted according to the personal needs/preferences of the individuals whose data are in the dataset (e.g. patients, bank customers, etc) (Xiao and Tao 2006). Personalized privacy has been also studied under the notion of stochastic privacy (Singla et al. 2014). Stochastic privacy guarantees to the users the upper bound on the probability in which their personal information will be used.

One basic technique of integrating such personal preferences into privacy preservation is to extend K-anonymity and l-diversity in order to accommodate personal preferences (Xiao and Tao 2006). In the case of K-anonymity, it is possible to allow every individual to
select a tailored value of $K$ to determine the smallest size of QI-group desired for his/her tuples. For a dataset with a cardinality of $m$, there are $m$ personalized $K$-values, each associated with one tuple (Xiao and Tao 2006). We know that based on the contents of the datasets, participating parties, and analysis tasks, the measure of privacy and utility could change. In addition to the utility requirements identified by the data recipient and the privacy requirements identified and enforced by the data holder, our framework can be easily extended to add extra degree of flexibility by incorporating the notion of personalized privacy in which it is possible to define how much protection each individual requires when the ultimate usage of the data is known in advance.

The existing research does not address personalized privacy under predetermined ultimate usage consideration. We believe that personalized privacy is naturally integrated (both conceptually and practically) into the TOP framework, and any attempt for personalized privacy preservation without considering the ultimate analysis task may result in a sub-optimal solution. By identifying the recipient and the analysis task, individuals will be more comfortable in making decisions with respect to their privacy. With such knowledge, some individuals may be willing to share their private information for the benefit of society and to have positive contribution in the advancement of research. In other cases, some individuals may be willing to reveal their private information when they are offered rewards and financial incentives in exchange.

Since the dataset is going to be published, in practice, it could also be available to the attacker. However, since the dataset is tailored for a given analysis task, while guaranteeing privacy according to the privacy model, if the attacker uses the same dataset to do other analysis (e.g. to perform clustering instead of classification), the results would be misleading and of less or no value. In other words, we want to reveal to the data recipient information “just enough” for the given purpose.

2.2.2. $l$-diversity

Although $K$-anonymity protects against identity disclosure, it does not provide enough protection against attribute disclosure by background knowledge attack and homogenous attack. Assuming that an attacker knows that Mark is a 28 years old male living in Zip code
83687 and Mark’s record is in the table. From Table 2.4, the attacker knows that Mark has headache. This is called a homogenous attack. Now assume that the attacker knows Tom’s age and zip code. The attacker concludes that Tom belongs to the second equivalence class. The attacker also knows that there Tom is low risk of toothache. Such background knowledge enables the attacker to conclude that most likely has Couth. \( l \)-diversity was proposed (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006) as an extension of K-anonymity in order to protect against attribute disclosure. It requires that there are at least \( l \) well-represented values for the sensitive attribute within each equivalence class. As such, a table is considered \( l \)-diverse if every equivalence class of the table has \( l \)-diversity.

### 2.2.3. \( t \)-closeness

A number of shortcomings were associated with \( l \)-diversity (Li et al. 2007). First, it may be difficult and unnecessary to achieve. Second, it is insufficient to prevent attribute disclosure. Two attacks against \( l \)-diversity were presented, namely skewness attack and similarity attack. In order to address these issues, \( t \)-closeness was proposed by Li et al (Li et al. 2007). \( t \)-closeness requires that the distribution of the sensitive values in each equivalence class is close to the distribution of the attribute in the overall table. An equivalence class satisfies \( t \)-closeness if the distance between the distribution of a sensitive attribute in this class and the distribution of the attribute in the whole table is not more than a threshold \( t \). When all equivalence classes have \( t \)-closeness, the table is said to have \( t \)-closeness (Li et al. 2007). \( t \)-closeness does not limit the observer’s information gain about the population as a whole; rather, it limits the amount of additional information that the observer could learn about a specific individual.

### 2.2.4. Challenges of Choosing Quasi-Identifier (QI) Attributes

Classifying attributes into three disjoint sets; namely, sensitive, non-sensitive, and quasi-identifiers is one of the main challenges faced by the data holder is to (Fung et al. 2010b). The main reason for identifying a given attribute \( X \) as a QI attribute is if the attacker can potentially obtain that attribute from other external sources.
Furthermore, misclassifying $X$ into the sensitive or the non-sensitive attribute sets may compromise another sensitive attribute $Y$. For example, it is possible for the attacker to obtain $X$ from other resources and use it to perform record linkage or attribute linkage on $Y$. In another case, misclassifying a sensitive attribute $Y$ into QI may compromise the sensitive attribute $Y$ belonging to some individuals. For example, it is possible for the attacker to use the attributes in QI-$Y$ in order to do attribute linkage on $Y$ (Fung et al. 2010b). When $Y$, on the other hand, is incorrectly included in the QI set, unnecessary information loss is incurred because of the curse of dimensionality (Aggarwal 2005).

The work in (Motwani and Xu 2008) proposed a method in order to determine the minimal set of quasi-identifiers in a data table that is capable of almost distinctly identifying a record and capable of separating two data records. However, according to (Fung et al. 2010b), identifying the minimal set of QI does not result in the most appropriate privacy protection setting. The reason is that, the proposed method does not consider the attributes that an attacker could potentially get access to. In general, the choice of identification of QI remains an open issue.

In our approach (specifically the first and second dimension), we only retain the QI attributes which would be necessary for our analysis purpose. Without having a full QI set, it becomes much more difficult for the attacker to single out an individual via identity disclosure recalling that we need QI attributes “combined”.

In a real datasets, the set of quasi-identifier attributes is considered domain-specific. This includes the set of attributes that the attacker will gain access to from an external dataset such as the demographic information (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). One method of choosing QI attributes is to consider all non-sensitive attributes in the dataset. Such larger set of quasi-identifiers, however, gives the adversary more prior information and requires heavier amount of generalization and suppression (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). As such, large quasi-identifiers underestimate utility of the dataset and increase the risk of privacy breach. The criterion followed in (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008) in choosing QI is to keep it small in order to make adversary’s task as difficult as possible. One issue is that if the sensitive attribute is also the researcher’s target attribute while all attributes are quasi-identifiers, both the attacker and the researcher will try to use QI to predict the sensitive attributes. We address the case where $C=SA$ and $C\neq SA$ in Chapter 8.
2.2.5. Differential Privacy

In order to respond to the need for a firm foundation for privacy preserving data publishing, differential privacy was proposed by Dwork (Dwork 2006). In general, differential privacy ensures that the existence of any individual does not, substantially, influence the outcome of any analysis on the dataset. Differential privacy requires that the answer to any query to be probabilistically indistinguishable with or without any record in the dataset. Therefore, it becomes difficult for the attacker to make inference attacks on any of the records in the dataset. Learning whether a given individual is in the dataset or not is also called membership disclosure (see (Dwork 2006, Nergiz et al. 2007)). Membership disclosure is the focus of differential privacy.

The $\epsilon$-differential privacy is described as follows (Dwork 2006): a randomized function $K$ gives $\epsilon$-differential privacy if for all datasets $D$ and $D'$ differing by at most one element, all $S \subset$ Range $(K)$,

$$\Pr[K(D) \in S] \leq \exp(\epsilon) \times \Pr[K(D') \in S]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The ratio of $\Pr[K(D) \in S] / \Pr[K(D') \in S]$ is interpreted as the “knowledge gain ratio from one data set over the other” (Dwork 2008). It follows that, differential privacy requires that the knowledge gain be bounded by $\exp(\epsilon)$. From the definition of the differential privacy, if a given participant’s record is removed from the dataset, the limited knowledge gain implies that no output becomes more or less likely in any significant way (Dwork 2008).

In formula (2.1), parameter $\epsilon$ is called the privacy budget ($\epsilon > 0$). The privacy budget is public and is specified by the data holder, and with a lower value of $\epsilon$, stronger privacy is guaranteed. The value of $\epsilon$ should be less than 1, and typically is chosen to be 0.01, 0.1, ln 2, or ln 3 (Dwork 2008).

Currently, there are two main models for guaranteeing differential privacy, including interactive and non-interactive techniques. In the interactive approach the data recipient (i.e. the data miner) posts aggregate queries through a private mechanism and the data holder answers those queries in response (Dwork et al. 2006). In the case of the non-
interactive approach, the data owner anonymizes the raw data and publishes an anonymized version of the dataset to the data recipient. One of the advantages associated with the non-interactive approach compared to the interactive approach is that the data recipient gets a full access to the anonymized data and, thus is given flexibility to perform the required data analysis on the complete dataset (Mohammed et al. 2011). In the interactive approach, on the other hand, noise is being added to each query response. The cumulative “cost” of all queries is calculated. A privacy “budget” is assigned to the dataset as a whole, and if the cumulative cost reaches the budget, a policy decision is made by the data holder to increase the amount of distortion and the noise level to a degree that the answers become useless (Microsoft 2012). As such, given the privacy budget, only a fixed number of (useful) queries could be made in the interactive approach.

2.2.6. Relationship between Differential Privacy and K-anonymity

K-anonymity belongs to the syntactic anonymity approaches known to be susceptible to various attacks such as record linkage, attribute linkage, etc (Section 2.2). There are also common limitations associated with the syntactic approaches such as information loss, ad hoc assumption on auxiliary information, and sub-optimality (Nguyen et al. 2013). Differential privacy is a rigorous notion of privacy; however, a study of its utility is still in its infancy (Clifton and Tassa 2013). One main limitation associated with differential privacy is the fact that it is a perturbative method and usually noise needs to be added in order to satisfy this privacy model. In privacy preserving data mining, while protecting the privacy is the main goal, the other goal is to keep the data useful for data mining purposes. A fruitful research direction is to combine the benefits associated with syntactic anonymity approaches and differential privacy. A recent attempt (Soria-Comas et al. 2013) combines K-anonymity and differential privacy to improve the utility of the data using the very notion of indistinguishability offered by K-anonymity. The authors in (Soria-Comas et al. 2013) use microaggregation to achieve K-anonymity, however, their technique is limited to datasets with numerical features only. (Li et al. 2011) show that “safe” K-anonymization followed by random sampling could achieve differential privacy. The authors of this work show that applying random sampling to the data followed by a generalization step that is
independent from the dataset (i.e. applying a fixed generalization step) and then suppression of all tuples which occur less than $K$ times results in a dataset that satisfies $(\epsilon, \delta)$-differential privacy. One issue with this technique is that using a data independent generalization may lead to poor utility (Dankar and El Emam 2012). Furthermore, according to (Zang and Bolot 2011) adding a random sampling step negatively impacts the utility as well. (Mohammed et al. 2011) presented a novel technique for generalizing the contingency table then adding noise to the counts. Their technique handles both categorical and numerical attributes. According to this technique, the generalization step increases the cell counts and therefore, counts become much larger than the added noise.

Incorporating the ultimate analysis task and feature selection into anonymization is a step forward to combine the benefits of syntactic anonymization and differential privacy. This objective is discussed in details in Chapter 5 where we present the results of our work in (Jafer et al. 2014b) and (Jafer et al. 2014c). In (Jafer et al. 2014b) we show that incorporating feature selection into the anonymization process results in enhanced $K$-anonymized datasets and eventually leads to building classifiers with higher accuracy. In (Jafer et al. 2014c) we further showed that, it is possible to use feature selection and $K$-anonymity in order to improve the utility of differentially private data publishing.

2.3. Anonymization Operations

Depending on their effect on the original data, the anonymization methods are divided into two categories (Willenborg and Waal 2001), namely, perturbative and non-perturbative. In the perturbative category, the data is distorted before being published. Perturbation is achieved via adding noise, swapping values, aggregating values, and generating synthetic data according to the statistical properties of raw data (Fung et al. 2010b). As a result of this perturbation, unique combinations of attributes in the original dataset are replaced with new unique combinations in the perturbed dataset so that the statistical confidentiality of the data is preserved. The key point in the perturbative methods is that, there should be no significant differences between the statistics obtained from the perturbed dataset compared with the statistics computed from the original dataset (Domingo-Ferrer 2008). One issue with these techniques is their failure to preserve data truthfulness (e.g. changing patient’s age from 60 to 6) which can severely impact the utility
of the published data in domains such as healthcare (Gkoulalas-Divanis and Loukides 2013).

In the *non-perturbative* category, the data is modified such that the data truthfulness in retained while its detail is reduced. This category includes anonymization operations such as generalization and suppression, and, anatomization and permutation (Fung et al. 2010b). Detailed description of generalization and suppression and additive noise operations is given in the following sections. These anonymization operations are used in our selected privacy models, i.e. $K$-anonymity and differential privacy.

### 2.3.1. Generalization and Suppression

Generalization and suppression result in a dataset that is semantically consistent with the raw data. In the case of generalization, we generalize the attribute values of the quasi-identifiers in order to reduce the granularity of their representation. In other words, we replace some values with a parent value in its corresponding taxonomy tree. For example, age = 27 will be replaced by [20-30]. As for suppression, we replace some values with a special value so that the replaced values do not get disclosed. For example, Zip Code = 83661 will be replaced by 83***. Different algorithms that implement $K$-anonymization use these operations in order to satisfy the $K$-anonymity privacy model.

### 2.3.2. Additive Noise

Additive noise belongs to the category of random perturbation. An example is to add Laplace noise to achieve differential privacy. The main idea in random perturbation is to use synthetic data values to replace the original data values such that the statistical information computed from the original data is similar to the statistical information computed from the perturbed data. Since the perturbed data does not correspond to real world data it is not possible for the adversary to perform linkage attacks, or to confidently infer sensitive information from the published data (Fung et al. 2010b). Additive noise is considered an important and frequently used privacy preserving technique in statistical disclosure control (Adam and Worthmann 1989, Brand 2002).
2.4. Privacy vs. Utility Trade-off and Utility Measures

In addition to preserving the privacy when publishing a dataset, it is equivalently important to ensure that the released data is useful for further analysis (Fung et al. 2007). Protecting the privacy, alone, without considering the usefulness of the modified dataset for future analysis may make the dataset useless. At one extreme end of the spectrum, if we suppress all of the records in the dataset, the privacy of the individuals is 100% guaranteed but the utility of the dataset is completely destroyed. At another end, if we release the raw data, as is, without any modification the utility of the dataset is fully preserved but privacy of individuals is endangered. Therefore, it is crucial to find a balance between the amount of privacy and utility to make the dataset useful and yet privacy preserving. We believe such balance can be fully realized when the ultimate task guides the modification/anonymization process by means of ‘intelligent anonymization’.

Let us consider the following example borrowed from (Xu et al. 2006) which consists of patients’ records that are used for disease analysis. To anonymize this dataset, it is possible to generalize the zip_code attribute from a five-digit full zip code to three digit prefix (e.g. from 64534 to 645**). It is also possible to generalize the age attribute to age_group (such as [20-25] instead of ‘24’). Consider the following two analysis examples:

Task 1: An analyst wants to study the relation between disease and age. Solution: In such case, the age information is critical for disease analysis more than the exact location of the patients. Therefore, we need to preserve more details of the age attribute while use coarser generalization for the zip_code attribute.

Task 2: In another study, an analyst wants to indentify disease spread geographically. Solution: This may requires very precise information about the city and street names and a less detailed information about the age.

Given the same published dataset; from a researcher point of view, we are more interested in the utility of the dataset. As such, we may hide or modify attributes that have no or small values for the intended task and that may lead to high privacy risks. In the above example, if age and zip_code are considred QI attribute, while satisfying K-anonymity, guided by the analysis task we can adjust the level of generalization to retain more information.
The research in (Bhumiratana and Bishop 2009) proposed a model to balance privacy and utility of data. In that model, both the data provider and the data user are allowed to negotiate these two requirements until a satisfactory balance is reached, or rather, to determine that such a balance is not reachable. This is an interactive model in which the data publisher has control over the data after data publishing. Other research such as (Iyengar 2002, Bayardo and Agrawal 2005, LeFevre et al. 2006b) introduce utility metrics to guide the transformation process; however, they do not take into account the importance of attributes. (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008) proposed a technique where they directly compare the privacy loss with the utility gain caused by anonymization. In their technique, the privacy loss is measured as the improvement of adversary's ability in guessing individual's sensitive attributes values. The utility gain, on the other hand, is measured as the improvement of researcher's ability in building accurate classification model. This work shows that in order to achieve even modest privacy, the data mining utility will be completely destructed (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). The same work argues that the assumption that, privacy gain equals utility loss is not reasonable since privacy and utility have very different characteristics, and therefore in any privacy preserving data publishing/mining effort, studying privacy and utility should be conducted in parallel. Therefore it is crucially important to measure both privacy and utility using the same methodology because otherwise, maximizing utility will inevitability result in violation of privacy (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008).

With respect to the relation between privacy and utility, (Li and Li 2009) provide three reasons to why these two objectives cannot be directly compared. These reasons are summarized as follows:

First, Privacy is an individual concept which should be measured separately for every individual. However, utility is an aggregate concept that must be measured in an accumulative way for all useful knowledge. This implies that for privacy, the worst-case privacy loss should be measured. However, for utility we need to measure the aggregated utility. Second, specific knowledge (which is about a small group of individuals) has a higher impact on privacy whereas aggregate information (which is about a large group of individuals) has a higher impact on utility. Third, any information which deviates from a given prior belief, being correct or false, may result in privacy loss but only correct
information contributes to utility. It follows that, privacy should be measured against the trivially-anonymized data (the case where all quasi-identifiers along with identifiers are removed from the dataset) whereas utility should be measured using the original data as the baseline.

Two main characteristics of the data utility are that it is relative and specific (Hua and Pei 2008). It is relative because rather than considering the absolute utility of the data, we measure how much utility is preserved in the anonymized dataset compared to the original dataset. It is specific since different applications need different information in the dataset which leads to the conclusion that, in designing utility measures, the context of certain applications should be taken into consideration. Therefore, the use of the published data is considered important in determining the appropriate utility measure. These measures include query answering accuracy, classification accuracy, and distribution similarity (Hua and Pei 2008). In the case of query answering accuracy, the data quality depends on how far away each attribute value is from the original data after the dataset is modified and published. For instance, when generalization is used to anonymize the dataset, specific values of attributes are replaced by more general values. One important technique that uses the query answering accuracy as a utility measure is differential privacy (Dwork 2006) (Section 2.2.5). In the case of classification accuracy the released data is usually used to train a classifier and to build a classification model. The data quality is therefore measured based on how well the class structure is retained. Traditionally, data mining has been employed to measure the usefulness of the sanitized dataset (Sramka 2010). This is done via measuring and comparing the prediction accuracy over the original and the sanitized datasets. In our work, we consider classification accuracy and similarity in clustering to be our utility measures (i.e. utility functions).

Any reasonable trade-off between utility and privacy requires knowing the maximum utility achievable for a given level of privacy and vice versa (Sankar et al. 2013). The work in (Sankar et al. 2013) argues that this could be achieved by borrowing an important concept from information theory called rate distortion theory. That is, utility can be quantified through distortion and the rate distortion should be augmented with privacy constraints quantified via equivocation which is related to entropy.
Determining the amount of desired/required utility is essentially task dependent, and it is realistic to make a judgment about the obtained utility according to the predefined ultimate analysis task. The work in (Sramka et al. 2010) argues that similar to the utility, privacy requirement is also scenario dependent; for example, in one case a selected group of individuals need higher protection for specific attributes, whereas in another case the same privacy level is required for all of the users. This is directly related to the personalized privacy concept which was discussed in Section 2.2.1.1.

Constraint-based anonymization of transactions was studied in (Loukides et al. 2011). This was the first approach which anonymizes transactional data under application-specific privacy and utility requirements. These requirements are modeled as constraints which are satisfied using an algorithm that anonymizes transactions using a flexible anonymization scheme. This approach follows a greedy fashion and performs both generalization and suppression. The selection of generalized item is guided by the utility constraints which are specified by the data publisher. They correspond to the most generalized items that could be used to replace a set of items. As such, they limit the generalizations to items that are acceptable for the given application. When it is not possible to generalize an item with respect to a specific utility constraint, this algorithm suppress that item to ensure privacy.

Depending on whether the ultimate usage of the anonymized dataset is (not) taken into consideration during anonymization, two major categories of approaches have been introduced in the literature. These categories include general purpose and specific purpose anonymization and are discussed in the next section.

### 2.5. Information Metrics

In order to measure the data usefulness, two broad categories of information metrics exist, namely, *data metric* and *search metric*. *Data metric* measures the data quality in the anonymous table and compares it to the data quality in the original table. *Search metric* guides an anonymization algorithm - step by step - to find an anonymous table that has maximum information, and minimum distortion. The identified anonymous table is eventually evaluated using data metric. Information metric is also categorized based on its
information purpose into \textit{general purpose metrics, special purpose metrics,} and \textit{trade-off metrics} (Fung et al. 2010a).

\subsection*{2.5.1. General Purpose metrics}

The goal stated for privacy preserving data publishing is to produced sanitized datasets which have a “good” utility with respect to various workloads (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). The point is that the unknown workload is an essential premise in privacy preserving data publishing. The workload-independent measures have been proposed for this purpose. One approach is to minimize the amount of suppression and generalization (Ciriani et al. 2008). Such minimization is measured via relative distance, absolute difference, maximum distribution, or minimum suppression. Other work considered other syntactic metrics such as average size of quasi-identifiers equivalence classes, the number of generalization steps, the sum of squares of class sizes (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006), as well as preservation of marginals as it was shown in (Kifer and Gehrke 2006). The observation made by (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008) is that although workload-independent metrics quantify the amount of “damage” caused by sanitization, they do not measure the amount of utility that remains. Such unclear correlation between information loss metric and future use of data was pointed out in (LeFevre et al. 2006b). The problem is that the definition of utility is ill-defined on some unknown use of the data in the future (Cormode et al. 2013). This is why it has been recognized that the utility of sanitized datasets should be measured empirically with respect to specified workloads such as classification algorithms (Iyengar 2002) (Wang et al. 2005, LeFevre et al. 2006a).

The \textit{General purpose metrics} are used when the data publisher does not know how the published data will be used by the recipient. Reasonable information metric in such scenarios is to measure “similarity” between the original data and the anonymous data which is related to the \textit{principle of minimal distortion} (Sweeney 1998, Samarati 2001, Sweeney 2002b). One method is to minimize the amount of generalization and suppression that is applied to the quasi-identifier attributes while achieving a given privacy level (Ciriani et al. 2007). Other metrics are the number of steps required to perform generalization, the average size of quasi-identifier equivalence classes, preservation of marginals (Kifer and Gehrke 2006), and the sum of squares of class sizes (Machanavajjhala
et al. 2006). Workload-independent metrics while quantifying the “damage” that is caused by sanitization, they do not measure how much utility remains in the dataset (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). The special purpose metrics are discussed next.

### 2.5.2. Special Purpose metrics

The Special purpose metrics are used when the purpose of the data is known and can be taken into account during anonymization in order to retain information. This is directly related to our work. For example, if the data is published for a classification task, the values whose distinctions are essential for discriminating the class labels in the target attribute should not be generalized (Fung et al. 2010a).

Without a workload context, stating whether a dataset is “useful” or “not useful” becomes irrelevant (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008). The stated goal of PPDP is to produce sanitized datasets that have “good” utility for different kinds of workloads. However, one often-asked question is that, if the ultimate goal of data usage is known beforehand why not, instead, publishing the data mining results (i.e. a classifier)? According to (Nergiz and Clifton 2007), publishing data mining results is a commitment at the algorithmic level. This is an impractical solution for the non-expert data publisher. Furthermore, there are many ways to mine the data even if the purpose is given and, typically, it is not clear which one is the best unless the data is received and different ways are tried (Fung et al. 2010a). In our TOP framework, we address this particular concern. We insist that the data recipient is still in charge of the data mining and model building process and will generate the data mining model. The difference is that, rather than accessing the data directly (which is prohibited due to privacy restrictions), it views a subset of data that best fits its analysis goal and no further details are released by the data holder.

Let us consider the following example borrowed from (Fung et al. 2010a): we have a classification problem in which the goal is to classify future cases into some predetermined classes drawn from the same underlying population as the sample data in the published data. The sample data contains both the useful classification information which could improve the classification model and the useless noise which can degrade the classification model. The useful classification information (which clearly should be retained) holds for the sample data and the future data whereas the useless noise holds only for the sample
data. For instance, a patient’s birth year would most likely to be part of the information that is required to classify lung cancer if the disease occurs more frequently among elderly people; however, the exact birth data is likely considered to be noise. In such cases, by generalizing the birth date to birth year we actually eliminate the noise and achieve better classification accuracy.

The first work on privacy preserving data publishing for classification was presented by (Iyengar 2002). That work proposed a classification metric, a.k.a. $CM$, to measure the classification error on the available sample data. This method charges a penalty for each record that is suppressed or generalized to a group where the record's class is not the majority class. It follows that, a record which does not have a majority class in the group will be classified as a majority class. This is clearly incorrect and contradicts the record’s original class. When the data mining task (e.g. classification, regression, etc) is known in advance, this knowledge could be used in order to improve the anonymization process and eventually improve the quality of the results. Such knowledge also impacts the utility metric used (Section 2.5). For instance, we may use accuracy for classification applications and intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster dissimilarity for clustering applications.

Such incorporation of the data mining task into the anonymization process has an important implication. Recall from Section 2.5.1 that, general purpose anonymization aims at minimizing the distortion of the dataset while preserving the privacy according to a given privacy model. The importance of incorporating the data mining task in the anonymization process when the data mining task is known in advance (e.g. classification) was outlined by (Fung et al. 2007). Their work offered a $K$-anonymization solution for classification with the goal of finding a $K$-anonymized dataset which is not necessarily optimal in terms of minimizing data distortion on the sample data but, provides a solution with the aim of preserving the classification structure. According to this work (Fung et al. 2007), it is more important for the classifier to use the structure which will be repeated in the future data rather than noise which would occur only in the sample data. Usually, the sample data consists of overly specific “noise” which are harmful for classification. Therefore, in order to construct a classifier, noise should be generalized into patterns which are shared by more records in the same class. The data also consists of redundant structure.
The work in (Fung et al. 2007) argues that the cost metric for anonymization should be measured via the classification error on the future data. It is not correct to replace this cost metric by the classification error on the masked table due to the fact that a perfect classifier for the masked table may be inaccurate for the unseen data.

Utility in (Cormode et al. 2013) is defined as the empirical utility and described as the (relative) error of COUNT(*) queries with range conditions of the attribute. The work in (Brickell and Shmatikov 2008) argues that this does not contradict the “unknown workload” principle of sanitization necessarily. Rather, it shows that even when syntactic damage minimization requirement is satisfied, such sanitization may destroy the utility of a dataset for certain data mining tasks.

The findings of (Fung et al. 2007) are concluded as follows: this work considered the problem of satisfying the anonymity of individuals while releasing person-specific data for classification analysis. The authors argued that the existing optimal $K$-anonymization based on a closed form of cost metric does not address the classification requirement. Two observations were considered in this approach: information specific to individuals tend to be overfitting and therefore has little utility value to classification. It is possible that a masking operation eliminates some useful classification structures and alternative structures in the data emerge to help. As a result, not all data items are useful for classification and less useful data items may provide the room for anonymizing the data without compromising the utility. Our results shown in Chapter 5 verify this observation.

2.6. Multiple-View Data Publishing

Most of the algorithms in the area of PPDP/M consider, only, a single release of a given dataset. An extension to this model which has gained less attention considers multiple-view data publishing. It is observed that when multiple-views of the same data set are being released, although each of the individual releases is anonymized, it is still possible for an adversary to break the anonymity when comparing different anonymized views (Fung et al. 2010b). The assumption of multiple releases from the same dataset has been addressed in (Nergiz et al. 2009, Stokes and Torra 2012).
Few projects considered potential privacy breach resulting from linking two or more views. (Yao et al. 2005) proposed a technique for detecting violation of $K$-anonymity on a set of views. According to their work, the views are obtained by performing projecting and selection query. Another work by (Kifer and Gehrke 2006) considered releasing additional marginals in order to increase the utility of published data where marginals are duplicate preserving projection views.

Multiple-view data publishing is directly related and applicable to our TOP data publishing. If the analysis task is the main factor that guides the anonymization process, it would be legitimate to assume that the same dataset may be anonymized and released for different purposes. In order to consider multiple-view publishing in the context of TOP data publishing the data holder must ensure that if multiple views of the same dataset are requested by the data recipient(s), the union of all published anonymized views is still $K$-anonymous. This is achieved by introducing an anonymization budget, partially consumed, when an additional view of the dataset is being requested. If the total allowed budge is consumed the default case should rule and instead of task oriented anonymization, a general purpose anonymization is enforced. We consider multiple-view data publishing as a possible future work and will not discuss it further in our work.

2.7. Summary

This chapter provided background information about privacy-preserving data release including data collection and data publishing, possible attacks and their corresponding privacy models and anonymization operations. It also listed and analyzed some of the works considering privacy-utility trade-off measures, information metrics such as general purpose and special purpose metrics. A special attention was given to special purpose metrics due to their direct relation with TOP. The aforementioned topics were discussed and their potential relation with our current work was discussed. In the next chapter, we focus of background information and related work in the area of privacy preserving data mining with a focus on classification which is the core data mining task that is used throughout our work.
Chapter 3

Privacy Preserving Data Mining

Data mining and knowledge discovery in datasets aims at automatically extracting previously unknown patterns in a large amount of data (Han et al. 2012). In the area of privacy preserving data mining, the data mining algorithms are analyzed for their impact on data privacy. The goal of privacy preserving data mining is to develop algorithms to modify the original dataset so that the privacy of confidential information remains preserved and as such, no confidential information could be revealed as a result of applying data mining tasks. Data mining tasks include classification, clustering, association rule mining, etc.

3.1. Relations between K-anonymity and Classification

Let us consider the case where a given K-anonymous table will be used for data mining. Such knowledge about the purpose for which the anonymized data will be used has important implication. As it was outlined in (Ciriani et al. 2008), when the data is intended for data mining, the aim of K-anonymity should not be the minimization of information loss, rather, optimizing a measure that is suitable for data mining purpose.
Different methods have been proposed in the past that aim at protecting individuals’ privacy (through achieving $K$-anonymity and/or $l$-diversity) while preserving the data utility for certain data mining tasks such as classification. These works mainly focused on optimizing anonymization for classification applications. All of these works consider special purpose metric.

(LeFevre et al. 2006a) proposed a suite of greedy algorithms in order to address the $K$-anonymization problem for a number of analysis tasks such as classification and regression analysis for single/multiple categorical and single/multiple numerical target attribute(s) respectively. This technique provides a very flexible framework for anonymizing different attributes. The technique employs multidimensional generalization such as Mondrian (LeFevre et al. 2006b) that helps reducing information loss with respect to classification and regression analysis. However, there are two issues associated with this technique (Fung et al. 2010b). Firstly, multidimensional generalization leads to higher computational cost due to data exploration problem. Second, the fact that Mondrian algorithms enforce traditional $K$-anonymity and $l$-diversity results in high information loss due to the curse of dimensionality (Aggarwal 2005). The work in (LeFevre et al. 2006a) argues that it is best to judge quality with regard to the workload for which the data will be eventually used.

In a number of projects (Iyengar 2002, Wang et al. 2005, LeFevre et al. 2006a) it has been shown that the utility of sanitized datasets must be measured empirically. Such observation does not contradict the “unknown workload” premise of sanitization.

Research such as top-down specialization (Fung et al. 2005), bottom-up generalization (Wang et al. 2004), and genetic algorithm (Iyengar 2002) used the target classification model in order to evaluate the recoding. These works evaluated the $K$-anonymization results according to a given data mining task. In the top-down specialization (Fung et al. 2005), data is anonymized according to the class conditional entropy measure. For example, top-down specialization is an anonymization technique designed for building accurate decision trees based on anonymized datasets. The work in (Iyengar 2002) is the only work which evaluated the impact of anonymity on classification with single dimensional generalization.
3.1.1. Anonymization Based on the Application Purpose

The work in (Byun et al. 2005) proposed a comprehensive approach for privacy preserving access control based on the notion of purpose. Hippocratic databases (Agrawal et al. 2002, Agrawal et al. 2003) used purpose in order to enforce fine-grained disclosure policies at data level.

There are works that considered the notion of application purpose during the anonymization process. (Xiong and Rangachari 2008) presented an application-oriented approach for data anonymization which considers the relative attribute importance for the target applications. Their work identifies three types of target applications, namely, query applications supporting ad-hoc queries, applications with a specific mining task such as classification or clustering, and exploratory applications without a specific mining task. The work in (Xiong and Rangachari 2008) characterizes the attributes with respect to the applications into selection attributes, feature attributes, and target attributes. Selection attributes are those used to identify a subpopulation, feature attributes are used to perform analysis such as clustering or classifying, and target attributes are the class attributes corresponding to attributes that classification or predication are trying to predict. As such, target attributes are only applicable to supervised learning tasks such as classification. The authors proposed a prioritized anonymization scheme in which the attributes are prioritized based on how critical and important they are for a given application. According to (Xiong and Rangachari 2008), these priority weights could be either explicitly specified by the users or implicitly learned by the system based on a set of sample queries and analysis. In the latter case, the more frequently an attribute is queried, the more crucial it may be to the application which follows that it should undergo less generalization. One main shortcoming associated with (Xiong and Rangachari 2008) is the fact that such attribute priority assignment by the user is impractical in many scenarios and “it is not always possible for users to specify that attribute priorities beforehand” (Xiong and Rangachari 2008). A recent work by (Pattuk et al. 2015) explores the role of selecting features to preserve privacy in a dynamic client-service provider environment. The idea is that during model deployment, only a subset of the available features are requested by the service provider from the client. The goal is to produce results with maximal confidence.
and yet minimize the ability of violating a client’s privacy. The authors proposed an iterative approach in which the server requests information about one feature at a time until the client-specified privacy budget is consumed. The feature selected in each step depends on the previously selected features and their values.

In a relevant work, (Sun et al. 2009) used the notion of purpose in terms of applications queried by different data requesters. They provide an example in which the same dataset may be queried by a PhD student for the disease investigation purpose and by a research center for population analysis. Thus the disease attribute which is necessary for disease investigation may not be necessary for the population analysis. Therefore, the purpose of the request determines the priority of each attribute. The work in (Sun et al. 2009) aimed at developing a “much finer” data anonymization strategy that takes both the reliability of the data requester (i.e. trust), and the application purpose into consideration. The authors highlight the importance of the purpose of the request in determining the priority of each of the attributes. By specifying priorities, the data requesters are able to determine the acceptable degree of generalization and information loss.

In order to address the shortcoming associated with (Xiong and Rangachari 2008), the work in (Sun et al. 2009) devises a method to automatically derive the attribute priorities by adopting the concept of entropy to measure the independency among attributes. However, one main disadvantage associated with this technique is that it requires the most useful and the least useful attribute to be determined by the user. Only then, it is possible to derive the attribute priority of the set of attributes based on the measure of independency between them.

Our work is different from the above proposals. We neither make assumptions about the most relevant and the least relevant attribute with respect to the target class nor do we set the priority of the attributes. We employ feature selection in order to automatically obtain/retain the list of the most important attributes that are relevant to the (classification) task at hand taking privacy into account and to the best of our knowledge such solution was not proposed in the previous works. Such technique is crucially important when we are dealing with high-dimensional data.
3.2. Anonymization in Data Mining

In general, two approaches have been proposed to preserve $K$-anonymity in data mining (Ciriani et al. 2008): First approach is to anonymize the data and then perform data mining, and second approach is to perform data mining on the original data and anonymize the data results later.

3.2.1. Privacy of the Models Built Using Anonymized Data

One main advantage of the Anonymize-then-Mine approach is the decoupling of data protection and data mining (Ciriani et al. 2008). Such decoupling, according to (Ciriani et al. 2008), has two benefits: First, it guarantees a “safe” data mining practice since it is performed on the anonymized dataset and by definition the data mining results can not violate e.g. the $k$-anonymity of the original table. Second, it provides a degree of flexibility by allowing the data mining to be performed by other parties (other than the data holder). This relaxes the condition when the data holder is not a data mining expert.

However, there are two challenges associated with this approach. First, could such anonymized data be effectively used to build accurate models? Second, could the resulting model (which was built using anonymized data), itself, breach the privacy?

The work in (Inan et al. 2009) argues that, in some data mining tasks, it is possible to find effective answers to the first question. One such data mining task is to build a decision tree. To do so, it is possible to expand the domain of quasi-identifier attributes when adding generalized value. Several papers have addressed such a case. For example, top-down specialization (Fung et al. 2005) is an anonymization techniques for building accurate decision trees based on anonymized datasets. In that approach, the data is anonymized according to the class conditional entropy measure. Other papers in (Martin 1995, Zhang and Honavar 2003, Zhang et al. 2006) use anonymized data to perform classification.

Despite the above, in some other data mining tasks, mining anonymized data becomes more challenging (Inan et al. 2009). An example of such difficulty is the case where the data mining method requires distance computation between attributes. Inan et al. (Inan et al.
2009) proposed a new approach to build a classifier using anonymized data to address this requirement.

To answer the second question, few studies have investigated potential privacy breaches in the case of association rule mining. The work in (Aggarwal et al. 2006) argues that suppressing the sensitive values that are selected by individual data contributors is insufficient since the attacker could use association rules that are learnt from the data in order to estimate the suppressed values. In their proposed solution, they introduced a heuristic algorithm to hide a minimal set of entries to prevent the privacy violations by such attacks. (Verykios et al. 2004a) proposed algorithms to hide sensitive associate rules in a given transactional dataset. Their general idea was to hide one rule at a time by decreasing its confidence or its support which is achieved by removing items from the transactions. As such, rules that satisfy a specified minimum support and minimum confidence will be removed.

The above studies consider association rule mining in particular and much research is yet needed to investigate the potential output privacy breach even when the data mining model is built using anonymized data.

(Friedman et al. 2008) identified two problems with building data mining models from anonymized data. First, there is a performance cost of the anonymization process which may be very high, particularly in large and sparse datasets. As a result, the cost of the anonymization may even exceed the cost of mining. Second, anonymization may inadvertently result in deleting features which are crucial for data mining and leaving out attributes that are useless. Thus, “it is more reasonable to perform data mining first and anonymization later”. The same problem was highlighted in (Ciriani et al. 2008) that due to anonymization, the mining is performed on “less specialized and complete” data which could eventually impact the significance and the usefulness of the data mining results.

Most research in the area assumes that the classifiers will be trained and tested over anonymized data. We follow this assumption in our work. In our framework, by integrating the application purpose and identifying ultimate analysis goal we are able to obtain anonymized datasets that implicitly address the above two problems. We show that by employing feature selection we substantially reduce the dimensionality of high dimensional datasets and as a result, lower the cost of anonymization. Furthermore, rather
than deleting features which turn out to be important for a given data mining task, with feature selection, we instead remove redundant and irrelevant features and keep the ones that are relevant to the task at hand.

3.2.2. Privacy of the Models Built Using Original Data

In the Mine-then-Anonymize approach, the data mining models are built based on the original datasets and then, anonymization process is applied on the data mining results. The work in (Atzori et al. 2008) suggested that if the goal is to release data mining results (e.g. frequent patterns), then it should be sufficient to anonymize the patterns rather than the data itself. According to their study, such approach results in a much better information utility compared with performing data mining on anonymized data.

In the approach of building the models using the original data, K-anonymity needs to be satisfied either after data mining is completed (a two-step method) or within the data mining process itself (a one-step method) (Ciriani et al. 2008). In either case, the mined results should not enable inference of the existence of sets of quasi-identifier values which have less than K-occurrences in the original dataset. The one-step method requires modification of the mining process. That is, it requires modifying the data mining algorithms in order to enforce K-anonymity directly. However, it usually results in performance advantages (Ciriani et al. 2008). The work in (Friedman et al. 2008) identifies two major benefits when the data mining techniques are used as the basis for k-anonymization. First, the anonymization algorithms are optimized in order to preserve specific data patterns based on the data mining technique. Second, when the anonymization algorithms are employed based on data mining techniques, instead of having the same generalization for all tuples, different generalizations for several groups of tuples may be applied. This results in retaining more useful information. It follows that, one of the main advantages of this approach is higher quality of the data mining results and increased efficiency. This approach has been studied with respect to association rules (Atzori et al. 2008, Friedman et al. 2008), decision tree (Fung et al. 2007, Friedman et al. 2008), and clustering (Friedman et al. 2008).
One main disadvantage of this approach is that data mining can be performed by the data holder only (Ciriani et al. 2008). Such requirement negatively impacts the applicability of the method since it implicitly requires the data holder be a data mining expert.

Table 3.1 lists the advantages and disadvantages associated with each of the approaches. By integrating the concept of application purpose and allowing both approaches in our framework, we benefit from advantages of each of the two approaches while eliminating their shortcomings.

Table 3.1: Comparison of ‘anonymize-then-mine’ and ‘mine-then-anonymize’ approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymize-then-Mine</td>
<td>• Flexible: Allows parties other than the data owner to perform data mining</td>
<td>• Anonymization cost specially in sparse and high dimensional datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Information loss due to anonymization which may negatively impacts the quality of data mining results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine-then-Anonymize</td>
<td>• Better models are obtained since data mining algorithms are applied on original data</td>
<td>• Not flexible: Data mining can be performed by the data owner only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Possible to have different generalizations for several groups of tuples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We aim at presenting a framework that is constructed around the concept of utilizing the intended task in order to guide the data publishing and data sharing process. In our proposal, one method is that we anonymize the dataset based on the task and the desired amount of privacy and utility. In other words, unlike the strategy followed in differential privacy (Dwork 2006) in which the utility is achieved based on privacy goals, we first define the utility goal (since the analysis task is already defined) and then explore how privacy can be achieved given that the utility goals will be satisfied. In this strategy, we may hold the utility as a constant and the privacy as an adjustable variable based on intended task. This is further explored as we discuss our work in the coming chapters.
3.3. Summary

In this chapter, we considered the relation between $K$-anonymity and classification. We showed and discussed the workload-aware anonymization works in literature. We also discussed related work that consider anonymization based on application purpose. Finally, we considered the two major approaches to privacy of models. This includes models that are built using anonymized data vs. models that are build using original data where privacy is then incorporated into the model itself. In the next chapter we will focus on feature selection considering two major techniques of filters and wrappers.
Chapter 4

Feature Selection

Data quality in literature has been defined in terms of completeness, consistency, accuracy, timeliness, interpretability, and believability of the data (Han et al. 2012). These qualities are accessed depending on the intended use of the data.

Several preprocessing methods have been introduced in the literature in order to improve the quality of data for analysis purposes. These methods include data cleaning, data integration, data reduction, and data transformation (Han et al. 2012). Data cleaning is applied to correct inconsistencies and to eliminate noise in data. Data integration deals with merging data from different sources into a coherent data store (e.g., data warehouse). Data reduction involves reducing the size of data by applying aggregation, clustering, or removing redundant features. Finally, data transformation aims at converting the data into appropriate forms in order to use them for mining purposes. The data transformation techniques include normalization, concept hierarchy generation, and data discretization.
For example, normalization is applied in order to scale the data to fall in a smaller range (e.g. between 0.0 and 1.0).

We particularly focus on data reduction. One main reason is that when dealing with privacy, we mainly aim at reducing the amount (and extent) of the released data. Therefore, it seems natural to study and investigate privacy in the context of and in relation with data reduction. The three main data reduction strategies include dimensionality reduction, data compression, and numerosity reduction. These strategies along their definition and examples are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Data reduction strategies with examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data reduction strategy</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensionality reduction</td>
<td>Reducing the number of random variables or attributes.</td>
<td>• Wavelet transforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Principal Components Analysis (PCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Attribute subset selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerosity reduction</td>
<td>Replacing the original data volume by smaller forms of data representation. Two types: Parametric, Nonparametric methods.</td>
<td>Parametric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Regression models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Log-linear models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nonparametric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Histograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Data cube aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Compression</td>
<td>Obtaining a “compressed” representation of data. Two types: Lossless, Lossy</td>
<td>Algorithms for string compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Dimensionality reduction and numerosity reduction techniques are forms of data compression.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lossless: The original data can be constructed from the compressed data without losing information.

Lossy: Only an approximation of the original data can be constructed.
We focus on attribute subset selection in particular. In machine learning, attribute subset selection is also known as feature subset selection and we do use them interchangeably. Features are the “workhorse of machine learning” (Flach 2012). A feature is “an individual measurable property of the process being observed” (Chandrashekar and Sahin 2014), and a good set of features is essential for any successful machine learning.

In the past years the domain of features has been expanded from tens to thousands of features or variables. There have been several methods to address the issue of removing redundant or irrelevant features from a dataset. Some of the benefits of feature selection include improved prediction performance, better understanding of data and reduction of computation time. One main idea in feature selection is that the independent variables bring no additional information about the classes and turn out to be noise for the predictor. As such, total features in the dataset could be minimized to only few features containing maximum discrimination information about the classes. In other words, the goal in feature selection is to measure the relevance of each feature with the output class/labels.

Feature selection is considered an effective dimensionality reduction technique. The goal of feature selection is to obtain a minimum set of attributes so that the probability distribution of the data classes in the reduced feature space is as close as possible to the original distribution of the data classes in the original feature space (Han et al. 2012).

Dimensionality reduction refers to reducing the number of variables. It can be achieved by elimination, extracting, and engineering of features. By reducing the number of features, feature selection aims at enhancing understandability of data, reducing computational cost, reducing the negative impact of the curse of dimensionality, and finally improving the predictive performance (Chandrashekar and Sahin 2014). As the dimensionality of data increases, data analysis such as classification becomes substantially harder. In some cases, data becomes so sparse leading to curse of dimensionality (Powell 2007). It is possible that in the case of classification the available training data may be very small. Therefore, there will very few data objects in order to create a reliable model which assigns a class to all possible objects. As a result, large number of features may lead to lower classification accuracy. Furthermore, a data with high dimensionality is considered a serious problem in many classification techniques due to the associated memory usage and computational cost (Janecek et al. 2008). Reducing the attribute space also results in better understanding of
the model and makes it easier to utilize different visualization techniques (Tan et al. 2006). Reducing the attribute space is an important factor in both supervised and unsupervised classification and regression problems.

Out of the data reduction strategies in Table 4.1, attribute subset selection is the only one that reduces the number of redundant/irrelevant attributes without changing the structure of features via data compression or attribute construction. Furthermore, what distinguishes feature selection from other dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA or wavelet transforms, is that in feature selection a subset of the original attribute subset is extracted while in other dimensionality reduction techniques, in general, a linear combinations of the original attribute subset is obtained (Janecek et al. 2008). Moreover, in feature selection no information about the importance of a single feature is lost (Janecek et al. 2008) whereas in other dimensionality reduction techniques, the information about how much the original attributes contribute is usually lost and it is not possible to interpret the linear combinations of the original features.

Feature selection was originally meant to reduce dimensionality in order to control efficiency. In our work, we introduce privacy as another factor when performing feature selection. In other words, we consider a case where dimensionality is reduced while efficiency and privacy are controlled.

There are two main categories of automatic feature selection techniques, namely, filters and wrappers which are discussed next. Another category is called embedded which performs feature selection as an integral part of a given machine learning technique and is not further discussed in this work.

4.1. Relevancy and Redundancy

Relevancy is the core concept behind feature selection. A feature is considered relevant if it provides information about the class; either individually or together with other features. A relevant feature cannot be independent of the class labels (though can be independent of other features) (Kohavi and John 1997). Two degrees of relevancy have been identified in (John et al. 1994), namely, strong and weak relevance. In other words, features are considered relevant if they are strongly or weakly relevant with the class and otherwise irrelevant (John et al. 1994). Strong and weak relevancy has been formally defined in
earlier work in (John et al. 1994) and we borrow the formal definition from it. The input is a set of \( n \) training instances where each instance \( X \) is an element of the set \( F_1 \times F_2 \times \ldots \times F_m \), and \( F_i \) is the domain of the \( i \)th feature. Training instances are tuples \(<T, C>\) where \( C \) is the class. The value of feature \( X_i \) is denoted by \( x_i \). \( S_i \) is considered to be the set of all features except \( X_i \). That is, \( S_i = \{X_1, \ldots, X_{i-1}, X_{i+1}, \ldots, X_m\} \) and \( s_i \) refers to the value of all features in \( S_i \).

**Definition 1: (Strong Relevance)** (John et al. 1994)

\[ X_i \text{ is relevant if and only if there exists some } x_i, s_i, \text{ and } c \text{ given } p(X_i = x_i, S_i = s_i) > 0 \text{ so that } p(C = c \mid X_i = x_i, S_i = s_i) \neq p(C = c \mid S_i = s_i). \]

From Definition 1, \( X_i \) is relevant if by eliminating \( X_i \) the probability of the class given all features changes. Strongly relevant features provide unique information about the class. In other words, they cannot be replaced by other features.

**Definition 2: (Weak Relevance)** (John et al. 1994)

A feature \( X_i \) is weakly relevant if and only if it is not strongly relevant and there exists a subset of features \( S'_i \) of \( S_i \) for which there exists some \( x_i, c, \text{ and } s'_i \) with \( p(X_i = x_i, S'_i = s'_i) > 0 \) such that

\[ p(C = c \mid X_i = x_i, S'_i = s'_i) \neq p(C = c \mid S'_i = s'_i). \]

From Definition 2, weakly relevant features provide information about the class; however, they can be replaced by other features without losing information about the class. In other words, when an attribute has weak relevance with the target class it means it can sometimes contribute to prediction accuracy.

Finally, irrelevant features do not have any information about the class and can be removed. A finer classification of features into weakly relevant but redundant and weakly relevant but non-redundant was proposed by (Yu and Liu 2004).

**Redundancy** is associated with the level of dependency between two or more features. An example of such redundancy measures is Mutual Information (MI) can be used to measure the dependency between a given feature \( f_i \) with respect to a feature subset \( S \subseteq \rightarrow f_i \). According to (Meyer et al. 2008), such information-theoretic measure of redundancy is nonlinear, symmetric, and nonnegative. Also it does not diminish even if new features are added. One issue however, as (Vergara and Estévez 2014) points out is that with such
measure it is not possible to determine which specific feature in $S, f_i$ is redundant with. Two other more elaborated criteria of measuring redundancy include the Markov blanket (Yu and Liu 2004) and total correlation (Watanabe 1960).

### 4.2. Filter Methods

The filter model uses general characteristics of the data in order to evaluate attributes. Filter approach attempts to assess the merits of features from the data without considering the induction algorithm.

The filter approach is shown in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: The filter approach where the features are filtered independently of the induction algorithm (Kohavi and John 1997).](image)

In general, filter methods use variable ranking techniques in order to score the variables. A threshold is also used in order to remove attributes below it. Filter methods are applied before induction (Figure 4.1). The idea is to determine the usefulness of a feature in discriminating different classes. This property is referred to as feature relevance (Kohavi and John 1997). There are several definitions and measurements for the relevance of a variable. In (Law et al. 2004) it is stated that “a feature can be regarded as irrelevant if it is conditionally independent of the class labels”. In other words, a relevant feature (though can be independent of other features) cannot be independent of the class labels.

Filter approaches can be divided into two techniques, namely, *univariate* (i.e. individual feature evaluation) and *multivariate* (i.e. subset evaluation). In the *univariate* methods (e.g. InfoGain (Quinlan 1993)) feature dependencies is ignored. However, two main advantages of such methods are that they are fast and scalable. *Multivariate* methods (e.g. CFS (Hall 1999)) consider feature dependencies; however, they are slower and less scalable than the univariate techniques (Bolón-Canedo et al. 2013).

Individual evaluation is what is referred to as feature ranking which determines a weight for attributes according to their relevance to the target class (Yu and Liu 2004). A
main advantage of feature ranking is that it is fast. A disadvantage of this approach is that the selected subset might not be optimal and the correlation among the attributes within the subset is ignored. It is possible that important features are less informative on their own; however, when they are combined with other features they become important. In feature ranking such features could be discarded (Guyon and Elisseeff 2003). Another disadvantage is that filters do not detect dependencies between features since they depend only on marginal distributions (Flach 2012). An argument is made by (Flach 2012) that filters are good in picking up possible root features for decision tree; however, they are not necessarily good in selecting features further down the tree. Another disadvantage of filters is that since the underlying algorithm is ignored it is more difficult to find suitable learning algorithm (Flach 2012).

Subset evaluation, on the other hand, generates candidate features subsets according to a certain search strategy (Yu and Liu 2004). Each candidate subset is evaluated using a given evaluation measure and then is compared with the previous best subset with respect to the same measure. One main advantage of subset evaluation is that it can handle both feature redundancy and feature relevance. The main issue with subset evaluation is issues associated with searching entire feature space.

4.3. Wrapper Methods

Wrapper methods use the induction algorithm’s performance as the objective function to evaluate the subset. Wrappers assess subsets of variables according to how useful are they with respect to predicting the target class. In doing so the usefulness of features is detected in the context of other features.
In the wrapper approach, the induction algorithm is used as a black box as shown in Figure 4.2. In this approach, feature selection is ‘wrapped’ in a search procedure which involves training and then evaluating a model with a candidate set of features (Flach 2012). The idea is described as follows (Kohavi and John 1997): The induction algorithm is applied on the dataset which is partitioned into internal training and hold out sets.

There are two main components associated with feature selection algorithms, namely, \textbf{feature search} and \textbf{feature subset evaluation} (Lin et al. 2011a). Although an exhaustive search leads to the optimal solution, it turns out to be computational impractical since for a set of $N$ features, an exhaustive search would lead to $2^N$ feature combination. It turns out that, the problem of choosing a search method is known to be NP-hard (Amaldi and Kann 1998). Therefore, heuristic methods are commonly used in order to reduce the search space. These methods are usually greedy in which during a search through attribute space, they always what is considered to be the best choice at a time. They aim at making a locally optimal choice hoping that it will lead to a globally optimal solution. (Han et al. 2012).

In general, sequential search techniques use greedy approaches and result in $O(N^2)$ worst case scenario (Lin et al. 2011a). There are different procedures for attribute subset selection including stepwise forward selection, stepwise backward elimination, combination of forward selection and backward elimination (bi-directional), and decision tree induction. These search procedures and their brief descriptions (Han et al. 2012) are listed in Table 4.2.
The stepwise forward selection and backward elimination are commonly used procedures. For example, a well-known search method which searches the space of attribute using greedy search algorithm is BestFirst. Two main advantages of BestFirst include its computational speed and its robustness against overfitting (Guyon and Elisseeff 2003). BestFirst may follow the forward selection or backward elimination procedures in order to obtain the best feature subset. Consequently, such best feature subset is used to build the model. Finally, the resulting classifier is evaluated on an independent test set which was not used during the search.

The main disadvantage of wrapper methods is that it is computationally expensive since for each subset evaluation, the induction algorithm creates a new model. In other words, the classifier is trained for each subset and tested to obtain the classification accuracy. Previous works have shown that wrapper feature selection achieves higher classification accuracy compared with filter feature selection techniques (Hall and Holmes 2003).

One challenge with regard to overusing the accuracy estimate in feature subset selection is overfitting (Kohavi and John 1997). This issue is described as follows: since there are many feature subsets, it is quite possible that one of them results in a hypothesis which has very good predictive accuracy on the holdout sets. The problem of overfitting in feature subset space has already been addressed in machine learning (Wolpert 1992, Schaffer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stepwise forward selection</td>
<td>- Starts with an empty set&lt;br&gt;- the best of the original attributes in added to the list&lt;br&gt;- At each subsequent iteration or step, the best of the remaining original attributes is added to the set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepwise backward elimination</td>
<td>- Start with full set of attributes&lt;br&gt;- At each step, removes the worst attribute that remains in the set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of forward selection and backward elimination</td>
<td>- Combining stepwise forward selection/backward elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree induction</td>
<td>- Constructs a flowchart-like structure&lt;br&gt;- Each internal node is a test on an attribute&lt;br&gt;- Each branch is an outcome of the test&lt;br&gt;- Each external node indicates a class prediction&lt;br&gt;- All attributes that do not appear in the tree are considered irrelevant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the statistics (Miller 2002) community. However, according to (Kohavi and John 1997), although the theoretical problem remains, overfitting only becomes an issue when the number of instances is small, i.e., when the dataset consists of less than 250 instances. Real world datasets usually contain much more than this amount of instances and therefore, overfitting is not considered a problem in the face of employing wrapper feature selection for the privacy preserving purpose.

In our task-oriented, privacy-preserving data publishing the induction algorithm is predetermined. Using this very assumption, wrapper feature selection technique was considered a perfect fit for our purpose. There are, however, cases where the final analysis task is known in general (for example, the data recipient knows that the task is classification) however it is not known which particular classification algorithm will be used. In such a scenario filter approaches will be used. We address both approaches in our technique in the context of privacy preserving feature selection.

4.4. **Summary**

In this chapter, we focused on feature selection as a main dimensionality reduction technique. We considered two main approaches to feature selection, i.e., filters and wrappers, and their advantages and disadvantages. We discussed the concept of relevancy and redundancy in the context of feature selection. The chapter is the last chapter of part I. Part I mainly considered background information and related work in three major areas of privacy-preserving data publishing, privacy-preserving data mining, and feature selection.

The information provided in Part I sets up the stage to introduce our proposed techniques and contributions as shown in Part II, next.
Part II

Task Oriented Privacy-preserving (TOP) Technologies
Outline Part II

In this part, we provide an overview of the TOP framework. The framework includes three major dimensions as follows.

**First dimension** is to investigate automatic feature selection as a privacy preserving tool. This dimension explores the role of automatic feature selection in enhancing existing privacy models, namely, $k$-anonymity and differential privacy. The main objective is that utilizing feature selection such that, while satisfying a given privacy model, as much information as possible is preserved for performing the required analysis.

**Second dimension** is to turn two main categories of feature selection, namely filters and wrappers, into privacy-aware processes. As such, we build a layer of privacy on top of automatic feature selection and hence introduce two systems; PF-IFR and PW corresponding to filters and wrappers respectively. We show that using the correlation among (predictor) attributes on the one hand and correlation between (predictor) attributes and the class attribute on the other hand, we can further refine the attribute selection process. In doing so, we tend to address identity disclosure attack models.

**Third dimension** is to introduce a new privacy measure ($PBI$) for feature selection taking into consideration both efficacy (e.g. accuracy) and privacy simultaneously. We incorporate privacy considerations into the very evaluation measure that is used to evaluate and select feature subsets. We consider privacy during the feature selection process and as such, introduce a two-dimensional measure in automatic feature selection that takes into account both objectives of privacy and efficacy simultaneously and provides the data holder with the flexibility of trading-off one for another. In the same dimension, we introduce a multi-dimensional evaluation function $E(S)$.

Part II consists of a five chapters. In Chapter 5 we discuss the overview of the TOP technologies and show the methodology and experimental results addressing the first dimension discussed above. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 discuss the privacy-aware filters and wrappers methodology supported by experimental results. These chapters discuss the second dimension. Chapter 8 discusses the concept and methodology of the framework for privacy-aware feature selection evaluation measure and shows the process of generating
candidate privacy-aware subsets that trade-off privacy and efficacy according to the data holder's preferences. It also introduces a multi-dimensional evaluation function for obtaining a single best attribute subset according to the efficacy, privacy, and dimensionality weights of the selected privacy-aware candidate subset.
Chapter 5

Enhancing Existing Anonymization Algorithms using Feature Selection

This chapter summarizes our work in (Jafer 2014), (Jafer et al. 2014b), and (Jafer et al. 2014c). In these papers, we show that well-known machine learning techniques such as feature selection can be used to solve privacy-preserving data publishing problems. We present the TOP data publishing model in which feature selection is integrated into the anonymization process. We show that such integration results in an anonymized dataset that, while preserving the privacy, does not have a negative impact on the performance of the resulting models.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 provides a general discussion of the Task Oriented Privacy(TOP) concept. Section 5.2 shows how feature selection enhances the existing anonymization algorithms such as $K$-anonymity. In Section 5.3 the impact of feature selection on enhancing differential private data publishing is shown. Finally, Section 5.4 discusses the role of feature selection on the accuracy and performance of the anonymized datasets.
5.1. Task Oriented Privacy

One major shortcoming with most of the exiting privacy preserving techniques is that, they do not make any assumption about the ultimate usage of the data. We follow the observation outlined by different studies that the commonly followed strategy of applying general purpose modification of the dataset via ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach usually leads to over-anonymization of the dataset (Sweeney 2002a). We propose a Task Oriented Privacy (TOP) model and its corresponding software system which incorporates the ultimate usage of the data into the privacy preserving data mining and data publishing process. Our model allows the data recipient to perform privacy preserving data mining including data pre-processing using metadata. It also provides an intelligent privacy preserving data publishing technique guided by feature selection and personalized privacy preferences.

In a typical scenario, the participants of the privacy preserving data mining/publishing process include a data holder and a data recipient. The data holder holds the dataset (which usually consists of identifiers, quasi-identifiers, sensitive information, and non-sensitive information). The data recipient, on the other hand, aims to perform data analysis on the dataset. Before releasing the dataset, the data holder must ensure that the privacy of individuals in the dataset is protected. Two possible solutions exist: The first solution includes modifying the dataset and releasing a modified version of it. The second solution is to have the data holder to build the model based on the original data and then to release the model to the data recipient. Both solutions, however, have shortcomings associated with them. The problem with the first solution is that, data modification usually results in information loss and degradation in the quality of the data for analysis purposes. The problem with the second solution is twofold: Firstly, in most cases, the data holder is not a data mining expert. Secondly, since the model is built using the original data, the model itself may violate the privacy.

In privacy preserving data publishing, since the original dataset is modified, eliminating the shortcoming associated with the first solution is not possible. It is, however, possible to find methods to protect privacy without negatively impacting the quality of analysis, hence, in this chapter we employ feature selection in order to increase the utility of the resulting dataset without additional privacy side-effects. Different privacy models have been
proposed in the past. These privacy models address number of attack models such as record linkage, attribute linkage, table linkage, and probabilistic attack (a background of privacy models was discussed in Chapter 2).

5.2. TOP Data Publishing and K-anonymity

The TOP data publishing incorporates the ultimate usage of the data in order to generate a customized dataset specifically constructed for the intended analysis task. Figure 5.1 illustrates the intersection between all, selected, and QI attributes after applying feature selection to the original dataset. {A} refers to the complete set of attributes after removing the identifiers and the class attribute. From this list, we first identify a subset of attributes selected by the wrapper feature selection algorithm i.e. {B}. We identify {C} which represents the set of QI attributes. We then find {D'} which represents the intersection between {B} and {C}. That is

\[ \{D'\} = \{B\} \cap \{C\} \]  

(5.1)

![Figure 5.1: The intersection between all, selected, and QI attributes.](image)

Depending on the number of attributes that fall in \{D'\}, the following outcomes are expected:

- **Case 1**: \{D'\} = {}. In this case, the features selected by feature selection do not include any the quasi-identifier features.

- **Case 2**: \{D'\} ≠ {}, \{B\} ≠ {}, and \{C\} ≠ {}. That is, \{D'\} includes some of the quasi-identifier features and excludes some others.
• **Case 3**: \(D' = C\). In this case, it is possible that all of the quasi-identifier attributes are selected.

Recall from Chapter 2 that a dataset needs to be modified in order to satisfy a given privacy model and therefore, anonymization is applied to the dataset to achieve that. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has combined feature selection and anonymization to release a task oriented privacy preserving dataset. We investigate such an impact by anonymizing the selected QI attributes, rather than all of the QI attributes and releasing them along other selected attributes according to a specific induction algorithm. Figure 5.2 shows the TOP data publishing model. In this figure, we show how wrapper feature selection and \(k\)-anonymity (which are seemingly two independent processes) could be combined in order to achieve our objective in turning feature selection into an implicitly privacy preserving process. The first block corresponds to the wrapper feature selection algorithm and is borrowed from (Kohavi and John 1997). It, virtually, represents a black box from which, we first identify a subset of attributes that gives the best performance according to a predetermined induction algorithm X (being C4.5, N.B., SVM, etc). The TOP processing block constructs a new dataset with a feature vector equivalent to the selected features. Depending on the ultimate task, the **TOP Processing** block may include selecting a proportion of the dataset. For example, the analysis may include analyzing the records of male patients who are 20-40 years old. In such case only these records are selected.

The resulting dataset is then anonymized using the **Anonymization** block, released, and sent to the data recipient.

![Figure 5.2: Overview of the TOP data publishing model.](image-url)
We conducted our experiments using some of the UCI datasets identified in Appendix C. Anonymization was done using the Mondrian (LeFevre et al. 2006b) technique. One of the first steps to apply syntactic privacy models such as k-anonymity is to identify the list of quasi-identifiers. In general, demographic attributes are strong candidates to be included in the list. For some datasets, a subset of the QI attributes was selected according to (Keng-Pei and Ming-Syan 2011). This includes \{age, sex\} in the heart stat logs dataset, \{preg, mass, age\} in the pima diabetes dataset, and \{purpose, credit amount, personal status, residence since, age, job\} in the german credit dataset. In the liver patients dataset, we identified \{age, sex\} as quasi-identifiers. In the diabetes dataset, we assumed that \{age, gender, race, payer code\} to constitute our QI attributes. For the remaining datasets, all of the attributes except the target class were selected as the QI set.

We first find the intersection between attribute sets according to the Venn diagrams shown earlier. This includes \{B\}, \{C\}, \{D’\}, and \{C – \{D’\}\}.

5.2.1. Exclusion of the QI Attributes and Anonymization

We use 10-fold cross validation in order to evaluate our classifiers. As such, in each round of this repeated process, 1/10 portion of the dataset is held as a testing set and the remaining 9/10 portion is used in order to train the classifier. We use two classification algorithms, namely, C4.5 and N.B. (Naïve Bayes) in order to conduct our experiments.

In the case of heart stat logs and liver patients (which belong to Case 1), when C4.5 is the chosen classifier and in the case of liver patients, when N.B. is the selected classifier, no anonymization at all is needed since none of the QI attributes are selected by feature selection. This was the case for the diabetes dataset as well. For this dataset, in both cases of C4.5 and N.B. classifiers, none of the QI attributes were picked up by feature selection. This is especially important due to the large size of this dataset. While in the case of C4.5, only \{number_inpatient, number_emergency, discharge_disposition_id, rosiglitazone\} are selected, in the case of N.B., the set of selected attributes include \{discharge_disposition_id, number_emergency, number_inpatient, chlorpropamide, rosiglitazone\}. We observe, that with respect to both classifiers the difference in classification accuracy with and without feature selection is not statistically significant. While baseline accuracy (C4.5) is 57.22%,
the accuracy of the dataset projected on the selected attributes is 57.56%. Similarly, while baseline accuracy (N.B.) is 56.28%, the dataset projected on the selected attributes reports a 56.41% accuracy.

For the remaining cases, since feature selection excludes some of the QI attributes, rather than anonymizing all of the attributes in the QI set, only a subset of those attributes needs to be anonymized. This leads to less anonymization and consequently less exposure of potentially harmful attributes. At the same time, less generalization and modification results in preserving more details of the values of relevant attributes w.r.t to the target class and hence more utility.

Figure 5.3 presents a sample of the *pima diabetes* dataset. The QI attributes associated with this dataset are `preg`, `mass`, and `age`. If the DH publishes this dataset as is, it is possible for an attacker who has access to the external table to link the records in Figure 5.3 (a) and Figure 5.3 (b) and to figure out that a patient named ‘Cathy’ who is 38 years old, whose BMI is 32, and have been pregnant 5 times in the past, has diabetes. Now, consider the case where Wrapper Feature Selection (WFS) is applied to the dataset using C4.5 as the base classifier. In this case, out of the three QI attributes, only `mass` and `age` are retained and `preg` is excluded (Figure 5.3 (c)).

We may argue that, even without anonymization, such elimination of some of the QI attributes results in more privacy. Assume that the original table has other records `x` and `y` with the following QI values: `x{preg = 5, mass = 29.8, age = 30, class = ‘negative’}` and `y{preg = 6, mass = 29.8, age = 30, class = ‘positive’}`. An attacker can link this record with the external table and conclude with 100% accuracy that Samantha has diabetes. However, when `preg` is excluded, the following QI values are published instead: `x{mass = 29.8, age = 30 where class = ‘negative’}` and `y{mass = 29.8, age = 30 where class = ‘positive’}`. In such case, the attacker can no longer link this record to that of Samantha in the external table confidently. We can argue that, since feature selection excludes some of the QI attributes, such exclusion disrupts the very meaning of the quasi-identifier set. We can make a hypothesis that, since the original QI set is being disrupted, the remaining attributes are no longer considered quasi-identifiers and may be released without any anonymization, although such statement needs to be investigated. To see the impact of feature selection on anonymization consider Figure 5.3 (d): In order to satisfy the 3-anonymity requirement the
dataset needs to undergo coarse generalization. As such, all values of the mass attribute are generalized to [0:68) and all values of the age attribute are generalized to [0:82). By anonymizing the selected QI attribute only (via automatic feature selection) first, fewer attributes need to be anonymized, and second, finer generalization (of the mass attribute) is required. In other words, more details are preserved w.r.t. the target class. This, as the results show, leads to better classification accuracy, thus better utility.

Now, let us consider the impact of feature selection on the performance. Results in Table 5.1 show that feature selection does not have any negative impact on the performance. In fact, in the case of N.B., feature selection even improves the classification accuracy and this improvement is statistically significant (based on paired t-test at 0.05).

![Table: Pima Diabetes Records](image)

**Figure 5.3: Example of pima diabetes records.**
Table 5.1: Comparison of classification accuracy of models built using all attributes (original) vs. only selected attributes using WFS. ⊕ indicates statistically significant higher performance. Higher classification accuracy is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>C4.5 Original</th>
<th>C4.5 WFS</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>N.B. Original</th>
<th>N.B. WFS</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>heart stat logs</td>
<td>76.67</td>
<td>85.19</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>0.0248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pima diabetes</td>
<td>73.83</td>
<td>75.78</td>
<td>0.0767</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>77.73</td>
<td>0.0481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German credit</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>0.1100</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>0.4716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver patients</td>
<td>68.78</td>
<td>71.012</td>
<td>0.1852</td>
<td>55.74</td>
<td>71.87</td>
<td>1.651e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRX</td>
<td>85.29</td>
<td>86.37</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>78.25</td>
<td>87.29</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>52.14</td>
<td>54.72</td>
<td>0.1078</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>55.39</td>
<td>0.01261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Breast Cancer</td>
<td>93.41</td>
<td>95.17</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>97.36</td>
<td>97.80</td>
<td>0.1944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4: Comparison of the performance of original vs. WFS with BestFirst (both forward selection and backward elimination) when the base classifier is C4.5 and N.B.

It was mentioned in Chapter 4 that two commonly used search direction in the BestFirst search strategy are forward selection and backward elimination. It is beneficial to investigate whether the search direction has any impact on the outcome from the performance and privacy perspectives. We conducted an experiment to compare the impact of search direction on the classification accuracy and the number of retained QI attributes. These results are shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2 respectively. The results show that performance of the models built using forward selection or backward elimination are comparable. Following the definition of QI attributes, we assume that all of these attributes have the same weight with respect to their impact on privacy. If that is the case, since the performance of forward selection and backward elimination is equivalent, out of these two search options we need to select the one that excludes a larger number of QI attributes. As such, our results are in favor of forward selection search direction. We may argue that the strategy of giving equal weights to all of the attributes that constitutes
the QI set may need to be reconsidered. This may lead to further investigation in the future in order to prioritize the attributes within a QI set according to their impact on privacy.

Table 5.2: Number of QI retained, the lower, the better. The lower value is shown in bold font.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Heart stat logs</th>
<th>Pima diabetes</th>
<th>German credit</th>
<th>Liver patients</th>
<th>CRX</th>
<th>CMC</th>
<th>W Breast cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C4.5 Forward Selection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB Forward Selection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward Elimination</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2. Experimental Results and Discussions

We next compare the performance of the models built based on the original data vs. the anonymized data. We used paired $t$-test to compare the results obtained for different levels of anonymization. Let us consider the C4.5 results in Table 5.3. In there, Original and Mondrian refer to the classification accuracy of the models built using the original dataset and the dataset anonymized using the Mondrian technique respectively. "WFS + Mondrian" refers to the classification accuracy of the models built using the TOP anonymized dataset in Figure 5.2.

The performance of Mondrian in the case of heart stat logs ($K = 10$ and $20$), liver patients ($K = 50$), and Winconsin breast cancer ($K = 10$) is higher than Original and this difference is statistically significant. In general, we expect anonymized dataset to result in lower performance due to the fact that generalization leads to hiding some of the details and potential information loss. This is, however, not always the case. In justifying such results, we follow the observation made in (Fung et al. 2005), i.e. when the ultimate analysis task involves classification, anonymization may actually lead to better classification accuracy, or at least may not negatively impact the classification accuracy as we see in our results. Data usually consists of redundant structures for classification. Although generalization eliminates some useful structures, other structures emerge and could be helpful (Fung et al. 2005).

There are, however, other datasets such as pima diabetes, CRX, and CMC which consistently show lower accuracies of Mondrian compared with Original. This is specially the case with CRX dataset where the lower performance is statistically significant for all
different anonymization levels. In the case of *Wisconsin breast cancer*, anonymization with higher $K$ values shows lower performance. *Liver patients* shows lower performance of anonymization at $K$ values equal to 10 and 20, however, these results are not statistically significant.

Let us compare the accuracy of the models resulted from our approach “Mondrian + WFS”. *Heart stat logs* dataset shows higher classification accuracy compared with Original and Mondrian for all different levels of anonymization and this increase in classification accuracy is statistically significant. Compared with Mondrian results, “Mondrian + WFS” shows statistically significant improvement even at $K = 30$ and 50. The same is applied for the *Wisconsin breast cancer* dataset. “Mondrian + WFS” outperforms Mondrian and Original. Such increase in performance is seen even for the cases where Mondrian resulted in lower classification accuracy compared with Original. Consider the *CRX* dataset in which Mondrian significantly reduces the performance. With “Mondrian + WFS” approach (for all $K$ values), compared with Original, better accuracies are obtained. For the *CMC* dataset, although both Mondrian and “Mondrian + WFS” show lower performance than Original, however, the $p$ values are in favor or “Mondrian + WFS”.

Consider the results shown in Table 5.4 which corresponds to the N.B. classifier. With the exception of two cases, i.e. (*liver patients* when $K=20$) and (*CMC* when $K = 50$), Mondrian results in lower performance compared with Original. In the case of *CRX* this lower performance is statistically significant for all different levels of anonymization. The same is applied for *liver patients* ($K = 10, 30, and 50$), and *Wisconsin breast cancer* ($K = 30$ and 50). *German credit* shows statistically significant lower performance for Mondrian for $K = 20, 30,$ and 50.
Now, let us consider the results of “Mondrian + WFS” where we do not see such consistent lower performance. Heart stat logs, shows higher performance for all $K$ values compared with Original. The same is applied to the pima diabetes and German credit datasets. Although this higher performance is not statistically significant it is consistently higher than the performance of Mondrian. In the case of German credit, we observe that while Mondrian performance is statistically lower compared with Original, “Mondrian + WFS” resulted in comparable accuracies. Similarly, in the case of liver patient, where Mondrian shows statically significant lower performance compared with Original, “Mondrian + WFS” shows statistically significant higher performance across all $K$ values. We also obtain better performance of “Mondrian + WFS” compared with the Original and Mondrian for CRX and CMC. Wisconsin breast cancer shows relatively similar results.

In addition to the privacy gains from using feature selections (Section 5.2.1), the above results show that combining wrapper feature selection and anonymization in the context of TOP data publishing, has a positive impact on the performance of classification. By integrating the intended analysis task into the data publishing process we are able to customize the datasets so that they are best fitted to our analysis purpose. The resulting customized dataset lead to better classification models and our results support this. Many real world datasets consist of large number of records and when the QI set consists of large number of attributes, anonymization becomes a challenging process. By anonymizing the selected attributes in the QI set only, we reduce the amount of generalization required, and this eventually leads to less computational cost and a promising direction towards optimizing the anonymization process in the light of growing high dimensional datasets.

Table 5.4: Comparison of classification accuracy of the original, WFS, Mondrian, and Mondrian + WFS using N.B. induction algorithm. $\oplus$ and $\ominus$ indicates statistically significant results in favor of anonymized and original datasets respectively. Higher accuracy is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N.B.</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>WFS</th>
<th>Mondrian</th>
<th>Mondrian + WFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K=10 K=20 K=30 K=50</td>
<td></td>
<td>K=10 K=20 K=30 K=50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Accuracy (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart stat logs</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td>86.29 82.96 82.96 83.33 82.96</td>
<td>84.81</td>
<td>84.81 84.81 84.81 84.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima diabetes</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>77.73 73.69 72.92 74.48 75.26</td>
<td>76.56</td>
<td>76.04 76.17 76.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German credit</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>76.2 72.9 73.3 74.20 74.30</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>76.4 76.4 76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver patients</td>
<td>55.74</td>
<td>55.61 55.78 56.13 55.96 71.87</td>
<td>71.87</td>
<td>71.87 71.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRX</td>
<td>78.25</td>
<td>87.29 64.31 60.49 61.41 58.96</td>
<td>84.99</td>
<td>82.54 77.03 77.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>55.39 50.37 49.08 50.03 51.73</td>
<td>52.74</td>
<td>51.19 50.03 51.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Breast Cancer</td>
<td>97.36 97.80 95.75 93.7 84.63 81.11</td>
<td>95.90</td>
<td>92.09 90.33 90.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. TOP Data Publishing and Differential Privacy

Section 5.2 studied the impact of incorporating feature selection in the anonymization process for the $K$-anonymity model. In the current section we consider the impact of feature selection on the utility of differentially private datasets.

Recall from Section 2.2.5 that two main approaches for guaranteeing differential privacy can be categorized as interactive and non-interactive techniques. The current strategy in the non-interactive approach is to publish a contingency table (i.e. table of counts) or marginals of the raw data (which are smaller tables of counts with lower dimension) (Dwork 2008). The idea is to first derive a frequency matrix of the original data over the dataset domain. A frequency matrix for a contingency table is computed over all the attributes. After obtaining the counts, noise is added to each count in order to satisfy the privacy requirement.

The main issue with publishing contingency tables is that such an approach is not suitable for high-dimensional data with large domains. This is due to the fact that, in such a setting, the added noise becomes very large compared to the counts and, therefore, the utility of the data is substantially degraded to the level that it makes the data useless. In an alternative technique where low order marginals are sufficient for data analysis, the data holder may release a set of $M$ marginals (Dwork 2008). However, the main issue with this approach is that, since noise is added to marginals independently, there will be inconsistency between different marginals. We propose that feature selection address these issues since it only retains the attributes that are relevant according to ultimate usage of the data, thus, reducing the dimensionality of the data. Consequently, it eliminates the need to release multiple marginals.

Let us consider the following sample dataset extracted (with some alternations) from the pima diabetes dataset. The dataset in Figure 5.5a consists of ten records. A table of counts constructed from this dataset consists of the same ten records (since they are unique) each having count = 1. Adding noise to such small count value (i.e. 1) substantially impacts the result and the large amount of distortion makes the data useless.

Recall that when the data is anonymized according to the $K$-anonymization model, $K$ records are grouped together as they will share the same value with respect to their quasi-
identifier attributes. If all of the attributes are considered quasi-identifiers, such grouping will directly affect the value of counts. Let us examine such a scenario in our example. Consider a 3-anonymous version of Figure 5.5a and its corresponding table of counts (Figure 5.5b and Figure 5.5c respectively).

The table of counts constructed from Figure 5.5b shows a larger size of counts. This results in reducing the effect of noise required to achieve differential privacy (Soria-Comas et al. 2013). Now, consider the case where, feature selection is employed in order to identify the subset of attributes that are most relevant to the task at hand (e.g. building a C4.5 classifier).

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{preg} & \text{plas} & \text{pres} & \text{skin} & \text{insu} & \text{mass} & \text{pedi} & \text{age} & \text{class} \\
2 & 112 & 66 & 22 & 0 & 25 & 0.307 & 24 & - \\
1 & 80 & 55 & 0 & 0 & 19.1 & 0.258 & 21 & + \\
4 & 123 & 80 & 15 & 176 & 32 & 0.445 & 34 & - \\
7 & 81 & 78 & 40 & 48 & 46.7 & 0.261 & 42 & + \\
3 & 83 & 58 & 31 & 18 & 34.3 & 0.336 & 25 & + \\
5 & 124 & 74 & 0 & 0 & 24 & 0.22 & 38 & + \\
0 & 105 & 84 & 0 & 0 & 27.9 & 0.741 & 62 & + \\
4 & 146 & 85 & 27 & 100 & 28.9 & 0.189 & 27 & - \\
2 & 100 & 66 & 20 & 90 & 32.9 & 0.867 & 28 & + \\
5 & 139 & 64 & 35 & 140 & 28.6 & 0.411 & 26 & - \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 5.5a: Sample dataset

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{preg} & \text{plas} & \text{pres} & \text{skin} & \text{insu} & \text{mass} & \text{pedi} & \text{age} & \text{class} \\
(0.0:3.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - \\
(0.0:3.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & + \\
(3.0:8.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - \\
(3.0:8.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & + \\
(0.0:3.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - \\
(3.0:8.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - \\
(3.0:8.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & + \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 5.5b: 3-anonymous version of Figure 5.5a

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{preg} & \text{plas} & \text{pres} & \text{skin} & \text{insu} & \text{mass} & \text{pedi} & \text{age} & \text{class} & \text{Count} \\
(0.0:3.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - & 2 \\
(0.0:3.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - & 3 \\
(3.0:8.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - & 3 \\
(3.0:8.0) [80.147] & [55.86] & [0.41] & [0.177] & [19.146.8] & [0.189.0.868] & [21.63] & - & 2 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 5.5c: Table of Counts corresponding to Figure 5.5b
Figure 5.5d: Sample dataset with Feature Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>plas</th>
<th>pres</th>
<th>mass</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5e: 3-anonymous dataset of Figure 5.5d

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>plas</th>
<th>pres</th>
<th>mass</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(105.0,147.0)</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(105.0,147.0)</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(105.0,147.0)</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5f: Table of Counts corresponding to Figure 5.5e

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>plas</th>
<th>pres</th>
<th>mass</th>
<th>age</th>
<th>class</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(105.0,147.0)</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80.0,105.0]</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(105.0,147.0)</td>
<td>55.86</td>
<td>[0.189,0.868]</td>
<td>[21.63]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.5: A sample raw data example extracted from the pima diabetes dataset and its anonymized versions.

The corresponding table and its 3-anonymous version are shown in Figure 5.5d and Figure 5.5e respectively. The table of counts corresponding to Figure 5.5e shows even higher counts. This has important implication and leads to the conclusion that, when feature selection is incorporated into the anonymization process we obtain higher counts, and when noise is added to these counts (in order to achieve differential privacy), the distortion caused by adding noise is minimized.

Motivated by these observations, we propose a novel technique for privacy preserving data publishing satisfying a differential privacy model. We show that the fact that feature selection enhances both $K$-anonymity and differential privacy enables us to trade-off the level of anonymization and the amount of noise to obtain a dataset that satisfies our
privacy and utility requirements. Our algorithm is capable of handling both numerical and categorical features, and therefore adds the flexibility of being applicable to datasets that essentially include both types of attributes. A good example is the health care domain which consists of datasets that usually contain both numerical and categorical attributes.

5.3.1. The TOP_Diff Algorithm

The TOP_Diff algorithm incorporates the ultimate usage of the data and employs feature selection in order to achieve a differentially private dataset built from $K$-anonymous dataset that maintains high utility for further data analysis according to a given task. The output of this algorithm is an anonymized dataset satisfying differential privacy.

The inputs to this algorithm include a raw dataset $D$ with $m$ attributes and $n$ records, a wrapper feature selection algorithm with a base classifier $Cls$ (i.e. $WFS_Cls_Alg$), a given implementation of the $K$-anonymity technique (i.e. $K_Alg$) along desired level of anonymization, $K$, and a privacy budget $\epsilon$. The choice of $Cls$ depends on the analysis task and is dictated by the DR. The algorithm first applies wrapper feature selection algorithm to $D$ and obtains the list of selected features $m_s$. It then creates $D_{fs}$ dataset with new feature vector $\{m_s, \text{class}\}$ and the same number of records $n$. In other words, the number of records is intact, whereas, $m_s$ corresponds to a projection of $m$ and indicates attributes selected by the feature selection algorithm. The algorithm then applies $K_Alg$ to $D_{fs}$ and obtains $D_{fsk}$ which is a $K$-anonymous version of $D_{fs}$. In the next step, the algorithm groups similar records together and counts the number of records in each group and generates a table of counts $TC$ which essentially consists of $u$ unique records and their number of appearances in $D_{fsk}$. It then applies Laplace noise to each true count of $TC$. Since the goal is to reconstruct a new dataset from the noisy table of counts, post-processing is required ($PostProc$). This includes rounding up noisy counts to the nearest non-negative integer value (Mohammed et al. 2011). For example, if after adding noise the count is 23.342 the value will be rounded up to 24. Following the post-processing step, the algorithm obtains a differentially private table of counts $TCDiff$. From this table of counts, it duplicates the number of records based
on their noisy count and generates a differentially private dataset to be released. This algorithm is shown in Figure 5.6.

The $TOP_{Diff}$ algorithm generates differentially private counts. However two questions remain. According to (Gehrke et al. 2012), “one of the key insights behind the notion of differential privacy was that privacy should be a property of the sanitization mechanism and not just the output of it”. This means every step in the algorithm should also be differentially private. This raises the following two concerns:
First, in the current setting, the generalization procedure is deterministic. Therefore, the algorithm is not differentially private. Second, the discretization of numerical attributes is differentially private?

To address the first concern, one technique is to add a random sampling. The approach of adding random sampling in order to achieve differential privacy was referenced in Section 2.2.6. We add a sampling step similar to (Li et al. 2011). This is, we sample from input dataset with probability β. In other words, each tuple in the input dataset is chosen with probability β. We already use data-independent generalization in our approach. However, unlike (Li et al. 2011), we do not suppress any tuple that appears less than k times. The reason is that, in our approach we do add Laplace noise to the final counts.

Another approach to solve the issue arising from deterministic generalization is to add a natural sampling step as suggested in (Gehrke et al. 2012).

To address the second concern, since we are using data-independent generalization and global recoding, the discretization of numerical attributes in our algorithm are already differentially private.

5.3.1.1. Experimental Results

The closest work to our technique is the work presented in (Mohammed et al. 2011) which proposes the DiffGen algorithm. In order to compare our results with DiffGen we used the same evaluation settings used in that work. We build the classifiers using a 10-fold cross validation technique. For consistency in comparing the results, the privacy budget ε values were selected as 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.

Following the above evaluation process, we applied the TOP.Diff algorithm to the Adult dataset. We re-run the algorithm for different values of K and ε, obtained the anonymized dataset, built a classifier, and recorded the classification accuracy. Before comparing our results with DiffGen, we investigated the accuracy of our TOP.Diff anonymized dataset (which is differentially private) with that of anonymized datasets using Mondrian K-anonymity without feature selection (i.e., KW/OFS) and Mondrian K-anonymity with feature selection (i.e. KWFS). We used a t-test statistical significance test to compare our results. The results are shown in Table 5.5. The symbols ⊕ and ⊖ in each case indicate if the results are significantly higher and lower than KW/OFS respectively. For example, for...
$K=10$, having $\oplus$ next to 83.280 KWFS value indicates that the classification accuracy of the model built using 10-anonymized dataset with feature selection is significantly higher than 81.468 (corresponding to KW/OFS or the classification accuracy of the model built using 10-anonymized dataset without feature selection). In another example, consider the value 74.774 (corresponding to KWFS with $\epsilon = 0.1$, that is, the accuracy of the model built using 10-anonymized $TOP\_Diff$ dataset with privacy budge equals to 0.1). In this case, having $\ominus$ next to this value indicates that the classification accuracy compared with 10-anonymized dataset without feature selection is significantly lower than KW/OFS at $K=10$.

Table 5.5: The Classification accuracy of the TOP_Diff algorithm with feature selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K-anonymity without differential privacy</th>
<th>K-anonymity combined with differential privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KW/OFS</td>
<td>KWFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 10</td>
<td>81.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 20</td>
<td>81.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 50</td>
<td>80.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 100</td>
<td>79.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 200</td>
<td>78.670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us consider the results reported for each $\epsilon$ value. From differential privacy's point of view, a lower value of $\epsilon$ corresponds to a larger noise and hence, implies higher privacy protection. For $K=10$, 20, and 50, the effect of noise at $\epsilon = 0.1$ is high and we get a lower performance if compared with KW/OFS. However, as the value of $K$ increases, due to a larger count values the effect of noise is reduced. As such, the performance becomes significantly higher when $K = 100$ and 200. For the remaining values of $\epsilon$, for different anonymization levels, in general, we obtained significantly higher accuracies if compared with KW/OFS. It follows that, for the given privacy budgets (i.e. 0.25, 0.5, and 1) the $TOP\_Diff$ algorithm generates datasets that satisfy the differential privacy with a utility higher than corresponding $K$-anonymous dataset at the same anonymization level.

An argument can be made that, what happens if the feature selection step is omitted from the $TOP\_Diff$ algorithm? Using the very notion of indistinguishability and the fact that higher $K$ values essentially lead to higher counts, we investigate whether the role of feature selection in the process is significant. In this experiment, we re-run the $TOP\_Diff$ algorithm without the feature selection step. In other words, we generate the $TC$ based on $D_k$ and not
We select the same anonymization levels and $\varepsilon$ values and compare the results. These results are shown in Table 5.6.

The results show that when the feature selection step is omitted, higher count values obtained due to increasing the value of $K$ alone (without feature selection) do not improve the utility of differentially private dataset. This is shown by $\ominus$ next to most of the results (for different values of $K$ and $\varepsilon$). In other words, achieving differential privacy comes at the cost of statistically significant lower classification accuracy compared with normal $K$-anonymization. This shows the essential role of feature selection in the process (see Table 5.5). As we reduce $\varepsilon$, we inject more noise into the dataset and therefore, we expect a reduction in its utility, i.e. classification accuracy. However, we can compensate for this by increasing the value of $K$. Increasing $K$ means increasing the number of records that appear in each equivalence group and hence achieving higher counts. Higher counts at higher $K$ values eliminate the negative impacts of the added noise. On the other hand, as we increase $\varepsilon$, we inject less noise in the dataset and we obtain results closer to the $K$-anonymized dataset without noise (i.e. our final anonymized dataset is similar to KWFS). Remember that increasing the value of $K$ usually leads to a decrease in the classification accuracy. When we increase $\varepsilon$, higher values of $K$ mean a coarser grained generalization which usually results in reduction in the classification accuracy. At the same time, lower $K$ reduce generalization and consequently lead to a higher classification accuracy. To this end, we are able to choose the desired trade-off between $K$ and $\varepsilon$ to satisfy our privacy and utility needs.

Table 5.6: The classification accuracy of the TOP_Diff algorithm without feature selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K-anonymity without differential privacy</th>
<th>K-anonymity combined with differential privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KW/OFS</td>
<td>$\varepsilon = 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K = 10$</td>
<td>81.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K = 20$</td>
<td>81.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K = 50$</td>
<td>80.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K = 100$</td>
<td>79.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K = 200$</td>
<td>78.670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, we compare our results with the results of the \textit{DiffGen} algorithm (Mohammed et al. 2011). The \textit{DiffGen} algorithm initially generalizes all of the records into one group and iteratively applies a sequence of specializations. At each iteration, the algorithm probabilistically selects an attribute to specialize based on some score value (e.g. Max, and Information Gain). The algorithm terminates after a preset number of specializations. The work in (Mohammed et al. 2011) shows that, compared with Information Gain, Max score results in much higher accuracy across different number of specializations and for different values of $\varepsilon$. Therefore, we compare our results with those reported for the utility function Max. For each choice of $\varepsilon$ (i.e. 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1) we select the highest accuracy reported by (Mohammed et al. 2011). These values are marked as \textit{DiffGen-}$x$ where $x$ refers to the number of specializations used to achieve that result. We use the same $K$ and $\varepsilon$ when making the comparison. The comparison results are shown in Figure 5.7 a, b, c, and d. The results, in general, show that when $\varepsilon = 0.1$, 0.25, and 0.5, higher values of $K$ lead to classification accuracy higher than obtained by \textit{DiffGen}. As for $\varepsilon = 1$, we obtain higher classification accuracy with lower values of $K$. 

![Figure 5.7](image-url)
Figure 5.7: Comparison of the TOP_Diff and DiffGen algorithms at different values of $\varepsilon$. 

- **b ($\varepsilon = 0.25$).**

- **c ($\varepsilon = 0.5$).**

- **d ($\varepsilon = 1$).**
In summary, recall that lower values of $\varepsilon$ indicate a higher privacy protection due to the increased amount of noise. As we reduce $\varepsilon$, we inject more noise into the dataset and therefore, we expect a reduction in its utility, i.e. classification accuracy. However, we can compensate for this by increasing the value of $K$. Increasing $K$ means increasing the number of records that appear in each equivalence group and hence achieving higher counts. Higher counts at higher $K$ values eliminate the negative impacts of the added noise. On the other hand, as we increase $\varepsilon$, we inject less noise in the dataset and we obtain results closer to the $K$-anonymized dataset without noise. Remember that increasing the value of $K$ usually leads to a decrease in the classification accuracy. When we increase $\varepsilon$, higher values of $K$ mean a coarser grained generalization which usually results in reduction in the classification accuracy. On the other hand, lower $K$ leads to less generalization and consequently to a higher classification accuracy. To this end, we are able to choose the desired trade-off between $K$ and $\varepsilon$ to satisfy our privacy and utility needs.

### 5.4. The Impact of Feature Selection on the Performance and Efficiency

In this section, we investigate the impact of feature selection on the time required to perform anonymization and the accuracy of the resulting classification models.

The implication of incorporating feature selection in the syntactic anonymization techniques (e.g. $K$-anonymity) on the privacy and the performance was studied earlier (Section 5.2). In that work, we showed that well-known machine learning techniques such as feature selection can be used to solve privacy preserving data publishing problem. Another important implication is the fact that feature selection results in selecting the most relevant attributes for the analysis task at hand (i.e. classification). Recall from Section 5.2.1 that, it is very likely that some of the eliminated attributes are quasi-identifiers which otherwise needed to be anonymized. One immediate conclusion is that, with less attributes to anonymize less time is required to perform anonymization. With large amount of data and datasets with high dimensionality such role of feature selection is extremely beneficial.

To study the impact of feature selection on performance and efficiency, we impose a very strict condition by considering all of the attributes to be quasi-identifiers. In doing so, we follow the very assumption made in differential privacy, i.e., the attacker could have
arbitrary background knowledge. We first compare the impact of feature selection on the
time required to perform anonymization. We apply different levels of anonymization (i.e.
considering different K values in the K-anonymity model) with and without feature
selection and compare the resulting performance. We evaluate our results using t-test
statistical significant test.

5.4.1. Experimental Results and Discussions

We used the Adult dataset which has become the benchmarking data set for academic
research in the area of privacy. This dataset (after removing the records with missing
values) contains 45,222 records with 6 numerical attributes, 8 categorical attributes, and a
binary class attribute which represents two income levels, i.e., \( \leq 50 \text{ K} \) and \( > 50 \text{ K} \).

In Section 5.2, we showed that when feature selection is incorporated into the
anonymization process, the classification accuracy of models built from anonymized data
was increased. That work, however, did not address the impact of feature selection on the
efficiency of anonymization. The fact that feature selection leads to smaller set of attributes
especially when all of the attributes are considered quasi-identifiers has important
implication from the efficiency point of view. In fact, such a strict assumption about the
quasi-identifiers becomes practical only if feature selection is in place and eventually
results in selecting a subset of attributes which are most relevant to our task. Without
feature selection, considering all attributes as quasi-identifiers, especially when the data is
high dimensional is neither practical nor realistic due to the curse of dimensionality
(Agarwal 2005).

We recorded the time required to anonymize the dataset along the classification
accuracy of the anonymized dataset at each anonymization level and used a statistical \( t \)-test
to compare the results. We first applied the Mondrian anonymization technique to the
Adult dataset without applying feature selection and recorded both the time required for
anonymization and the classification accuracy of the resulting anonymized dataset. We
evaluated the classification accuracy using 10-fold cross validation. We then applied
wrapper feature selection with C4.5 as the base classifier and obtained the set of most
relevant attributes for building a C4.5 classifier. After identifying the most relevant
attributes, we constructed a new dataset with the same records but with a smaller feature
vector projecting the list of selected features. We then applied the Mondrian algorithm to this new dataset using the same anonymization levels as before.

Figure 5.8 shows that when feature selection is applied to the dataset, the time required to anonymize the dataset has decreased substantially. The proportion of such decrease ranges from being 3.8 times faster (K=10) to being 2.5 times faster (K=200).

![Figure 5.8: Comparison of the anonymization time required with and without FS.](image)

Figure 5.9: Comparison of classification accuracy with feature selection, without feature selection, baseline, and lower bound.

Figure 5.9 compares the classification accuracy of the models built using the anonymized dataset with and without feature selection. Baseline accuracy refers to the accuracy of the C4.5 model built using the original dataset intact, and Lower bound accuracy refers to the accuracy of the C4.5 model when all attributes except the target attribute are removed (Mohammed et al. 2011). By incorporating feature selection into the
anonymization process the performance has increased in statistically significant way across different K values.

5.5. Summary

In this chapter we presented our results in using feature selection as an add-on in order to enhance existing privacy preserving techniques such as k-anonymity (Section 5.2) and differential privacy (Section 5.3). We showed that when feature selection precedes applying anonymization operations, we obtain datasets that maintain high utility for analysis purpose while achieve privacy protection. We also presented the impact of feature selection on enhancing performance and time required to apply anonymization.
Chapter 6

Privacy-aware Filters

This chapter summarizes our work in (Jafer et al. 2014a). It was mentioned earlier in Chapter 4 that one of the main advantages of filters was their speed. This is mainly due to the fact that in filters there is no interaction with the learning algorithm and only the characteristics of data itself taken into account when selecting relevant features. Filters become indispensible specially when dealing with large amount of data. We aim at incorporating privacy into feature selection inspired by the privacy-by-design standard (Cavoukian 2009). Recall from Section 1.2 that we consider two principles of this standard in our work, namely, “privacy as the default setting” and “privacy embedded into design”.

As such, we turn filter-based feature selection into a privacy-aware process. Without privacy considerations, filter-based feature selection would rank individual features according to their relevance to the class and then depending on the selected threshold low-ranked attributes get eliminated. Some of these eliminated attributes happen to be part of
the quasi-identifier set. When filters are privacy-aware, correlation between features is exploited in order to remove some of the QI attributes that are above the threshold and would have otherwise been included in the final selected set. We propose a privacy-aware filter-based feature selection method (PF-IFR). This method enables data custodians to define a trade-off measure for controlling the amount of privacy and efficacy using filter-based feature selection techniques.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 shows the methodology behind our privacy-aware filter-based feature selection. The experimental results are shown in Section 6.2. Finally, Section 6.3 summarizes this chapters and discusses some potential future directions.

6.1. Privacy-aware Filter-based System

Recall from Chapter 4 that, feature selection is based on the notion that redundant and/or irrelevant variables bring no additional information about the data classes and can be considered noise for the predictor. As a result, the total feature set of a dataset could be minimized to only few features containing maximum discrimination information about the classes. In other words, feature selection aims to measure the relevance of each feature with the output class/labels and eliminate those with a minimal input.

The filter model uses general characteristics of the data in order to evaluate attributes. This approach attempts to assess the merits of features from the data before rule induction is applied by the algorithm. The methods use ranking techniques in order to score the attribute; attributes that do not satisfy a threshold are removed. The idea is to determine the usefulness of a feature in discrimination of different classes. This feature property is referred to as feature relevance (Kohavi and John 1997). In other words, a relevant feature cannot be independent of the class labels (though can be independent of other features).

Filters are categorized based on their evaluation procedure. This includes individual feature evaluation and subset evaluation (Yu and Liu 2004). Individual evaluation determines a weight for an attribute according to its relevance to the target class. A main advantage of feature ranking is its speed. Disadvantages of this approach are that (i) the selected subset might not be optimal and (ii) the correlation among the attributes within the subset is ignored (Guyon and Elisseeff 2003).
Subset evaluation, on the other hand, generates candidate features subsets according to a certain search strategy (Yu and Liu 2004). Each candidate subset is evaluated using a given evaluation measure and then is compared with the previous best subset with respect to the same measure. One main advantage of subset evaluation is that it can handle both feature redundancy and feature relevance. The main issue with subset evaluation is the inevitable problem of searching through feature subsets which is required during the subset generation step (Bolón-Canedo et al. 2013).

Since computational efficiency is a premium when we deal with large and high-dimensional datasets (where scalability becomes a very important factor) we use filter feature selection with individual feature ranking approach in the current work. Furthermore, when the ultimate analysis goal is pre-determined (e.g. building a classifier) but the user has not yet decided which classification algorithm to use or wants to try different algorithms (e.g. NetFlix Prize) privacy-aware filters become very useful since feature selection is done in a privacy-aware environment while being independent of any given classifier.

Our privacy preserving feature selection system consists of two main blocks, namely, the Evaluation block and the Correlation block. Having separate blocks for evaluation and correlation enables the user to choose different rankers and correlation measures independently from a specific filter-based feature selection technique.

Our system is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The Evaluation block realizes the Evaluation Function $EF(D, T, e, FS)$ which takes four input parameters: the dataset $D$, the ranker threshold $T$ (defined by the user), the evaluation criteria $e$, and the type of feature selection $FS$. $D$ consists of $m$ tuples and $n$ attributes \{a_1, a_2,..., a_{n-1}, C\} where $C$ refers to the class attribute. Examples of evaluation criteria are Information Gain, Chi-square, Relief, etc. $FS$ refers to the type of feature selection (e.g. filters with individual ranking, filters with subset ranking, wrapper), and $T$ refers to the ranking threshold which is chosen by the user.
The Correlation block realizes the Correlation Function $CF(R, \{pa\}, c, d, \lambda)$ which takes five parameters: \{R\} refers to the ranked list of attributes obtained from the Evaluation Block. \{pa\} refers to the set of potentially privacy-breaching attributes identified by the user, i.e., QI. $c$ is the correlation criteria such as Mutual Information (MI), Symmetric Uncertainty (SU), etc and is considered the choice of the user. $d$ is the discretization factor and is required when the numerical attributes need to be discretized as a requirement before applying correlation; this variable needs to be set to either true or false, and if set to true the type of discretization technique is specified. Finally, $\lambda$ is the blending (or the trade-off) parameter which controls the level of privacy vs. the level of accuracy. When $\lambda$ is increased, in order to remove QI attributes, higher correlation between QI and non-QI attributes is required and vice versa. $\lambda$ ranges from 0 to 1 and is chosen by the user. ($\lambda = 1$) refers to the case where none of the QI attributes are removed except for the case where there is at least one perfect correlation between QI and non-QI attribute. ($\lambda = 0$) refers to the case where all of the QI attributes are removed.

In this work, the system’s output is obtained through Privacy-aware Filter with Individual Feature Ranking (PF-IFR) algorithm. The algorithm functions as follows: First (in the Evaluation Block) the attributes are ranked according to a given evaluation criterion, $e$. Then (in the Correlation Block), starting with the bottom of the ranked list and going upward, the correlation between the encountered QI attribute $q_i$ and other attributes (which essentially have higher ranking) is calculated using the chosen correlation criteria, $c$. 

Figure 6.1: The Privacy-aware Filter-based Feature Selection System.
Following this step, if there is an attribute that is correlated with $q_i$ and this correlation is higher than the trade-off parameter $\lambda$, $q_i$ is removed since the other attribute has higher relevance with respect to the target class anyways; otherwise it is included in the list of selected attributes. This process is repeated iteratively. This algorithm is presented in Figure 6.2.

\begin{figure}
\begin{verbatim}
Input: $D, e, T, FS, \lambda, c, d, \{pa\}$

$\{R\} = EF(D, T, e, FS)$  
/* Returns a ranked list of attributes $\{R\} = \{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_n\}$ where $R_1$ refers to the attribute with highest rank and $R_n$ refers to the attribute with the lowest rank. The class attribute is excluded */

$CB(\lambda, c, d, D, \{pa\}, \{R\})$  
/*Implementation of the Correlation Block*/

\textbf{if} (d) discretize($D, d$)  
/* If discretization is required, discretize using the discretization technique specified in d */

$\{sa\} = \{R\}$  
/* First initialize $\{sa\}$ to $\{R\}*$

\textbf{while} (){
  \textbf{if} ($R_n \subseteq \{pa\}$) {
    $max\_corr = \text{MAX}(\text{find\_correlation}(R_n, \{R_1, \ldots, R_{n-1}\}, c))$
    /* obtain the maximum correlation between $R_n$ and other attributes that have higher rank. Return the value of max correlation and the other attribute $R_x$ */

    \textbf{if} ($max\_corr \geq \lambda$) {
      $\{sa\} = \{sa\} - \{R_n\}$
      /* if the correlation is higher than $\lambda$ remove this $\{pa\}$ attribute */
    }
  }
}

Output: list of selected attributes $\{sa\}$
\end{verbatim}
\end{figure}

Figure 6.2: The PF-IFR algorithm.
6.2. Experimental Results and Discussions

In the Evaluation Block, we selected \( e \) (i.e. the evaluation criteria) to be InfoGain (IG) (Hall and Smith 1998) and ReliefF (Kononenko 1994). \( IG \) is one of the most commonly used attribute evaluation method. This filter provides a ranked list of all attributes and a threshold is used to determine which attributes are to be included. ReliefF is an extension of the original Relief algorithm (Kira and Rendell 1992). Relief randomly samples an instance from the data. It then locates its nearest neighbor from the same and opposite class. Following this step, the values of the attributes of the nearest neighbors are compared with sample instance and then the relevance score for each attribute is updated.

The attributes are ranked according to their \( IG \) and ReliefF score and the ranked list \( \{R\} \) is obtained; the higher value, the higher rank and the more relevant the attribute is with respect to the class.

As for the Correlation Block, we select \( c \) to be the Symmetric Uncertainty (SU) metric. SU is a modified information gain measure in order to estimate the degree of association between discrete features (Press 1988). It measures the correlation between two features and more specifically the amount of information a given attribute provides about another attribute.

\[
SU = 2.0 \times \left[ \frac{H(X)+H(Y)-H(X,Y)}{H(X)+H(Y)} \right]
\]  

(6.1)

In formula (6.1), \( H(X) \) and \( H(Y) \) refer to the entropy of attributes \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively, and \( H(X,Y) \) refers to the joint entropy of \( X \) and \( Y \).

Since \( SU \) is symmetric it can be used to measure feature-feature correlations in which there is no notion of one attribute being the “class” attribute (Hall 1999). It is required for the \( SU \) measure that the attributes be categorical. Therefore, we set \( d \) to true and first discretize the numeric features using the technique of Fayyad and Irani (Fayyad and Irani 1993).

\( \{pa\} \) in our example refers to \( \{QI\} \). From the privacy perspective, we treat all the QI attributes similarly, i.e., we assume that all attributes in the QI set have the same privacy risk and therefore it is not important which particular QI attribute is removed.
We consider different values for $\lambda$, although the choice of $\lambda$ is made by the user and depends on the correlation among the attributes in a given dataset. In each round, we change $\lambda$ and obtain a set of selected attribute and then use those attributes only to build the classification model.

We worked with three real life datasets from the UCI repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). The QI attributes in this dataset include \{marital_status, age, education, occupation, sex, workclass, native_country, and race\}. We selected \{preg, mass, age\} in the pima diabetes dataset, and \{purpose, credit_amount, personal_status, residence_since, age, job\} in the german credit dataset as the QI attributes (Keng-Pei and Ming-Syan 2011).

To run our experiments, we selected three classifiers, namely, C4.5, N.B., and KNN. C4.5 is considered a logical model whereas N.B. is considered a probabilistic model. KNN, on the other hand, is a geometric model (Flach 2012). Recall that our algorithm is filter-based, and filters consider general characteristics of the data in order to evaluate attributes, and attempts to assess the merits of features from the data independent of the induction algorithm.

The results (Figure 6.3) show a consistency between using InfoGain vs. ReliefF as feature ranking measures. This provides the user with greater flexibility of choosing different individual feature ranking filter-based methods.

Following the PF-IFR algorithm, we identify the QI attributes that have max_corr with other attributes (with higher rank) greater than $\lambda$. For each dataset, we decrease $\lambda$ and eliminate QI attributes, build a classifier, and record the classification accuracy.

We ran a statistical significance test ($t$-test) in order to investigate if the change in the reported accuracy due to elimination of QI attributes is significant. In each case, the classification accuracy of the original model (i.e. $\lambda = 1.0$ and 0 eliminated QI attribute) is compared with models corresponding to different values of $\lambda$. For the Adult dataset, in the case of C4.5 and KNN classifiers, changing $\lambda$ does not impact the accuracy significantly. The case for N.B. classifier is different; as any elimination of QI attributes due to decreasing of $\lambda$ reduces the accuracy significantly. For the pima diabetes dataset, while C4.5 and N.B. do not show any significant change of classification accuracy due to eliminated of the QI attributes,
KNN classifier (ReliefF + SU case) shows significant reduction in accuracy at $\lambda = 0.2$ and 0.02.

The *german credit* dataset does not show any significant change in the classification accuracy when $\lambda$ is greater than 0.03. This is the case for all of the three examined classification algorithms. In the case of C4.5 and KNN, reducing $\lambda$ below 0.03 results in significant increase and decrease in the accuracy respectively. In this dataset, N.B. does not show any significant change in the classification accuracy.

The goal of this work is to enforce privacy protection during the feature selection process. The degree of correlation between QI and non-QI attributes plays an important role. When such correlation is high, there is more confidence that QI attributes could be removed without deteriorating the performance. One existing challenge is making the distinction between QI attributes and non-QI attributes. This leads us to the very attempt of choosing QI attributes which is an open area of research and beyond the scope of this thesis. In (Motwani and Xu 2008), a method was proposed to determine the minimal set of quasi-identifiers in a data table. The idea is to identify a minimal set of attributes from the dataset which is capable of almost distinctly identify a record and capable of separating two data records. However, according to (Fung et al. 2010b) identifying the minimal set of QI does not result in the most appropriate privacy protection setting since the method does not consider the attributes that an attacker could potentially get access to.
Pima diabetes (ReliefF + SU)

- C4.5
- N.B.
- KNN

german credit (InfoGain + SU)

- C4.5
- N.B.
- KNN

german credit (ReliefF + SU)

- C4.5
- N.B.
- KNN
A more generic solution is to divide attributes into higher risk attributes and lower risk attributes. There are many practical examples from real datasets which show that such distinction is realistic. For example, an attribute such as the level of blood pressure certainly has a lower (if it has any) privacy risk value compared with the gender of a given patient. Identifying the potential privacy breaching attributes as QI attributes is a special case where the privacy risk of all attributes in the QI set is assumed to be equal.

Our proposed approach in this thesis is limited to in its dependency on the correlation among attributes. Therefore, in the extreme cases where all QI attributes are relevant and there is a very low correlation between attributes, any reduction of QI attributes may result in a significant reduction in the performance.
6.3. Summary

In this chapter we showed that filter-based feature selection with individual feature ranking can be modified to address privacy consideration without impacting the performance of the classifiers. We proposed the PF-IFR algorithm which exploits the correlation between attributes in order to eliminate the QI attributes. In this work, we considered equal importance is given to all attributes in the QI set from privacy point of view given. In future we will consider the case where different risk factors are associated with the QI attributes. We will also consider more datasets with different inter-correlation among their attributes. We will further consider privacy-aware filter-based feature selection methods with subset ranking as well as privacy-aware wrappers.
Chapter 7

Privacy-aware Wrappers

This chapter summarizes our work in (Jafer et al. 2015c). It was mentioned in Chapter 4 that, the main advantage of wrappers is that, they usually result in higher performance compared with filters, and in cases where performance is the main objective they become very practical. Such higher performance provides us with a space of maneuver and could be exploited for privacy preserving purposes. In other words, wrappers provides the user with a space of performance gain that can be used up towards achieving more privacy as this is shown and discussed in this chapter.

In general, the goal of feature selection is to obtain the most optimal feature set that achieves best performance. Without privacy considerations, an optimal feature subset is a set that would maximize the performance metric, and yet has the minimum cardinality, i.e. has the minimum number of attributes. Therefore, in the default setting, features get selected according to their positive impact/relevancy with respect to the performance
measure (i.e. the classification accuracy). In this work, we want to incorporate privacy considerations into the very functionality of wrappers. Recall from Chapter 4 that, in the wrapper approach, subsets of variables are assessed based on their usefulness to a given predictor. Wrappers conduct a search for a good subset using the learning algorithm itself as part of the evaluation function.

Similar to privacy-aware filters, we aim at incorporating privacy into wrappers by design. In doing so, we turn wrapper-based feature selection into a privacy-aware process. Without privacy considerations, wrappers would select a subset of the original features whose classification performance is no worse than that of the original feature set. To make a privacy-aware wrapper, we pay special attention to the quasi-identifier (QI) set which refers to a set of attributes that are not privacy breaching per se but if they are linked to external sources could potentially identify individuals via identity disclosure (Chapter 2). We show that by making wrappers privacy-aware, more quasi-identifier attributes can be eliminated without negatively impacting the achieved classification accuracy in any significant way. We also identify a privacy region that can be exploited in order to achieve privacy vs. utility trade-off. Our empirical results show that the high performance achieved by wrappers provides us with a space in which we can obtain valuable privacy gains.

To this end, we introduce a Privacy-aware Wrapper (PW) system which incorporates privacy into the functionality of wrappers. It ensures that privacy gain is achieved through the selected features without negatively impacting the performance of the models if compared with the performance of the original dataset.

This chapter is organized as follows. The methodology of the proposed PW algorithm is discussed in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 shows the experimental results and discusses them. Finally Section 7.3 summarizes this chapter and discusses some of the potential future directions.

7.1. Methodology of Privacy-aware Wrappers

In discussing the logic behind this proposed technique, it is beneficial to re-consider different levels of feature relevancy which were discussed in the previous section.
Consider Figure 7.1, adapted from (Kohavi and John 1997). In this figure, the feature subset is divided into strongly relevant attributes \((SR)\) shown in dark grey, weakly relevant attributes \((WR)\) shown in light grey, and irrelevant attributes \((IR)\) shown in white. When privacy is our main concern, our goal becomes eliminating as many QI attributes as possible as long as this process does not degrade our performance significantly. It is possible that attributes in the QI attribute set may fall into \(IR\), \(WR\), and \(SR\) regions. Recall from Section 4.1 that an optimal feature set consists of all strongly relevant attributes and those weakly relevant attributes that are non-redundant. In general, if the QI attributes fall into the \(IR\) region and the \(WR\) region (where attributes are redundant), they will not be selected by the feature selection algorithm anyways because they are not part of the optimal feature subset. Recall also that strongly relevant attributes provide unique information about the target class and cannot be removed or replaced by other attributes. Our focus is rather on the portion of quasi-identifier attributes in the \(WR\) region that are non-redundant but could be ignored provided that their elimination does not (significantly) impact the classification accuracy.

![Figure 7.1: The strongly relevant, weakly relevant, and irrelevant attributes (Kohavi and John 1997).](image)
Applying wrappers improves performance over the data set, thus creating a margin of added accuracy in which the data holder could implement his/her privacy preferences. We call this margin a privacy region shown in Figure 7.2. Acc(Opt-accuracy) in Figure 7.2 represents the accuracy corresponding to the optimal feature set. That is, the classifier that is built using only selected attributes by wrapper feature selection. At the other end of the bar, Acc(Org) represents the accuracy of building classifiers with the complete feature set (without feature selection). Acc(Opt-accuracy) – Acc(Org) represents a range of acceptable accuracy of a privacy-aware feature set that is obtained via privacy-aware wrappers. Without privacy considerations, the goal of wrapper-based feature selection is to obtain a feature set which achieves best classification accuracy. However, by incorporating privacy into feature selection, the goal becomes obtaining a feature set that is not necessarily optimal from the classification accuracy’s point of view; however, it is privacy-aware. In other words, we give up some of the achieved classification accuracy to gain privacy. The gain in privacy is identified as removing more QI attributes and as long as Acc(Privacy-aware) is not significantly lower that Acc(Org), the result is acceptable. In other words, in Figure 7.2, the choice of (Privacy-aware) becomes a trade-off between gaining more/less privacy and achieving lower/higher accuracy respectively.

Before getting into further details, let us consider Figure 7.3 which illustrates the concepts behind our technique. For simplicity, in this figure, \{A\} corresponds to the complete set of attributes, \{B\} represents to the set of QI attributes, and \{C\} refers to the
selected set of attributes obtained by applying Wrapper-based Feature Selection (WFS) to the original dataset.

Figure 7.3: Illustration of interactions between different subsets (i.e. Original, QI, WFS, PWFS).

The intersection between \{B\} and \{C\} (i.e. \{B\} \cap \{C\} shows the set of quasi-identifier attributes that are selected by WFS. To this end, one observation is that even without any privacy consideration, wrapper feature selection results in elimination of some of the QI attributes. Such an observation is in accordance with the work in (Jafer et al. 2014b).

The proposed technique here is that, by incorporating privacy into the wrapper feature selection further elimination of QI attributes is achieved at two levels. This is shown by subset \{D\} and \{E\} in Figure 7.3. In the first level, further QI attributes are eliminated (i.e. attribute set \{D\} \mid \{D\} \subset \{C\}). In the second level, additional QI attributes are replaced by other non-QI attributes from the original attributes set to obtain subset \{E\}. We notice that \{E\} may contain features in \{A\} that were excluded by wrapper feature selection and were not included in \{C\}. This is a backtrack step confirming that our goal is no longer obtaining
an optimal feature set solely from classification point of view. Rather, the privacy element becomes another factor to be taken into consideration.

In general, the goal of classification is to minimize the test error and maximize the classification accuracy. Therefore, many of the classification techniques implicitly solve optimization problems. In our method, our aim becomes maximizing the number of eliminated QI attributes. Our constraint is that in such process the classification accuracy should not be degraded below a specified threshold significantly.

Given the dataset $D$ consists of a set of $n$ training instances where each instance $X$ is an element of the set $F_1 \times F_2 \times \ldots \times F_m$, and $F_i$ is the domain of the $i$th feature. The original feature vector consists of $X$ attributes $\{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_m\}$ in addition to the class attribute $C$. The accuracy of the original attribute set is denoted as $Acc(D[X, C])$. This is the classification accuracy of a model (e.g. C4.5, N.B., etc) built using dataset $D$ with complete attribute set. Assume that $(QI')$ refers to a set of QI attributes that are eliminated/replaced; $MAX(QI')$ refers to a set of maximum number of QI attributes that get eliminated from the final selected feature set. Our objective is therefore to: find the maximum number of QI attributes which could be removed (via elimination and/or correlation) such that, the model built with the resulting dataset (with fewer projected features) does not degrade the classification accuracy significantly. That is,

$$\text{find } MAX(QI') \mid (Acc(D[(X-QI'), C]) \geq Acc(D[X, C]) \mid Diff(Acc(D[X, C]), Acc(D[(X-QI'), C]))) = \text{ statistically significant} \quad (7.1)$$

Recall from Chapter 2 that, a table is considered $K$-anonymous if given a record that has some QIs values, there are at least $K-1$ other records which have the same QIs values. Assuming that we have a dataset with $\{QI_1, QI_2, \ldots, QI_i\}$ and we want to $K$-anonymize the dataset with $K = n$. Let $M$ represents the difference between the anonymized dataset $A$ and the original dataset $D$. That is, the more generalization and suppression, the more difference between the two. $M$ is a function of $K$ and $\varphi$ which represents the number of eliminated QI attributes i.e. $M = f(\frac{K}{\varphi})$. From this formula, the higher is the $K$, the larger is the equivalence class. Equivalence class refers to the set of tuples that share the same QI values. Such larger equivalence class implies more modification, i.e. higher $M$. However,
with increased number of eliminated QI attributes at the same privacy level, (i.e. the same $K$) within each new equivalence class, more details are preserved which eventually results in datasets that are less modified, i.e. having smaller $M$.

Our proposed Privacy-aware Wrapper (PW) system is depicted in Figure 7.4. The system consists of three main blocks, namely, the *Evaluation* block, the *Elimination* block, and the *Correlation* block.

The inputs to the system include the dataset $D$, the evaluation criteria $e$, the feature selection type $FS$, the list of potentially privacy breaching attributes $PA$, the correlation measure $c$, and the discretization parameter $d$. These inputs are discussed in more details as we explain the functionality of the system. $PA = QI$ is a special case where all potentially privacy breaching attributes are given equal weight and therefore it is not important which attribute in the QI set gets eliminated. We follow this assumption in our technique since such approach is commonly used in privacy preserving data publishing. The evaluation criteria $e$ refers to the classification accuracy of a chosen classifier such as C4.5, N.B, KNN, etc. $FS$ in our case refers to the specific type of wrapper and the search technique employed (e.g. best first + forward selection, best first + backward elimination, etc). The initial evaluation of the dataset is performed in the *Evaluation* block.

The output of the *Evaluation* block includes two sets of attributes, namely $WS$ and $R$. $R$ refers to a ranked list of attributes in the original feature space. This rank is obtained by individually considering the ability of features in predicting the target class. $WS$ refers to the list of selected attributes due to applying wrapper-based feature selection to the dataset $D$. In general, $WS$ is a subset of the original attribute set, i.e. $WS \subset R$. At this point, two possible outcomes may occur. If $WS \cap PA = \emptyset$, this is an indication that, none of the attributes in the $PA$ set were selected by the wrapper and the algorithm would terminate since there are no additional potentially privacy breaching attributes to be eliminated. In most scenarios this is not the case. That is, wrappers eliminate some of the $PA$ attributes, but some others will still be present in the $WS$ feature set which need to be handled in the upcoming blocks.
The next block in the system is the *Elimination* block and its goal is to remove more QI attributes as long as such removal does not degrade the performance of the resulting models significantly. The input to this block includes $WS$ and $R$. Using the rank of individual attributes in the original set, a ranked list of $WS$ is obtained, i.e., $RWS$. Then using the $PA$ list, the QI attributes in the $RWS$ set are identified. In the following step, starting from the bottom of the $RWS$ list, the QI attributes are removed and the classification model is built with the remaining attributes. If the new accuracy is higher, equal, or (not significantly lower) than the original accuracy, then it is safe to remove this particular QI attribute. The $RWS$ list is updated accordingly until all of the QI attributes are visited.

Following the above step, if $RWS \cap PA = \emptyset$, it indicates that all of the QI attributes were eliminated in the *Elimination* block. The algorithm terminates and, $SA$ which is equal to $RWS$ is released. In other words, the *Correlation* block is executed only if after the logic of *Elimination* block has been executed, $RWS \cap PA \neq \emptyset$.

Now let us consider the *Correlation* block in more detail. Similar to the *Elimination* block, our goal is to reduce the number of QI attributes that could not be eliminated previously. One immediate observation is that removing of any of these QI attributes at this step would result in a significant reduction in performance. After all, this is the main reason these attributes could not be removed in the previous step. However, it is possible that these QI attributes are highly correlated with other attributes in the original feature space, i.e. $X$.

The correlation measure $c$ can any correlation criteria such as Mutual Information ($MI$), Symmetric Uncertainty ($SU$), and so on, and is considered the choice of the user. Some of
these correlation measures require that the numerical attributes be discretized first. In this work, we choose \( c \) to be the Symmetric Uncertainty (SU) metric. As it was mentioned in Section 6.2, SU is a modified information gain measure in order to estimate the degree of association between discrete features (Press 1988). It measures the correlation between two features and more specifically the amount of information a given attribute provides about another attribute. For a reminder, the formula (6.1) is shown below again:

\[
SU = 2.0 \times \frac{H(X) + H(Y) - H(X,Y)}{H(X) + H(Y)}
\]

\( H(X) \) and \( H(Y) \) refer to the entropy of attributes \( X \) and \( Y \) respectively, and \( H(X,Y) \) refers to the joint entropy of \( X \) and \( Y \). Since \( SU \) is symmetric it can be used to measure feature-feature correlations in which there is no notion of one attribute being the “class” attribute (Hall 1999). The discretization factor, \( d \) is used and is set to either true or false. When it is set to true the type of discretization technique needs to be specified. It is required for the \( SU \) measure that the attributes be categorical. We set \( d \) to true and discretize the numeric features using the technique of (Fayyad and Irani 1993).

The inputs to the Correlation block include \( R \) and \( RWS \). Similar to the previous block, we start with the bottom of the \( RWS \) list searching for the QI attributes. Whenever such an attribute is found, we find its correlation with all of the attributes that have higher rank in the \( R \) list and are neither in the \( RWS \) set nor in the \( PA \) set. That is, \( NR = R - PA - RWS \). We then find the attribute(s) in the \( NR \) set that have higher rank compared with the rank of an encountered QI attribute in the \( RWS \) set, and construct the \( HNR \) set. Following this step, we find the attribute in \( HNR \) that has maximum correlation with our QI attribute. In the following step, we replace our QI attribute with that attribute \( xn' \) and build the classifier with the updated \( RWS \). The feature vector in this case would be \( D[RWS-{candidate QI attribute to be removed}+{replacement attribute from the HNR list, i.e. \( xn' \})] \). If the new accuracy is higher, equal, or (not significantly lower) than the original accuracy, then it is safe to finalize the removal of the given QI attribute and the replacement is considered safe. If not, we repeat the process with the next attribute in the \( HNR \) set that has the highest correlation with the QI attribute.
PA = A set of potentially privacy breaching attributes (e.g. the QI set); X = Original feature set; C = Target class; R = Ranked X i.e. \{X_1, X_2, ..., X_n\} (1: highest rank and n: lowest rank)
WS = Selected attributes as a result of applying wrapper feature selection on the original dataset (with X feature set);
RWS = Ranked WS i.e. \{rws_1, rws_2, ..., rws_m\} (1: highest rank and m: lowest rank)

Input = D, e, PA, FS, c, d
Original_Acc = Acc(D[X], C)

if (RWS \cap PA) = 0 go to A

for (i = m, i > 0, i--) /* in RWS */
{
    if ({rws_i} \subset PA)
    {
        New_Acc = Acc(D[RWS - {rws_i}], C)
        if ((New_Acc \geq Original_Acc) \lor Diff(New_Acc, Original_Acc) \neq Statistically Significant)
            RWS = RWS - {rws_i}
    }
}

if (RWS \cap PA) = 0 go to A

NR = R - PA - RWS

for (i = m, i > 0, i-) /* in RWS */
{
    if ({rws_i} \subset PA)
    {
        /* Identify NR attributes with higher rank compared with the rank of rws_i */
        HNR = NR \cap NR_r \geq {rws_i}.
        /* HNR has p attributes */
        /* Find the attribute xn' in HNR set that has highest correlation with {rws_i} */
        for (j = p, j>0, j--) /* in HNR */
        {
            [max_corr, xn'] = MAX(find_correlation({rws_i}, {hnr_j}, C))
            New_Acc = Acc(D[RWS - {rws_i} + xn'], C)
            if ((New_Acc \geq Original_Acc) \lor Diff(New_Acc, Original_Acc) \neq Statistically Significant)
                RWS = RWS - {rws_i} + xn'
                break
        }
    }
}

if (RWS \cap PA) = 0 go to A
A: SA = RWS

Output = SA

Figure 7.5: The PW algorithm.
If the replacement was successful we stop the search, break out of the loop, and continue the procedure with the next QI attribute in the **RWS** set. If after scanning all of the attributes in the **HNR** set we could not replace the QI attribute, such QI attribute will remain in the final subset. The system’s output is obtained through Privacy-aware Wrapper (**PW**) algorithm which is formally presented in the algorithm presented in Figure 7.5.

### 7.2. Experimental Results and Discussions

This section summarizes the application of our **PW** algorithm on a number of real datasets obtained from the UCI repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). In most of these datasets, a subset of features was selected as the QI attributes set (Keng-Pei and Ming-Syan 2011). For two datasets, i.e. CMC and Wisconsin breast cancer, all of the attributes except the target class were selected as the QI set. In many cases, such an assumption is not realistic and it is made for illustration purposes only.

We used four classifiers, namely, C4.5, N.B., KNN, and SVM. We applied a t-test to compare our results. All the models were built using 10-fold cross validation. Our results are shown in Table 7.1. The accuracy values in the baseline column refer to the results of the classifiers built using the complete original attribute set, i.e., prior to applying any feature selection on the dataset. They provide us with a reference point.

Recall from Figure 7.2 that the baseline (or original) accuracy corresponds to **Acc(Org)**. **WFS** refers to the classification accuracy of a dataset that consists only of attributes selected by wrapper-based feature selection. This accuracy corresponds to **Acc(Opt-accuracy)** in Figure 7.2. It was mentioned earlier that wrapper-based feature selection (by itself) is not privacy-aware and therefore QI attributes may be eliminated due to their characteristics and their relevancy/irrelevancy to the target class. Finally, **PW** refers to the accuracy of the dataset consists of attributes selected by the privacy-aware wrapper. This corresponds to **Acc(Privacy-aware)** in Figure 7.2.

We show the number of QI attributes in the baseline dataset, in the dataset resulting from applying **WFS**, and in the dataset resulting from applying **PW**. The **p**-value corresponding to the t-test is shown in the final column as well. The **p**-value corresponds to the **PW** algorithm results compared to the baseline.
Let’s consider the results associated with the *pima* dataset, case of C4.5. Initially there are 3 QI attributes in this dataset. The baseline accuracy is 73.82%. This is the accuracy of building a C4.5 classifier from the original dataset without any modification. If we apply WFS, one of the three QI gets eliminated. WFS results in a dataset with optimal accuracy (75.787%) which is higher than the baseline accuracy. By applying PW we are able to further reduce the number of QI attributes without significant reduction in the accuracy compared with the baseline accuracy. With PW we achieve lower accuracy compared with WFS which is expected. Our algorithm reduces the QI attributes in a step-by-step approach until any further reduction of the QI attributes results in an accuracy that is significantly lower than the baseline accuracy. In our case we notice that even if all QI attributes are removed the resulting accuracy is acceptable. In such a case, with PW algorithm we can remove all QI attributes. The privacy implication is that the resulting dataset can be released without any anonymization or modification. We see the same behavior in the case of N.B., KNN, and SVM. In fact such behavior is seen for other datasets/classifiers combinations in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset (No. tuples)</th>
<th>Alg.</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>WFS</th>
<th>PW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. QI</td>
<td>Acc%</td>
<td>No. QI</td>
<td>Acc%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima (768)</td>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N.B.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German credit (1000)</td>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N.B.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver patients (583)</td>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N.B.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The German credit dataset shows similar behavior as of the pima dataset. Once again, it is possible to remove all QI attributes and obtain an acceptable accuracy. It is possible, according to the PW algorithm, that all of the QI attributes get removed by feature selection anyways. See the results for the liver patients' dataset. In three cases of C4.5, N.B, and SVM, WFS does not select any of the two QI attributes identified for this dataset. Therefore, there are no more QI attributes to be removed by the PW method. This is shown by N/A in the corresponding cells. KNN, however, is different. In this case, none of the QI attributes get removed by WFS; However, the PW technique is able to remove/replace the QI attributes.
without degrading the accuracy. In fact accuracy is higher than the baseline even if all of the QI attributes are removed from the dataset.

In the *heart stat logs* dataset, similar to the liver patient dataset, WFS eliminates the two QI attributes identified for this dataset (i.e. for C4.5, KNN, and SVM classifiers). For N.B., while PWS removes one of the QI attributes

Earlier in this section, it was mentioned that in the cases of *CMC* and *Wisconsin breast cancer* datasets the assumption is that all attributes except the target class are considered QI attributes. Once again, while WFS removes some of the QI attributes, PWFS provides room for additional removal of QI attributes and implicitly resulting in higher privacy.

Let us consider the *CMC* dataset. With the exception of SVM, for other three classifiers WFS excludes six attributes. PW eliminates more QI attributes while maintaining acceptable accuracy. In the case of C4.5 removal of one extra QI attribute is possible. However, removing of additional attribute reduces the accuracy significantly. This is shown by ⊖ next to the accuracy of 47.5%. Therefore, the best acceptable result is 50.3%. For the N.B. classifier, the best achieved result is 47.9% where two additional attributes get excluded. As for the KNN classifier, exclusion of two more extra attributes does not have a negative impact on accuracy significantly. As for SVM, it is not possible to remove any QI attribute without significantly degrading the classification accuracy. We only show three attempts of removal. Wisconsin breast cancer dataset shows similar results.

For the *Adult* dataset, in the case of C4.5, by applying PW it is possible to remove/replace three extra QI attributes and achieve accuracy of 85.5% which does not significantly different from the baseline accuracy. We compare our results for the case of C4.5 classifiers with other workload-aware anonymization techniques discussed in Section 2.5.2 and Section 3.1. Most of these works run their experiments using *Adult* dataset and C4.5 classifier. We notice that, with our technique, due to the fact that all identified QI attributes are removed, no anonymization is needed. Furthermore, the resulting accuracy is comparable to the baseline accuracy. This comparison is shown in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Comparison results of the performance of different workload-aware anonymization techniques and privacy-aware wrappers (C4.5 classifier).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Attributes Used</th>
<th>Parameter/Best Achieved Result</th>
<th>privacy model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C4.5 Classifier – 10 fold cross validation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Iyengar 2002)</td>
<td>Only 8 attributes + class attribute</td>
<td>K=10 (82.7%)</td>
<td>K-anonymity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang et al. 2004)</td>
<td>Only 7 categorical attributes + class attribute</td>
<td>K=10 (81.6 %)</td>
<td>K-anonymity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fung et al. 2005)</td>
<td>Only 8 attributes + class attribute</td>
<td>K=10 (82.8 %)</td>
<td>K-anonymity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fung et al. 2005)</td>
<td>All attributes</td>
<td>K=10 (85.2 %)</td>
<td>K-anonymity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mohammed et al. 2007)</td>
<td>All attributes</td>
<td>K=10 (85.2 %)</td>
<td>K-anonymity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mohammed et al. 2009)</td>
<td>All attributes</td>
<td>C = 20%, L = 2, K=20 (85.2 %)</td>
<td>LKC-privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mohammed et al. 2011)</td>
<td>All attributes</td>
<td>ε=4 (83.8%)</td>
<td>Differential Privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Method</td>
<td>All attributes</td>
<td>All QI attributes are eliminated (85.5 %)</td>
<td>K-anonymity (where applicable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same is applied for the case of KNN classifier. One exception is the N.B. classifier. In this case, all attributes are selected by the wrapper feature selection. Therefore WFS does not eliminate any of the QI attributes. Any removal of the attributes in the QI set significantly degrades the classification accuracy. The correlation block cannot be implemented since all attribute are selected in the first place, i.e., R = RWS, PA \(\cap\) RWS = PA, and NR is empty.

Privacy-aware wrappers inherit the complexity and the performance issues associated with wrapper-based feature selection since this method is an extension of wrapper-based feature selection in which privacy considerations lead to further refinement of the ultimate selected subset. We address this shortcoming by introducing the privacy-aware evaluation measure.

In classification algorithms such as decision tree, some attributes may help separating the classes in one branch while other attributes might help separating the classes in other branches. Wouldn’t removing the attributes eliminate such possibility? It should be mentioned that our technique, at each step, considers the impact of removal or replacement of given attribute by another on the classification accuracy. We know that wrapper-based feature selection is adjusted to data distribution in terms of importance of attributes. The datasets that we are dealing with are not completely balanced. Therefore, it
is not the case that we will remove an attribute that is good for, for example, for 90% of the data, but the one which impacts 10% of the data. We remove the attributes that may slightly contribute to better accuracy, however, as we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, we aim to exercise controlled reduction of classification accuracy in order to gain more privacy.

Another question is, why do not we publish the model rather than publishing the dataset. It should be noted that in bioinformatics the datasets have too large number of attributes that we need to decrease. Also, in medical research it is a requirement that the data itself is to be published as well and not only the model. In other words, even if the model is published, the data should be published along the model.

In the PW system, the complexity of the blocks following the Evaluation block (which implements a standard non privacy-aware wrapper) is considered minimal. A future direction is to empirically study the added complexity of the system.

It was mentioned in Section 7.2 that, reducing QI enhances the models that support identity disclosure via reducing the risk of re-identification. Another future direction is to study the impact of reducing the number of QI attributes, hence changing the size of equivalence class (number of tuples that share the same QI values) in the context of attribute disclosure. This includes applying PW prior to anonymization techniques such as l-diversity (Machanavajjhala et al. 2006) and t-closeness (Li et al. 2007). In all of the above models the assumption is that the attacker knows the QI of the victim. An existing challenge, however, is determining the QI attributes which is/remains an open issue in PPDP.

7.3. Summary

In this chapter, we incorporated privacy into the very process of wrapper-based feature selection. Our results showed that, compared with basic wrappers, our proposed PW system, was either able to eliminate all of the QI attributes or was able to exclude more QI attributes. These objectives were attained while maintaining a good utility that does not differ significantly from the utility of the original dataset.
Chapter 8

A Multi-dimensional Privacy-aware Evaluation Function in Automatic Feature Selection

In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, we proposed techniques (e.g., PF-IFR and PW) that turn the feature selection into a privacy-aware process. These techniques had one common characteristic. In all of them, the used evaluation measure was classification accuracy. In other words, the evaluation measure of feature selection technique was not modified. The goal was that to use feature selection and while using it aiming to reduce the number of QI attributes as much as possible without degrading the resulting classification accuracy.

In this chapter, we aim at turning feature selection into a privacy-aware process by changing its very evaluation measure. This chapter summarizes the work in (Jafer et al. 2015a) and (Jafer et al. 2015b). In there, we incorporate privacy considerations into the very evaluation measure that is used to evaluate and select feature subsets.
Generally, the goal of automatic feature selection is to obtain the most optimal feature set that provides for algorithm’s best performance. In our proposed technique, feature selection process is guided such that the data holder can predict the amount of inference of an individual’s sensitive attribute by the attacker who has access to sophisticated data mining tools.

We consider privacy during the feature selection process and as such, introduce a two-dimensional measure in automatic feature selection that takes into account both objectives of privacy and efficacy (e.g. accuracy) simultaneously and provides the data user with the flexibility of trading-off one for another. We introduce a two-dimensional measure in wrappers. Our technique generates a list of candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets and enables the data user to trade-off privacy and efficacy.

In the second part of this chapter, we also introduce $E(S)$ a multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function in automatic feature selection that enables the data holder to select and eventually release a best subset according to its desired efficacy, privacy, and dimensionality of the resulting dataset.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.1, Section 8.2, and Section 8.3, we introduce the PBI measure of privacy and its application. Section 8.4 introduces the candidate privacy-aware attribute subset generating system. This system mainly consists of two subsystems, namely, correlation-aware attribute ranking (Section 8.4.1) and candidate attribute subset generator (Section 8.4.3). Section 8.6 introduces the multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function. The experimental results, discussions and future directions are discussed in Section 8.7 and Section 8.8 consequently.

**8.1. Measuring Privacy-preserving Feature Selection**

We setup the stage for introducing the new evaluation function by some background information about the steps that are taken in order to generate privacy-aware candidate attribute subsets. We first start with the case where $C \neq SA$ (Jafer et al. 2015a). We then show how the algorithms introduced in (Jafer et al. 2015a) could be slightly modified in order to adapt the case where $C = SA$. 


### 8.1.1. Basic Notations

Let $D$ be a dataset with tuple set $T=\{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\}$ and attribute set $A=\{a_1, \ldots, a_m\}$. The assumption is that $D$ is a subset of some larger population $P$. Therefore, the distribution of the attribute values in $D$ represents the distribution of the population as whole. The sensitive attribute (e.g., medical condition of patients) is denoted as $SA \in A$. Usually, the assumption is that the sensitive attribute will be released without any modification. However, the association between individuals and their sensitive attributes should be kept secret. Attribute $C \in A$ represents the target class attribute. Baseline attribute subset $BL$ refers to a subset of attributes in $A$ excluding $SA$ and $C$. That is, $BL = A \setminus (C \cup SA)$. In our work, we assume that $C$ and $SA$ are different. In other words, we assume that the goal of the adversary differs from the legitimate user of the dataset (e.g., researcher). The case where $C=SA$ is discussed later in Section 8.5. Baseline accuracy subset $BLC$ refers to a subset of all attributes except $SA$ (i.e., $A - SA$). Baseline privacy subset $BLP$ refers to a subset of all attributes except $C$ (i.e., $A - C$). Figure 8.1 illustrates these subsets.

A dataset $DBLP$ is the projection of the tuple set $T$ onto the attributes in $BLP$ and a dataset $DBLC$ is the projection of tuple set $T$ onto the attributes in $BLC$. These notations will be used later when we discuss the algorithm.

![Figure 8.1: Dataset D and the projection of S attributes (case C!=SA).](image)
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8.2. Defining the PBI Measure of Privacy

The measure of privacy, i.e. Privacy Breach Increase (PBI) (Jafer et al. 2015a) is inspired by the notion of “empirical privacy” proposed in (Cormode et al. 2013). Similar to “empirical privacy”, our measure represents the precision with which the attacker can infer the sensitive values of individuals from released data. It is inspired by a widely adopted notion of privacy breach which refers to the correct posterior inference of an adversary about sensitive values in the data. Such measure considers a sophisticated attacker who will use data mining tools for his/her attack. The empirical privacy studies the increase/decrease of attacker’s inference ability as a function of the amount of anonymization (Cormode et al. 2013). For example, how much such inference changes when the dataset is $K=100$ anonymized vs. $K=1000$ anonymized. In the PBI measure, privacy breach increase (or decrease) is considered as a function of the selected attributes in the final dataset (or implicitly, the number of eliminated attributes). The work in (Cormode et al. 2013) considers an adversary who would use the output $A(D)$ (where $A$ refers to an anonymization mechanism) to build a classifier in order to attack anonymized data. With the assumption that feature selection is done prior to anonymization, we consider an attacker who will use only the selected features (compared with the complete feature set i.e. baseline dataset) in order to build a classifier to predict the sensitive attribute. We study the impact of reduction of selected attributes on the overall ability of the attacker in correctly predicting the value of the sensitive attribute.

Let $DS$ represents the projection of a selected attributes set $S$ on the dataset $D$ (where $S \subset A \setminus C$). We use $DS$ to build a model of the data in order to classify SA. Assume that $Acc(DS)$ and $Acc(DBLP)$ refer to the accuracy of correctly predicting the value of SA when the classifier is built using $DS$ and $DBLP$ respectively.

**Definition 1**: Given dataset $D$, a projected dataset $DS$, and the baseline dataset $DBLP$, we compute Privacy Breach Increase (PBI) as

$$PBI(DS) = \left( \frac{Acc(DS)}{Acc(DBLP)} \right) - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.1)
PBI is the characterization of privacy in terms of ease/difficulty of correctly predicting the sensitive attributes using a given attribute set. From formula (8.1), if PBI is positive, it indicates that the privacy risk of DS is higher than the baseline dataset, and likewise, a negative value of PBI indicates that, the privacy risk of DS is lower than the baseline dataset. We consider PBI to be computed as percentage of the baseline privacy. The minimum privacy breach is referred to as distribution privacy DistP. The amount of allowed PBI of a given dataset is chosen by DH. For example, if the PBI associated with a given attribute subset is (-10%), it means that it becomes (10%) more difficult for the attacker to correctly predict the correct value of SA for a given individual when compared with attacking the baseline dataset. The distribution privacy is simply the distribution of the sensitive attributes which represents the population distribution and is known to the adversary (since the assumption is that the sensitive attributes will be released). If we are able to publish a dataset in which the prediction of the sensitive attribute is not more than the sensitive attribute distribution DistP, even if the attacker uses the same dataset in order to infer the values of sensitive attribute, his/her posterior belief will not change as the result of releasing the dataset. Although not the focus of this thesis, this observation could be related to the notion of $\varepsilon$-differential privacy in which the disclosure of the privacy of any individual should not substantially (bounded by $\varepsilon$) disclosed as a result of participation in a statistical dataset.

One remaining question is that, to what extend the proposed method is robust against malicious attacks in which the attacker would explore in-depth understanding of the data (e.g. correlation between attributes, etc)? Our privacy objective of a selected subset is achieved proportional to the baseline. In other words, we ensure that the privacy breach increase due to release of a given dataset (with selected features) is lower than that of the baseline and below a given threshold. To this end, the aim is that to minimize the power of the attacker in correctly predicting the correct value of SA as a result of dataset release. We insist that, the purpose here is to limit and control the amount of inference of sensitive attribute(s) due to the release of the dataset. Our aim is to control the difference between prior and posterior belief of the attacker (i.e. before and after seeing the released dataset). If the attacker is able to infer SA using external datasets, such inference will be made anyways and regardless of releasing/not releasing the dataset held by DH. In other words,
it is DH’s responsibility to manage the dataset it owns and to be released. Furthermore, we assume that the recipient of the dataset (DR) is a well-known and trusted entity for a given analysis purpose.

### 8.3. Application of PBI

**Objective:** We want to find an attribute subset \( S \subset A \setminus (C \cup \text{SA}) \) such that (1) the probability of achieving correct posterior inference about the sensitive attribute (i.e. SA) of an individual based on \( S \) is below a given threshold \( \alpha \) (privacy) and (2) the difference between the performance of the baseline attribute subset \( BL \), represented by \( DBL \) dataset, and the selected attribute subset \( S \) (in terms of predicting the target attribute \( C \)), represented by \( DS \) dataset, is not statistically significant or is in favor of the selected attribute subset (efficacy). Formally, we want to find:

\[
S \mid (PBI(DS) \leq \alpha) & \left( \left( \text{Perf}(DS) \geq \text{Perf}(DBL) \right) || \left( |\text{Perf}(DBL) - \text{Perf}(DS)| \right) \right) = \text{statistically significant}
\]

From this objective, it is possible to obtain more than one attribute subset which satisfies the above constraints. We refer to these attribute subsets as **candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets**. Depending on the user’s preferences, within the space of candidate privacy-aware subsets four possible regions could be identified which are shown in Figure 8.2. We want to enable the user to select a trade-off between performance (i.e. classification accuracy) and privacy (i.e. \( PBI \)) based on his/her requirements and priorities. The user might be willing to give up some utility in order to gain more privacy and vice versa. Each point in Figure 8.2 represents a selected attribute subset with two associated values \( (\text{Perf}(DS), \text{PBI}(DS)) \).

\( \text{Perf}(DS) \) refers to the accuracy of the attribute subset in predicting the target class \( C \) i.e. classification accuracy. \( \text{PBI}(DS) \) refers to the increase in the likelihood of privacy breach of the attribute subset \( S \) in predicting the sensitive attribute \( \text{SA} \) compared with the baseline. \( \text{DistP}_\text{PBI} \) refers to the \( PBI \) associated with the distribution of the sensitive attribute in the whole dataset w.r.t the baseline. This is the maximum privacy guarantee and is unaffected by the records in the dataset.
These regions are listed as follows:

- **Region I (NW)**: The attribute subsets in this region have a $PBI(\text{DS})$ and $Perf(\text{DS})$ higher and lower than the baseline respectively. In other words, any other candidate attribute subset in other regions will surpass the attribute subsets in this region because provide either better performance or better privacy or both. NW, in other words is the worst region to be at.

- **Region II (NE)**: The attribute subsets in this region result in higher $PBI(\text{DS})$. However, they achieve higher performance compared with the baseline.

- **Region III (SW)**: The attribute subsets in this region have performance that is lower than the baseline performance; however, their $PBI(\text{DS})$ is also lower than the baseline.

- **Region IV (SE)**: The attribute subsets in this region achieve better performance compared with the baseline while incur less potential privacy breach since their $PBI(\text{DS})$ is lower than that of the baseline. In this region, the best region/location to be at $PBI(\text{DS}) = DistP_PBI$.

### 8.4. Candidate Privacy-aware Attribute Subset Generating System

The initial privacy-aware feature selection system consists of two subsystems, namely, Ranker and Candidate Subset Generator (Figure 8.3). The details of each of these subsystems are provided in the following subsections.
8.4.1. Correlation-aware Attribute Ranking

The privacy risk associated with each attribute may be different. Our system first generates two ranked list of attributes, namely, a privacy rank (PrivR) and a performance rank (PerfR). Consider the privacy rank (PrivR). Our aim is to identify the impact of each attribute in correctly predicting the sensitive attribute SA. We start with the assumption that SA differs from the target attribute C. We first build a classifier using attributes in BL w.r.t. SA, i.e. to obtain BLP (See Section 8.1.1). In order to find the privacy risk of each attribute, only one attribute is removed at a time and then the projection of tuple set T onto the attributes in the remaining attribute set is obtained and the accuracy of the projected dataset w.r.t. SA is calculated. The difference between accuracies of DBLP and the projected dataset is calculated. This difference indicates the impact of removing a given attribute on increasing/decreasing the accuracy of predicting the SA attribute. We then rank the attributes from lower to higher. The higher the rank, the higher the attribute’s contribution in correctly classifying SA, i.e. the more harmful the attribute is. As such, PrivR will consist of attributes that are ranked from lower to higher privacy risk.

The same logic is followed in order to obtain PerfR. The difference is that, in this case the baseline attribute set becomes BLA. Starting from the complete list of attributes, and after eliminating attributes one-by-one we build a classifier using the remaining attributes in order to predict the target class attribute C. Finally, the difference between accuracies of DBLA and the projected dataset is calculated and the ranked list of attributes according to
their performance attribution is obtained. PerfR rank the attributes from higher to lower. This algorithm is shown in Figure 8.4.

The output of this algorithm consists of two ranked list of attributes PrivR and PerfR which will be used as input to the next algorithm discussed in the next section.

The reason for ranking privacy and performance lists differently (lower to higher, higher to lower respectively) is that when the ranked list is used in the next algorithm, in backward elimination, starting from the last attribute in the ranked list, we tend to, first, remove attributes that have higher privacy risk and lower impact on performance.

---

**Input:** Dataset $D$ (A attributes and $T$ tuples, sensitive attribute $SA$, target attribute $C$)

$BL = A \setminus \{SA \cup C\}$  
$BL = \{BL_1, BL_2, ..., BL_k\}$

$BLP = BL \cup SA$

$BLC = BL \cup C$

$DBLP = \text{proj}(D, BLP)$

$DBLC = \text{proj}(D, BLC)$

$Perf_{BLP} = \text{Acc}(DBLP)$

$Perf_{BLC} = \text{Acc}(DBLC)$

//This function returns a list of all attributes ranked according to the required order.

$\text{Rank}((\text{attribute, value}), \text{order}); \text{order} \{\text{high_to_low, low_to_high}\}$:

```
for (i = 1, i ≤ k, i++)  // k refers to the number of attributes in BL
{
    BLtemp,i = BLP-{Bl}  
    DBLtemp,i = \text{proj}(D, BLtemp,i)  
    BLP = Perf_{BLP} - \text{Acc}(DBLtemp,i)  
    PrivR = \text{Rank}((\text{Li}, BLP))
}

for (j = 1, j ≤ k, j++)  // k refers to the number of attributes in BL
{
    BLtemp,j = BLC-{Bj}  
    DBLtemp,j = \text{proj}(D, BLtemp,j)  
    BLC = Perf_{BLC} - \text{Acc}(DBLtemp,j)  
    PerfR = \text{Rank}((\text{Lj}, BLC))
}
```

$PrivR = \text{Rank}(PrivR, \text{low_to_high})$

$PerfR = \text{Rank}(PerfR, \text{high_to_low})$

**Output:** privacy-based ranked attributes ($PrivR$), performance-based ranked attributes ($PerfR$)

---

Figure 8.4: Privacy-based and Performance-based Ranking Algorithm.
8.4.2. Searching for Candidate Attribute Subsets

Before categorizing our search for candidate privacy-aware subsets in the context of existing search techniques we briefly consider these techniques/strategies as follows.

8.4.2.1. Search Strategies

Search strategies are, in general, divided into two categories, namely, Uninformed and Informed (Russell et al. 2010). The Uninformed search strategies do not have any additional information about the states beyond what is provided in the problem definition. The Informed (a.k.a. heuristic) search strategies use problem-specific knowledge beyond the definition of the problem itself. As such, these strategies can find solutions more efficiently compared with the uninformed strategies. In heuristic search strategies additional knowledge of the problem is imparted to the search algorithm.

Three approaches to greedy heuristic search are best-first, hill-climbing, and beam search.

In best-first search nodes are expanded one at a time according to some definition of best. Best-first search family is the least oriented towards solving a problem as quickly as possible (Wilt et al. 2010). Best-first algorithms are complete. The reason for completeness is that they have an open list of unbounded size and therefore they terminate only when they have found a solution or when they emptied the complete open list (Wilt et al. 2010).

In a basic hill climbing algorithm only one node is expanded at a time beginning with the root. It expands only the best child of the previously expanded node. Therefore, it can be said that these algorithms do no work more that what they really need to do. As such, one can expect hill climbing algorithms to find solutions with very little effort and allow them to be very competitive. There are, however, two major drawbacks associated with hill climbing: (1) some of them lack a tunable parameter so that a trade-off between speed and quality could be selected, and (2) they frequently fail to find solutions (Wilt et al. 2010).

Beam searches are grouped into two categories, namely, best-first beam search and breadth-first beam search. The best-first beam search is similar to a best-first search, the difference is that when the open list grows beyond a predetermined size limit, the lowest
quality nodes get removed from the open list until the open list is within its size bound (Rich and Knight 1991). The other kind of beam search is a breadth first beam search which is similar to breadth first search. Breadth-first search traverses a graph (or a tree) by starting at the root and then, first, explores the neighbor nodes prior to moving to the next level neighbors. The breadth first beam differs from a regular breadth-first is such a way that, at each depth layer a fixed number of nodes are expanded and the remaining are pruned (Bisiani 1992).

In many search problems, the path to the goal is irrelevant (Russell et al. 2010). As such, it is possible to consider different types of algorithms that do not give importance to the path at all. In other words, what is important is the solution state. Local search algorithms operate using a single node and move only to neighbors of that node. There are two main advantages associated with the local search algorithms as it is stated in (Russell et al. 2010): (1) they need very little memory because the paths followed are not retained. (2) they usually find reasonable solutions in large or infinite state spaces where it is not suitable to use systematic algorithms. In addition to finding goals, a main benefit of using local search algorithms is that they are very useful in order to solve optimization problems. In optimization problems the goal is to find the best state according to given objective function. Objective function is also considered a heuristic cost function. In addition to local hill-climbing search, there are other local search algorithms such as simulated annealing, local beam search, and genetic algorithms which are beyond the scope of this work.

8.4.2.2. A Search Guided by PrivR and PerfR Ranks

To this end, in the context of search, we identify our search space to be the space of all subsets. Obviously, with \( n \) attribute such search will include \( 2^n \) possibility which is NP-complete. After all, this is the main reason that wrappers usually follow a heuristic approaches (e.g. best-first with forward selection or backward elimination). Our search for privacy-aware candidate subset is informed or heuristic in the sense that the subsets are selected based on an evaluation function. This evaluation function is guided by the rank of attributes in the PrivR and PerfR list since the order in which the attributes are eliminated is dictated by these ranks. Our search operators remove one attribute at a time and therefore we conduct a local search. Therefore, we essentially follow a stepwise backward
elimination procedure. We use backward elimination in order to preserve features whose usefulness requires other features. The very definition of stepwise backward elimination is that, we start with full set of attributes and then, at each step, remove the worst attribute that remains in the set. Such selection of the “worst” attribute is dictated by the PerfR and PrivR. Our search is guided by both PerfR and PrivR. In the case of PerfR we rank the attributes based on their relevance w.r.t. the target class. Therefore, worst attributes refer to the ones that are the least predictive. When search is guided by the PrivR list, worst attributes refer to the ones that are most predictive of the sensitive attribute. After each removal the remaining subset is tested against the accuracy and the privacy requirements. If both requirements are met the given subset is added to the list of candidate subsets. If not, the last removal is cancelled and the next attribute in the ranked list is removed.

In our search methodology, similar to hill climbing, only one node is expanded at a time with the goal of finding a local maxima. This is different than best first search where the goal is to find a global maxima and either to find an optimal solution or to empty the complete open list. Such an inability to find an optimal solution is well understood in the context of privacy-aware feature selection. The very definition of optimal feature subset in the case of regular wrapper, is to obtain a feature subset with the minimum number of attributes that has highest predictive accuracy. From formula (8.2), in a privacy-aware feature selection, we conduct a search for subsets that satisfy our efficacy and privacy requirements simultaneously. In most of the cases, however, it is not possible to find a given subset with the highest efficacy and lowest PBI (our privacy measure) simultaneously. This objective becomes less realistic if we add a third requirement of having minimum number of attributes. Therefore, our search aims to obtain a list of subsets (hence candidate subsets) that satisfy the efficacy and privacy requirements.

Obtaining a single subset is an extra step beyond generating candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets by means of incorporating accuracy, privacy, and dimensionality weights based on the DH’s preferences. As such, it becomes possible to narrow down the search for feature subset to a single subset according to the data holder’s preferences. Introducing a multi-dimensional evaluation function is the main contribution of this work. We start with the background information that precede the definition of the proposed multi-dimensional evaluation function.
8.4.3. Candidate Attribute Subsets Generator

After obtaining ranked list of attributes in PerfR and PrivR, our next step is to follow a backward elimination search technique that is guided by these ranked lists. The reason for having two ranked list PerfR and PrivR, as mentioned in the previous section, is to get the spectrum of subsets of attributes that have both performance and privacy as their main priority. This approach provides the data holder/publisher with greater flexibility in selecting the final subset of attributes.

Input: Dataset \( D \) ( \( A \) attributes and \( T \) tuples, sensitive attribute \( SA \), target attribute \( C \)), \{PrivR\}PrivR, Perf_BLC (Performance of baseline w.r.t. \( C \)), Perf_BLP (Performance of baseline w.r.t. \( SA \))

\[ \text{RankedList} = \{R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_k\} \quad /\quad \text{depending on the input either} \quad \{\text{PrivR}|\text{PerfR}\} \]

\[ n = 0; \]
\[ \text{for} \quad (i = k, i > 0, i--) \quad /\quad k \text{ refers to the number of attributes in } BL \]
\[ \{
\quad S = \text{RankedList} - \{R_i\} \\
\quad S_C = S \cup C \\
\quad S_SA = S \cup SA \\
\quad \text{DBS}_C = \text{proj}(D, S_C) \\
\quad \text{DBS}_SA = \text{proj}(D, S_SA) \\
\quad \text{if} \quad (\text{Acc}(\text{DBS}_C) \geq \text{Perf}_BLC \quad \|\| (\text{Perf}(\text{DBS}_C) - \text{Perf}_BLC))! = \text{statistically significant} \\
\quad \{
\quad \text{PBI}(\text{DBS}_SA) = ((1-\text{Err}(\text{DBS}_SA))/\text{Perf}_BLP) - 1 \\
\quad \text{if}(\text{PBI}(\text{DBS}_SA) \leq \alpha) \quad \{ \\
\quad \text{Candidate_Privacy_Aware_Subset}[n] \quad \leftarrow \quad (S, \text{Acc}(\text{DBS}_C), \text{PBI}(\text{DBS}_SA)) \\
\quad n++ \\
\quad \} \quad \}
\quad \} \quad \text{else} \quad /\quad \text{there elimination of} \quad \{R_i\} \text{v} \quad \text{satisfites the utility requirements, we need} \\
\quad /\quad \text{to put it back and continue with the next attribute in the ranked list} \\
\quad \text{RankedList} = \text{RankedList} \cup \{R_i\} \\
\quad \}
\]

Output: Candidate_Privacy_Aware_Subset

Figure 8.5: Privacy-aware Candidate Subset Generator.

The input to privacy-aware candidate attribute subset generator algorithm includes dataset \( D \), the PrivR list, the PerfR list, the value of Perf_BLC (Performance of baseline attribute set BL with respect to the target class \( C \)), and the value of Perf_BLP (Performance of baseline attribute set BL w.r.t. \( SA \)). We start with the bottom of a given list (being PrivR or PerfR) and eliminate the attributes one-by-one. At each elimination, we check both privacy and performance constraints. If both constraints are satisfied the given attribute is removed and the search proceeds with the next one. If one of the constraints will be
violated, do not eliminate this attribute and go to the next attribute in the list. Repeat this process until any further elimination would violate one of the constraints or when the attribute list is used up. The algorithm is shown in Figure 8.5.

Using the output of privacy-aware candidate attribute subset generator algorithm we populate the PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS) diagram. Therefore, each point in that diagram represents a subset of attributes. It was mentioned earlier in this section that our favorite subsets of attributes are in region IV. Presumably, we are interested in a candidate attribute subset in IV with the minimum number of features. However, we need to ensure that there is no other candidate set S’ such that it is a subset of S and has higher PBI. In other words we must ensure that,

\[ S \mid (S \subset S') \Rightarrow PBI(DS') \geq PBI(DS). \]

DH is responsible to controlling the amount of privacy prior to release of a dataset (with selected feature vector).

We select the Pima dataset in order to show our approach in detail. For the remaining datasets/algorithms only the final candidate attribute subsets is shown. We consider that the goal is to build a C4.5 classifier. The attacker goal is to build a classifier in order to infer the sensitive attributes of the individuals. The Pima dataset consists of nine attributes, namely, Preg, Plas, Pres, Skin, Insu, Mass, Pedi, Age, and Class. We assume that Preg is the S.A. attribute. These attributes are defined in the UCI repository.

First step includes obtaining PerfR and PrivR ranks following the algorithm in Figure 8.4. These ranks are as follows:

\[ PerfR = \{ \text{Plas, Mass, Pres, Skin, Age, Pedi, Insu} \} \]

\[ PrivR = \{ \text{Skin, Insu, Pres, Mass, Pedi, Plas, Age} \} \]

After obtaining the ranks, following backward elimination strategy guided by these ranks, we eliminate the attributes step-wise and obtain the associated Perf(DS) and PBI(DS) for the remaining attribute subset. These results corresponding to PerfR and PrivR are shown in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 respectively.

Following a feature’s elimination we run a t-test and record the difference in the performance of the projected dataset from the remaining attribute subset and the baseline. Hereafter, when we refer to the PBI(DS) and Perf(DS) of attribute subset we implicitly refer to the projected dataset where its feature vector includes the subset S. The baseline performance for this dataset is 73.70%. If the performance is higher than the baseline or
does not differ significantly, this is an indication that this attribute subset satisfies our performance requirements. In other words, the combination of the attribute subsets in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 refers to the list of attribute subsets that yield acceptable performance. ⊕/⊖ refers to significantly higher/lower performance compared to the baseline performance.

Note that in Table 8.2, elimination of the Plas attribute significantly reduces the performance compared with the baseline. In such a case, following the algorithm, Plas is put back and the next attribute in the PrivR rank i.e. Pedi is eliminated and candidate attribute subset $H$ is obtained.

The corresponding two-dimensional diagram of the candidate attribute subsets is shown in Figure 8.6. Each point in this diagram refers to an attribute subset. For consistency and simplicity an alphabetic letter is given to each attribute subset. It is possible to identify the four regions discussed earlier in Figure 8.2. The dotted line in Figure 8.6 refers to $\alpha$. We assume that $\alpha$ is equal to the majority class distribution of S.A i.e. $\text{DistP}_{PBI}$. The value of $\text{DistP}_{PBI}$ is equal to (-2.75%) compared to the baseline and is obtained using formula (8.1). Technically, the most ideal attribute subsets include $H, C, G, D,$ and $E$. We are interested in the attribute subset with fewer numbers of attributes. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset $S$</th>
<th>Perf(DS)</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>PBI(DS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plas_Mass_Pres_Skin_Age_Pedi (A)</td>
<td>75.26⊕</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plas_Mass_Pres_Skin_Age (B)</td>
<td>75.52⊕</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plas_Mass_Pres_Skin (C)</td>
<td>73.83</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plas_Mass_Pres (D)</td>
<td>74.35</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plas_Mass (E)</td>
<td>74.48</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plas (F)</td>
<td>73.04</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>-2.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset $S$</th>
<th>Perf(DS)</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>PBI(DS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin_Insu_Pres_Mass_Pedi_Plas (G)</td>
<td>73.96</td>
<td>0.8544</td>
<td>-3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin_Insu_Pres_Mass_Pedi</td>
<td>66.15⊖</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin_Insu_Pres_Mass_Plas (H)</td>
<td>73.57</td>
<td>0.9318</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin_Insu_Pres_Plas (I)</td>
<td>72.91</td>
<td>0.6115</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin_Insu_Plas (J)</td>
<td>73.30</td>
<td>0.7542</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin_Plas (K)</td>
<td>73.30</td>
<td>0.7542</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
number of attributes associated with $H$, $C$, $G$, $D$, and $E$ are 5, 4, 6, 3, and 2 respectively. Therefore, we may select $E = \{\text{Plas, Mass}\}$ as the final attribute subset.

For comparison purposes, let us consider a generic wrapper feature selection that is not privacy-aware. The selected features using best-first greedy search (with both forward and backward elimination directions) includes $\{\text{Plas, Pres, Mass, Age}\}$. The performance of the projected dataset using these features is 75.78% which is higher than that of $E$ (i.e. 74.48%). However, the PBI associated of WFS is 2.43% which is beyond our accepted $\alpha$. In fact, when generic wrapper is used, the DH cannot have any control over the PBI of the resulting dataset. However, with the privacy-aware evaluation measure the amount of privacy breach increase can be controlled and managed by DH.

By closely observing the results in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 we notice that existence of the attribute Age is crucial in predicting the value of S.A. It follows that, whenever this attribute is included in the attribute subset, PBI(S) becomes positive and once it is removed PBI(S) becomes negative or near baseline.

One main challenge is how to ensure beforehand which classifier will be used by the attacker to attack the released dataset. In fact, we do not have any control over the data mining techniques that will be used by the adversary to attack the released dataset. We know that due to the no free lunch theorem there is no such classifier that will perform best on all datasets. There are two cases to consider here: First, if the maximum the attacker could gain is the majority class distribution of the sensitive attribute (i.e. $\text{DistP} =$
Acc(DS)), it means no matter which classification technique is used, the amount of inference of the sensitive will be bounded by DistP since the majority class is independent of any classifier. Second, if Acc(DS) > DistP, we obtain the final candidate attribute subset to be released and build multiple classifiers against SA using the same candidate attribute subsets and check the resulting Acc(DS) and check if Acc(DS) of different classifiers is significantly higher than our main Acc(DS). We adjust α accordingly. Let us consider this case in the context of our running example. Although our selected dataset E belongs to the first category, however, for illustration purposes we use the selected candidate attribute subset E in order to mimic the attackers attempt to build a classifier with highest Acc(DS). We chose some of the most commonly used classifiers such as SVM, N.B., LogisticR, KNN for our purpose. In each case attribute subset E is used to build a classifier against the sensitive attribute. The results are shown in Figure 8.7.

![Figure 8.7: SA Inference (%) of different classifiers corresponding to E = {Plas, Mass}.](image)

### 8.5. Extension of PBI and Ranker for the case where (C=SA)

So far, we assumed that the goal of the attacker and the legitimate user of the dataset is different (hence C! =SA). It is possible that these goals are the same in which both try to predict the value of C, one for legitimate purposes and the other for malicious purposes. The algorithms discussed so far could be modified slightly to accommodate such a change. For simplicity we assume that our dataset format is represented in Figure 8.8.
As before, the assumption is that the sensitive attribute will be released without any modification. However, the association between individuals and their sensitive attributes should be kept secret. Attribute $C \in A$ represents the target class attribute. Baseline attribute subset $BL$ refers to a subset of attributes in $A$ excluding SA and C. That is, $BL = A \setminus C$.

Our modified measure of privacy i.e. *Privacy Breach Increase* is a slight alteration of the $PBI$ measure introduced earlier for the case where $C = SA$.

Let $DS$ represents the projection of a selected attributes set $S$ on the dataset $D$ (where $S \subset A \setminus C$). We use $DS$ to build a model of the data in order to classify $C$. Assume that $Acc(DS)$ and $Acc(DBL)$ refer to the accuracy of correctly predicting the value of SA when the classifier is built using $S$ and $BL$ respectively.

**Definition 2:** Given dataset $D$, a projected dataset $DS$, and the baseline dataset $DBL$, we compute the modified $PBI$ as

$$\text{Modified } PBI(DS) = \left( \frac{Acc(DS)}{Acc(DBL)} \right) - 1 \quad (8.3)$$

Furthermore, contrary to the case of $C \neq SA$ (in which $PrivR$ and $PerfR$ are independent), when $C = SA$, $PerfR$ and $PrivR$ will be dependent and will have a reverse relation. The methodology of generating privacy-aware candidate attribute subsets in both cases is the same. The main idea being that a two-dimensional plot of Perf(DS) vs. PBI(DS) is obtained
and the four regions explained are populated as it is discussed in Section 8.3 and experimentally shown in Section 8.7.

8.6. Towards A Multi-dimensional Privacy-aware Evaluation Function

The Evaluator Subsystem (which is an extension of the subset shown in Figure 8.3) implements the proposed multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function \( E(S) \). This extension is shown in Figure 8.9. We consider three factors; namely, the performance associated with a given subset \( S \), i.e. \( Perf(S) \), the privacy associated with \( S \), i.e. \( Priv(S) \), and the number of attributes in \( S \), i.e. \( Num(S) \).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8.9: The Evaluator subsystems.

Ideally, within the list of candidate subsets, we are looking for a subset which has the best \( Perf(S) \) (i.e. \( \text{argmax}(Perf(S)) \)), the best privacy (in the case of \( PBI \) as the privacy measure, the worst \( PBI \)) (i.e. \( \text{argmin}(PBI(S)) \)), and the least number of attributes (i.e. \( \text{argmin}(Num(S)) \)).

In practice, a given subset might satisfy none, some, or all of these combinations. We can list the possible combination of these factors being either true or false as follows. In binary encoding, \( 2^3 = 8 \) eight combinations may exist. These combinations are shown in Table 8.3.
It is very likely that we obtain three datasets each satisfying only one condition. In fact, the majority of cases belong to case ‘A’. Let us use the running example (the Pima dataset from the UCI repository and the case of C4.5 classifier) in order to discuss this observation. After obtaining a list of candidate subsets of attributes, the number of attributes $Num$, the privacy breach increase $PBI$, and the performance $Perf$ associated with each of the candidate subsets are recorded. The results are shown in Table 8.3. We keep baseline dataset for reference and comparison purposes.

Table 8.3: $2^3$ combinations of the three identified factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>$\text{argmax}(\text{Perf}(S))$</th>
<th>$\text{argmin}(\text{PBI}(S))$</th>
<th>$\text{argmin}(\text{Num}(S))$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We highlight the cells with $\text{argmax}(\text{Perf}(S))$, $\text{argmin}(\text{PBI}(S))$, and $\text{argmin}(\text{Num}(S))$. Therefore, we identify three subsets that each satisfy only one ideal requirement i.e. having the best performance, the worst PBI, or the least number of attributes. These datasets belong to combinations ‘E’, ‘C’, and ‘B’ respectively (see Table 8.3). However, the remaining datasets belong to combination ‘A’ where none of the requirements are satisfied.

Table 8.4: The n, PBI, and Perf associated with candidate subsets (Pima-C4.5). The corresponding combination category is shown in the last column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>PBI</th>
<th>Perf</th>
<th>Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73.835</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi_age_pres</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>74.875</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi_age</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>74.744</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>74.491</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>74.359</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>74.359</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>74.486</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.072</td>
<td>73.043</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_skin_preg_plas</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.942</td>
<td>72.401</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_plas</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.708</td>
<td>73.312</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_plas</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1.238</td>
<td>72.920</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_plas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.241</td>
<td>72.919</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_plas</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.893</td>
<td>73.175</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We highlight the cells with $\text{argmax}(\text{Perf}(S))$, $\text{argmin}(\text{PBI}(S))$, and $\text{argmin}(\text{Num}(S))$. Therefore, we identify three subsets that each satisfy only one ideal requirement i.e. having the best performance, the worst PBI, or the least number of attributes. These datasets belong to combinations ‘E’, ‘C’, and ‘B’ respectively (see Table 8.3). However, the remaining datasets belong to combination ‘A’ where none of the requirements are satisfied.
Our proposed evaluation function $E(S)$ relaxes such restrictions and provide the data holder with the flexibility of choosing a given factor (being performance or privacy or dimensionality of the data) over other(s). Since the main goal of feature selection is to reduce the dimensionality of data, we consider the number of attributes in the selected subset to be another factor. Our evaluation function is independent of a specific performance measure or privacy measure. It is a function that combines/blends the two measures in such a way that the data holder could exercise its privacy/utility preferences. The proposed measure is called $E(S)$ and is obtained as,

$$E(S) = w1. prf + w2. prv + w3. num$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.4)

where $prf$, $prv$, and $num$ are the rank of a given subset within the set of candidate subsets with respect to $Perf(S)$, $PBI(S)$, and $Num(S)$ respectively. In other words, rather than considering only the maximum or the minimum value of performance, privacy, or number of attributes of a given subset (which is highly limited as it was discussed earlier), we consider $prf$, $prv$, and $num$ associated with each candidate subset within the set of candidate subsets.

$w1$, $w2$, and $w3$ refer to the weights given to each of these factors (ranks). We assume that, $\sum w = 1$, i.e. $w1 + w2 + w3 = 1$. Associating weights with the aforementioned factors has two benefits: First, it makes the combinatory evaluation function generalizable. In other words, we can ignore any of the factors by setting its corresponding weight to 0. Second, it allows the data holder to evaluate/select the subsets based on his/her preferences. For example, by setting $w2 = 4 * w1$, the privacy of the attribute subset is given four times of importance compared with the performance of the subset, and so on. When no preference is given to any of the factors, the default case refers to $w1 = w2 = w3 = 1/3$.

Technically, the goal of the $Evaluator$ subsystem is to apply the evaluation function and to obtain a single selected subset with the best $E(S)$ given the selected weights:

$$f(E(S)) = \text{argmax}(E(S)) \mid w1, w2, w3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.5)
Table 8.5: The candidate attribute subsets, their corresponding Perf(S), PBI(S), and Num(S) and their ranks (pima-C4.5). prf w.r.t. performance (lowest being the worst and highest being the best), prv w.r.t. PBI (highest being the worst and lowest being the best).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Num. (R)</th>
<th>PBI</th>
<th>PBI (R)</th>
<th>Perf</th>
<th>Perf (R)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>73.835</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi_age_pres</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>74.875</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi_age</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74.744</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>74.491</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74.359</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74.359</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>74.486</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-1.072</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>73.043</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_skin_preg_plas</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.942</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>72.401</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_skin_plas</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.708</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>73.312</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_plas</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.238</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72.920</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_plas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.241</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>72.919</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_plas</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.893</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>73.175</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_plas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-1.072</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>73.043</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuing with our running example (the Pima dataset – C4.5), for each of the candidate subsets (and the baseline dataset) we obtain the prf, prv, and num ranks. To examine our evaluation function $E(S)$, we consider three cases. In each of these cases, we want to use $E(S)$ in order to obtain a single subset according to our preferences (applied via weights). In case 1 we assume that ($w_1 = w_2 = w_3$). In case 2, we give performance twice the importance of privacy ($w_1 = 2 * w_2$), and in case 3, we give privacy three times of importance compared with performance ($w_2 = 3 * w_1$). The $E(S)$ results associated with the candidate attribute subsets is shown in Table 8.6. We distinguish between two categories of subsets, those obtained based on PerfR (shown in the top bracket in Table 8.6) and those obtained based on PrivR (shown in the top bracket in Table 8.6).
Table 8.6: The $E(S)$ results associated with candidate subsets corresponding to the selected weights (Pima dataset - C4.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>$E(S)$ (w1 = w2 = w3)</th>
<th>$E(S)$ (w1 = 2w2)</th>
<th>$E(S)$ (w2 = 3w1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>5.328</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi_age_pres</td>
<td>5.661</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi_age</td>
<td>6.327</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin_pedi</td>
<td>6.993</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg_skin</td>
<td>7.326</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass_preg</td>
<td>7.992</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas_mass</td>
<td>8.991</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plas</td>
<td>9.324</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_skin_preg_plas</td>
<td>5.661</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_skin_plas</td>
<td>6.327</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_pedi_plas</td>
<td>6.993</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_age_plas</td>
<td>7.659</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_pres_plas</td>
<td>8.325</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insu_plas</td>
<td>8.658</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 8.6 we notice that in general when performance is given higher importance compared with privacy, the subsets corresponding to $PerfR$ result in higher $E(S)$. On the other hand, when privacy is given more importance compared with performance, subsets corresponding to $PrivR$ have higher $E(S)$. This is in line with the observation that, that the subsets obtained based on $PerfR$ ranking have higher accuracy compared with those which are based on $PrivR$ ranking. On the other hand, the $PBI$ of the corresponding subsets based on $PrivR$ ranking is lower than the corresponding subsets that are obtained based on associated with $PerfR$ ranking.

We plot the diagrams associated with subset/$E(S)$ combinations and show the results in Figure 8.10.
Figure 8.10: The E(S) corresponding to different weight ratios w.r.t. candidate subsets (Pima-C4.5).

From this diagram, when \( w_1 = w_2 = w_3 \), subset \{plas\} is selected. When \( w_1 = 2 \times w_2 \), and \( w_2 = 0.5 \), subset \{plas, mass\} is selected, and when \( w_2 = 3 \times w_1 \), and \( w_1 = 0.2 \), subset \{insu, pres, age, plas\} is selected.

8.7. Experiments

We used four datasets from the UCI repository. Two relatively large datasets include the Adult dataset (consists of 45,222 records) and the Diabetes dataset (consists of 101,766 records). We also considered two smaller datasets; i.e., the Pima dataset and the Liver Patient dataset. The records with missing attribute values were eliminated. We obtained the results using two classification algorithms: namely, C4.5. and N.B. 10-fold cross validation was performed for evaluation and a statistical significant t-test was used to compare the results.

The corresponding results and analysis is summarized in the following two subsections.
8.7.1. Results and Analysis of the Two-dimensional PBI(DS) vs. Perf (DS) plot

For the case of C!=SA, a PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS) plot is obtained and the four regions discussed in Section 8.3 are shown. We obtain the list of candidate attribute subsets and identify the location of each selected attribute subset within the PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS) diagram.

The two-dimensional plot corresponding to the Pima dataset (C4.5 classifier) was shown and discussed in Section 8.4.3. We show, below in Figure 8.11, the results for the N.B. classifier.

From this diagram, the candidate attribute subsets are spread over regions II, III, and IV. Ideally region IV is the best since it has a PBI and Perf values that are lower and higher than the baseline attribute set respectively. We notice that the density of distribution of the points on the plot in region IV is higher than other regions. This gives the data holder different options to select the final subset to be released. The spread of the points (each representing subset of attributes) is a function of the PBI and Perf associated with the given subset.

We conducted our experiments with the other datasets as well. Similar behaviour was observed; though, the distribution of the points was different for a variety of dataset/classifier combinations. These results, corresponding to C4.5 and N.B. classifiers are shown in Appendix A.

These graphs show a visual representation of PBI and Perf values associated with the selected subsets and enable DH to trade-off one for another when releasing a given dataset.
In general, it is possible to populate the plot with different subsets of attributes since each point on the plot represents a given subset. Region IV is the preferred region for the aforementioned reasons of having better utility and privacy compared with the baseline dataset. From the plots we notice that sometimes one or more regions are empty (i.e. no attribute subset point falls in that region) and this is related to the very characteristics of data and is dataset dependent. It is important to mention that, all of the subsets in the two-dimensional plot satisfy the minimum utility requirement. In other words, their accuracy is either higher than the baseline or if it is lower, this difference is not statistically significant. The t-test was used to validate this point. It is finally up to the data holder to choose appropriate \( \alpha \) which represents the privacy breach increase/decrease factor, and identify the legitimate attribute subset from the list of available attribute subsets. It might be the case that DH provides a list of feature subsets (not the dataset) and the corresponding classification accuracy and communicate those to DR. DH only provides those attributes that satisfy the privacy requirements.

### 8.7.2. Results and Analysis of the Evaluation Function \( E(S) \)

For the case of \( C=SA \), the evaluation function is implemented and the corresponding \( E(S) \) values for each combination of the weights are obtained. The case of Pima-C4.5 was discussed in detail earlier in Section 8.6. It was mentioned that, the proportion of weights specially between \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) is the choice of the data holder. Having a proportional relations between weights such as \( w_1 = 4 \cdot w_2 \), \( w_2 = 7 \cdot w_1 \) is one way of representing the relative weights. However, it is possible to consider any value for each of the weights as long as their sum is equal to 1.0. For instance the data holder might decide to consider 0.34, 0.42, and 0.24 for \( w_1, w_2, \) and \( w_3 \) respectively.

Let us consider the results associated with Pima-N.B. case. After obtaining \( PerfR \) and \( PrivR \) and generating the candidate-subsets, we record the \( Perf(S) \), \( PBI(S) \), and \( Num(S) \) of each of these subsets and rank them based on the methodology discussed in Section 8.6. The final results are shown in Figure 8.12.
From Figure 8.12, when $w_1 = w_2 = w_3$, subset \{plas\} is selected. When $w_1 = 2 \times w_2$, and $w_2 = 0.333$, subset \{plas, mass, pedi, preg\} is selected. When $w_2 = 3 \times w_1$, and $w_1 = 0.2$, subset \{plas\} is selected. We could have selected subset \{skin, pedi, plas\} or \{pedi, plas\} since they have the same $E(S)$ value of 9.8. However, in such cases where there is a tie (and more than one subset have the maximum $E(S)$ associated with them), we may select the subset with least number of attributes i.e. \{plas\}.

We consider the Adult dataset next. In this case, different proportions of the weights are assumed. The corresponding results are shown in Figure 8.13.
Figure 8.13: The $E(S)$ corresponding to different weight ratios w.r.t. candidate subsets (Adult-C4.5).

Depending on the chosen weights for performance, privacy, and number of attributes, different values of $E(S)$ per candidate subsets are obtained. We record the $E(S)$ corresponding to $\text{argmax}(E(S)) \mid w_1, w_2, w_3$ associated with each case (i.e. selected weight ratio) and list the results along best subset in Table 8.7.
Table 8.7: Best $f(E(S))$ and its corresponding selected attribute subset given the weight selected by the data holder corresponding to Adult-C4.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>Best Subset</th>
<th>E(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w1</td>
<td>w2</td>
<td>w3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the same methodology, similar observations are made in the case of Adult-N.B. dataset/classifier combination. The results associated with different weights are shown in Figure 8.14. Once again, it is possible to select an attribute subset with the best $E(S)$ according to a given selected weights i.e. to obtain $\text{argmax}(E(S)) \mid w_1, w_2, w_3$. For instance, consider the case where $w_1$, $w_2$, and $w_3$ are 0.15, 0.3, and 0.55 respectively. In such case, the best $E(S)$ corresponds to the subset \{CG, Relationship, MaritalStatus, Occupation, Education, EducationNum\} which implies that given those weights it represents the best selected subset. Similarly, with the same weights the second best attribute subset would correspond to \{CG, Relationship, MaritalStatus, Occupation, Education, EducationNum, Age\}.
We conducted further experiments with other datasets i.e. Diabetes and Liver Patients datasets (both case of N.B. and C4.5 classifiers). The results are shown in Appendix B.
In general, the results show that by introducing the $E(S)$ evaluation function it is possible to identify a single attribute subset based on the data holder preferences. In each case, with different combinations of privacy, utility, and dimensionality weight it becomes possible to make decisions about the accepted/desired trade-off between these three factors and specially the privacy and utility factors. It should be outlined that, the proposed evaluation function is generalizable. That is, by setting any of the weights (or a combination of two of them) to zero, it is still possible to use the measure to evaluate the attribute subsets. All possible combinations are listed in Table 8.8. $x$, $y$, $z$ are the weights chosen by the data holder.

Table 8.8: Possible combinations when one weight or two weights are set to zero.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$w_1$</th>
<th>$w_2$</th>
<th>$w_3$</th>
<th>$E(S)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$w_3$.num (or num)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$w_2$.prv (or prv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$w_1$.prf (or prf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>$w_2$.prv + $w_3$.num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>$w_1$.prf + $w_3$.num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$w_1$.prf + $w_2$.prv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>$w_1$.prf + $w_2$.prv + $w_3$.num</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 8.8 we notice that, $E(S) = prf$ is a special case where the evaluation is based on the performance factor only. Such $E(S)$ (which depends only on the performance (e.g. accuracy)), reminds us of the evaluation used in a regular non privacy-aware wrappers. In wrappers, the impact of addition/removing of a given attribute is evaluated by calculating the accuracy of the resulting attribute subset compared with accuracy of the preceding subset.

8.8. Discussions and Future Directions

In empirical studies, we employ $PBI$ to ensure that the minimal set of the released attributes would not allow an attacker to increase the breach above $\alpha$. The ideal case is when the inference of SA is limited to the SA majority class distribution i.e. $DistP$. This guarantees that, while the released dataset maintain high utility for a given workload, it satisfies the privacy requirements.

One legitimate question is: what if the same data recipient requires the same dataset for another purpose, e.g. different target class. This results in releasing different sets of
attributes. Then, how we can ensure that multiple view publishing of the same dataset does not collectively breach the privacy requirement? In such case a new threshold can be introduced and imposed by the data holder $\beta$ which ensures that the PBI(DS) of the union of selected attributes in multiple releases is bounded by the $\beta$.

Another question is: what if the data recipient, given the same target class, wants to use a different classifier? The answer to this question is two-fold. Recall, that our feature selection goal is not to obtain the most optimal attribute subset. We may re-consider the previously obtained candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets. We re-use the attribute subsets that satisfy the performance and privacy constraints using the new classifier. We could also find the candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets using the new classifier and then only to choose/release from those that fall in the intersection of the candidate attribute subsets.

Building a classifier against the SA requires that the class attribute (being the SA attribute) to be discrete. There are, however, different cases where SA is a numerical attribute. A remedy to handle this case is to discretize the numerical attribute prior to classification.

There are cases where it is mandated that some attributes should be included in the released dataset (due to their scientific/financial importance). With the proposed framework this requirement could be addressed. By generating a candidate attribute subset to choose from, we could address cases where the data recipient wants to select which attributes should be included in the final attribute subset when more than one possibility exist. The list of attributes in the candidate attribute subsets could be communicated to the data recipient. Rather than aiming for a given attribute subset in region IV (Figure 8.2) with the least number of attributes, the data recipient might be interested in including some attributes in the released dataset. As long as the performance and privacy requirements are satisfied, this should be allowable.

The computational complexity of our algorithm is a factor of the number of features in the dataset. The fundamental difference between this privacy-aware measure and the non privacy-aware measure used in typical wrappers is that, contrary to the later, the goal of privacy-aware evaluation measure is not obtaining the optimal attribute subset w.r.t. the accuracy. This reduces the search effort. Moreover, the search in our technique is not
random, rather, it is guided by $PrivR$ and $PerfR$ and at each step one attribute is eliminated in a greedy (without backtracking) strategy which enhances the search performance.

One legitimate question is that, if we know the goal is to use a specific classifier, why don’t we just publish the final classification model instead. In many cases, e.g. bioinformatics, datasets have too large a number of attributes that needs to be reduced. Furthermore, in areas such as medical research, it is a requirement that (even if the model is published) the data itself to be published as well. Moreover, even in the extreme case of publishing the model, we know that the model itself may be attacked. Therefore, a model that is built using privacy-aware feature selection as a pre-processing step, consists not only of fewer attributes (and all of the associated benefits w.r.t. performance), but those that were selected taking privacy considerations into account.

Another point is that, how to choose $\alpha$ such that it provides enough privacy. In selecting $\alpha$, the very characteristics of the dataset should be taken into consideration. In general, any value of $\alpha < 0$ (i.e. being in regions III and IV) indicates more privacy when compared with baseline’s $PBI$ i.e. 0. Controlling the amount of privacy is ultimately the choice of the data holder.

Given the desired weight of performance, privacy, and number of attributes, the best subset that results in highest $E(S)$ among candidate subsets is selected and returned by the privacy-aware feature selection system that employs the proposed evaluation function. We selected $PBI$ as the privacy measure associated with each selected subset of attributes. However, the measure of privacy, in such a solution, could be any innate measure since our combinatory evaluation measure considers the rank of the privacy factor ($prv$) among possible candidates independent of the specific privacy measure that is used. The same argument is made about the performance measure. We consider accuracy in our experiments but it could be any other performance measure such as AUC, precision, etc. Once again, $E(S)$ is concerned about is the rank of the performance factor ($prf$) w.r.t. the other candidate subsets.

This evaluation function could be applied even in the cases where the original dataset is anonymized and when feature selection is applied on anonymized dataset.

Recall that $E(S)$ is not tied to a particular utility/privacy measure. It is mainly used for comparison purposes in order to compare candidate subsets and to select the one with
maximum value. We just mentioned that by setting the weights of one or two factors to zero, the measure still could be used to evaluate the subsets based on the remaining factor(s). The flexibility of the proposed measure also implies that, we could easily expand/extend $E(S)$ to include more factors if necessary.

In addition to obtaining the maximum $E(S)$ according to chosen weights, we can also get a ranked $E(S)$ for the same weight ratios. This, yet, gives the data holder more flexibility in trading-off performance, privacy, and dimensionality of the resulting dataset. For example, we the data holder will have the option of obtaining second best subset, third best subset, and so on.

In our current work, we apply $E(S)$ to the candidate attribute subsets in order to evaluate them and to obtain the subset with maximum $E(S)$ in a given setting. The $E(S)$ evaluation measure in its extended (complete) form i.e. $E(S) = w1.prf + w2.prv + w3.num$ could be plugged in into existing feature selection techniques. We will use $E(S)$ (on-the-fly) as the evaluation measure during forward selection or backward elimination in wrappers. In such case, rather than obtaining the complete list of candidate privacy-aware subsets, at each step, we can compare the associated\{prf, prv, and num\} rank of the updated subset (due to adding/removing of an attribute) with the \{prf, prv, and num\} rank of the preceding subset and maintain the subset with higher $E(S)$ given the weight. This logic will be applied to both cases of forward selection and backward elimination.

8.9. Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function in automatic feature selection. We defined a new attribute subset dependent measure of privacy, namely, Privacy Breach Increase ($PBI$). Using this measure, we proposed a system that generates candidate privacy-aware attribute subsets. The generated privacy-aware candidate subsets provide the data custodian with flexibility of choosing a subset that is most suitable for the existing scenario by adjusting the level of privacy and efficacy. We also proposed an evaluation function $E(S)$. Given the list of candidate privacy-aware subset, $E(S)$ enables the data custodian to determine the best privacy-aware subset according to
efficacy, privacy, and dimensionality preferences. The proposed techniques were experimentally validated using some of the UCI datasets.
Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we aimed at studying a privacy dimension of automatic feature selection, a dimension which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been explored in the past. Combining privacy and automatic feature selection is rewarding specially in this era of abundance of data and rapidly expanding and increasing amount of collected digital information. It follows that, in many cases, such data consists of personal information and sensitive attributes about individuals, businesses, etc, that needs to be protected. Furthermore, the utility and usefulness of data should be retained for future analysis purposes.

We discussed the notion of privacy-by-design in Chapter 1. We particularly focused on two principles of the PbD, namely, “privacy as the default setting” and “privacy embedded into design”. With this notion and its principles in mind, we aimed at turning feature selection into a privacy-aware process by proposing several techniques in the context of
task oriented privacy preserving data publishing. Incorporating privacy into automatic feature selection and (partially) realizing the notion of privacy-by-design is especially important due to the existing and ever increasing amount of data and the potential benefit of data reduction step within the KDD process.

Feature selection as an indispensable dimensionality reduction technique has several advantages associated with it. These advantages include, amongst others: enhancing understandability of data, lower computational cost, reducing negative impact of curse of dimensionality, and improving the predictive performance of learning algorithms. When privacy considerations is incorporated into feature selection process, yet, another important benefit is added to the above list.

Looking at it from a different perspective, experimental results have shown that feature selection, in general, leads to better utility of the resulting dataset specially on future and unseen data. It provides a degree of manoeuvrability which could be well used to the benefit of privacy preservation.

In our works we studied the relation between feature selection and privacy from different dimensions under the title of “Task Oriented Privacy-preserving Data Publishing Technologies Using Feature Selection”.

We first considered the implicit role of automatic feature selection as a privacy preserving tool. In Chapter 5 we showed that, even without privacy-aware feature selection, it is possible that some or all of the identified quasi-identifier attributes get excluded from the final selected attribute subset. In other words, feature selection does not select them because they are either irrelevant or weakly relevant and redundant. By excluding some of the attributes in the QI set we implicitly achieve three goals. First, we only retain the attributes that are highly predictive of the target class. Second, by reducing the number of released QI attributes it becomes much more difficult to single out an individual relying only on the remaining QI attributes. Therefore, we reduce the risk of re-identification. Third, since anonymization targets the QI attributes only, more details of the relevant attributes are retained to achieve the same privacy level. This is an obvious benefit of special purpose anonymization vs. general purpose anonymization which results in over-anonymization of the dataset.
By investigating this dimension of feature selection we obtain resulting datasets that, while satisfying a given privacy model, retain high utility for further analysis. In our work we considered the analysis task to be classification. Our results presented in Chapter 5 showed that in both cases of K-anonymity and differential privacy (each belonging to different category of privacy models), using feature selection, we were able to satisfy the privacy requirements while maintaining a high level of utility compared with the baseline dataset.

We then attempted to turn automatic feature selection into a privacy-aware process. In other words, rather than passively investigating the possible privacy role of feature selection, we added privacy to feature selection to make it privacy-aware. We studied this dimension in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 to address privacy-aware filters and wrappers respectively. Recall that filters and wrappers constitutes the two main branches of automatic feature selection. In either case, privacy was added as an extra step following the feature selection step. It was shown in both cases of wrappers and filters that using the very correlation among attributes and the correlation between attributes and the target class, it is possible to further eliminate and/or replace the quasi-identifiers with other non quasi-identifier attributes. In some cases, it was possible to eliminate all of the quasi-identifier attributes and yet to obtain a dataset with a classification accuracy not significantly different than the baseline dataset. We showed that how the utility gains associated with automatic feature selection could be used for privacy purposes.

Finally, we considered incorporating privacy during automatic feature selection. This is different than the second dimension in which privacy is added as an extra step following regular feature selection step. In this dimension, we considered the notion of empirical privacy based on the change in prior and posterior inference of sensitive attribute(s) by the attacker that has access to sophisticated data mining tools. This definition of privacy was modified to include the impact of eliminating of attributes on the increase or decrease of inference ability of the attacker. The main benefit of such definition of privacy is that it is does not require categorization of attributes into quasi-identifiers vs. non quasi-identifiers (though still actively used in the privacy-preserving data publishing/mining community and is required in different syntactic privacy models). We introduced the $PBI$ privacy measure which enables the data holder to choose from a collection of candidate privacy-
aware attribute subset trading-off privacy and utility. We defined four regions of privacy vs. utility allowing the data holder to choose appropriate privacy-aware candidate attribute subset according to its privacy and utility preferences. We further expanded this dimension by introducing a multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function in automatic feature selection which enables the data holder to select and release a subset of attributes according to the required preferences of utility (i.e., associated classification accuracy), privacy, and dimensionality of data. With the multi-dimensional privacy-aware evaluation function it is possible to reduce the list of privacy-aware candidate attribute subsets to a single subset.

### 9.1. Limitations

Some of the techniques presented in this work assume that the QI attribute sets are already identified. One limitation (which is beyond the scope of this work) is the challenge of choosing the QI attributes and was discussed in Section 2.2.4. Furthermore, in both cases of privacy-aware wrappers and filters, the assumption was made that the attributes that constitute the QI set are given same weight. This is an existing assumption in PPDP (and was inherited in the first two dimensions of our work). However, because we are using feature selection to eliminate some of the QI attributes we might give those attributes different privacy weights according to their associated privacy risk.

Another limitation, related to both dimensions of (privacy aware filters and wrappers) and (privacy-aware evaluation measure), is formulated in the following question: What if the same data recipient requires the same dataset for another purpose later and after obtaining the task-oriented dataset, e.g. having different target classes? This results in releasing different sets of attributes. Then, how we can ensure that multiple view publishing of the same dataset does not collectively breach the privacy?

These limitations can be addressed in the future work along other possibilities of extending the current work.
9.2. Future Work

To address the above mentioned limitations, we may include the following changes in the future work.

The fact that our approach considers the final analysis goal of the data recipient may be well used in order to prioritize the attributes in the QI set. In such case, we can improve the proposed algorithms and to enable the elimination of the QI attributes in a certain order taking into account both the privacy risk and the utility contribution of each of the QI attributes.

To address the potential privacy breach due to multi view data publishing, in the case of privacy-aware filters and wrapper, a possible future work is to implement a validation step at the DH’s end (Section 2.6) in which the system would check if multiple views of the same data are requested by the DR. If that is the case, the union of all published anonymized views should still satisfy a given privacy model (i.e. be K-anonymous). To address the multi view data publishing issue corresponding to the privacy-aware evaluation measure, a possible future direction is to introduce and implement a new threshold \( \beta \) at the DH’s end. This new threshold ensures that the PBI of the union of (the projected datasets based on) selected attributes in multiple releases is bounded by the \( \beta \). Additionally, we may consider sequential data release in which the number of attributes will change in future releases and some of those added/removed attributes happen to be quasi-identifiers. Other possibility is to generate synthetic data and to build models using that data. In general, multi-view data publishing and sequential data publishing, both, have been addressed in (Nergiz et al. 2009, Stokes and Torra 2012), (Yao et al. 2005), (Kifer and Gehrke 2006), (Wang and Fung 2006), (Fung et al. 2008), etc. As a future dimension, we can implement feature selection combined with those existing techniques and see how privacy-aware feature selection may improve the existing works in multi-view and sequential data publishing.

In addition to the aforementioned limitations and their possible remedies, our current work can be expanded in different directions. We already identified potential future directions for extending the three major dimensions proposed, discussed, and validated in the previous chapters. At the end of each chapter potential future directions were proposed.
Some other future improvements include the following: The wrapper feature selection approaches result in higher performance compared with filter approaches. This performance is achieved at higher computational cost. By including the privacy cost as another factor, filter approaches may provide very useful results. This is specially the case, when using wrapper approach is not applicable. It is possible to consider the trust level of the DR when publishing TOP anonymized dataset. We could also consider distributed task oriented privacy preserving data publishing where the data is horizontally or vertically distributed among different data holders.

We may consider generating task oriented synthetic data based on the statistical information of the original data.

Another dimension is to consider the stability of feature selection when it is used for privacy preserving purposes. Stability of feature selection refers to the case where when further records are included in the dataset or some records are removed from the dataset, feature selection would produce the same selected features. It is possible to differentiate between black-box vs. white-box classifiers and add another feature to the TOP framework by building and releasing black-box classifiers without scarifying privacy.

Another further extension of this work is studying the minimum amount of data that is sufficient build a data mining model. In other words, determining a threshold in which after that adding more data records would not impact the built models.

In our work we focused on the two commonly used and main approaches of automatic feature selection, namely, filters and wrappers. Another future dimension is to consider a third approach to feature selection known collectively as embedded methods. These methods learn which features contribute best to accuracy of the model during the creation of the model itself. An example of imbedded methods is LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) (Tibshirani 1996). A possible extension is to consider privacy-aware LASSO incorporating privacy considerations into its very functionality.

Finally, another future direction is to develop a multi-dimensional utility measure that will deliver its results in a multidimensional space (or at least 2-dimensional space, privacy and efficacy (accuracy) being the two dimensions). With such measure, it becomes possible to select the right point in this two dimensional space based on the Pareto efficiency. In other words, we develop a methodology to identify the best point (being the best subset of
attributes) in which no further improvement of privacy (or efficacy) is possible without
harming the efficacy (or privacy) respectively. In a similar setting, such right point could
be obtained based on Multi Criterion Decision-Making (MCDM) {Zeleny, 1973 #10}. MCDM
refers to a class of methods based on the idea that, given a set of decision criteria and
alternatives, what would be the best alternative.
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Appendix A

A1. The PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS) Plot Results

Figure A.1: Liver Patients dataset - C4.5 - PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS).

Figure A.2: Liver Patients dataset - N.B. - PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS).

Figure A.3: Adult dataset - C4.5 - PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS).
Figure A.4: Adult dataset – N.B. - PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS).

Figure A.5: Diabetes dataset - C4.5 - PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS).

Figure A.6: Diabetes dataset - N.B. - PBI(DS) vs. Perf(DS).
Appendix B

B1. The Evaluation Function $E(S)$ Results

Figure B.1: The $E(S)$ corresponding to different weight ratios w.r.t. candidate subsets (Diabetes - C4.5).
Figure B.2: The $E(S)$ corresponding to different weight ratios w.r.t. candidate subsets (Diabetes - N.B.).

Figure B.3: The $E(S)$ corresponding to different weight ratios w.r.t. candidate subsets (Liver Patients - C4.5).
Figure B.4: The E(S) corresponding to different weight ratios w.r.t. candidate subsets (Liver Patients - N.B.).
## Appendix C

### Table C.1: Description of the datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
<th>Number of attributes</th>
<th>List of attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>heart stat logs</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>age, sex, chest_restingBlood_pressure, serum_cholesterol, fasting_blood_sugar,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>resting_electrocardiographic_results, maximum_heart_rate_achieved, exercise_induced_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>angina, oldpeak, slope, number_of_major_vessels, thal, class { absent, present }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pima diabetes</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>preg, plas, skin, insu, mass, pedi, age class { tested_negative, tested_positive }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>german credit</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>checking_status, duration, credit_history, purpose, credit_amount, saving_status,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>employment, installment_commitment, personal_status, other_parties, residence_since,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>property_magnitude, age, other_payment_plans, housing, existing_credits, job, num_dependents,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>own_telephone, foreign_worker, class { good, bad }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver_patiens</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>age, gender, TB, DB, AAP, SAIA, SASA, TP, ALB, A/G, class { A, B }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRX</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A11, A12, A13, A14, A15, class { +, - }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>1,473</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>wife_age, wife_education, husband_education, number_of_children-ever-born, wife_religion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wife_now_working, husband_occupation, standard-of-living-index, media_exposure,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>contraceptive_method_used { 1, 2, 3 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin Breast Cancer</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>clump_thickness, cell_size_uniformity, cell_shape_uniformity, marginal_adhesion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>single_epi_cell_size, bare_nuclei, bland_chromatin, normal_nucleoli, mitoses, class { benign, malignant }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>45,222</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>age, workclass, fnlwgt, education, education_num, marital_status, occupation,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>relationship, race, sex, capital_gain, capital_loss, hours_per_week, native_country,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>class { &gt;50k, &lt;=50k }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes (130-US hospitals for years 1999-2008)</td>
<td>101,766</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>encounter_id, patient_nbr, race, gender, age, weight, admission_type_id, discharge_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>disposition_id, admission_source_id, time_in_hospital, payer_code, medical_specialty,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>num_lab_procedures, num_procedures, num_medications, number_outpatient, number_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>emergency, number_inpatient, diag_1, diag_2, diag_3, number_diagnoses, max_glu_serum,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A1Cresult, metformin, repaglinide, nateglinide, chlorpropamide, glimepiride, aceto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hexamide, glipizide, glyburide, tolbutamide, pioglitazone, rosiglitazone, acarbose,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>miglitol, troglitazone, tolazamide, examide, citogliton, insulin, glyburide-metformin,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>glimepiride-pioglitazone, metformin-rosiglitazone, metformin-pioglitazone, change,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>diabetesMed, readmitted { Yes, No }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>